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ABSTRACT 

The topic of study of this thesis is the qanat system Of 
I 

water supply in relation to human ecosystems in Iran. A 

qanat is a system of tapping ground water, consisting of an 

underground tunnel, connected to the surface by a series of 

shafts, which brings water to the surface by gravity. 

Qanats have been constructed and worked for thousands of' 

years but now they are facing many crises for their continued 

existence. In order to show the qanat and its importance 

a brief outline of the physical features of Iran,, historical 

and social background are presented in Chapters 1 and 2. 

In the third chapter the water budget and water supply in 

Iran is discussed, and in Chapter 4 qanats in Iran are 

described. Chapter 5 gives a full description of methods 

Of construction of qanats based on personal observation and 

interviews with craftsmen. A case study of the qanats of 

Xur is presented in Chapter 6; Chapter 7 is the second case' 

study of the qanats of Ardaka4n. Some historical notes and 
a brief description of the distribution of qanats through- 

out the world is presented in Chapter 8. The situation of 

qanats in Iran today and their problems are discussed in 

Chapter 9 with some recommendation for restoring qanats 

and insuring their future. Chapter 10 is the summary and 

conclusion. Some relevant points are described in the 

appendices. 

S- 
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1. 

INTRODUCTION 

"We established from water, everything, alive. " 

Qoran, XXI, 31. 

Water exists in, on and over the earth from about l0km 

below the surface to about . 5km above it. Oceans, seas, 

lakes, rivers; etc) cover seven tenths of the globe's 

surface. Only 0.635/57o of the total amount of water is in- 

land and a still smaller percentage is available to man. 

Man uses inland water, in contrast to sea water, for in- 

dustrial and domestic use, irrigation, and as a power 

source. Although water is available almost everywhere, 

its quality, quantity, time of. occurance and so on, varies 

greatly from one place to another. 

Since water is an essential need for maintaining life and 

settlements, and for the development of agriculture and 
industries, wherever supply fails to match requirements, 

the human being starts to create devices and to build up 

systems to make the water available and to use it bene- 
ficially. 

In places where the water supply is inadequate, it is, the 

efficiency of man's adaptation, both of himself and his 

environment, which is important. 

Ever since the beginning of cultural acitivites of man, - a 

good deal of these activities have been spent on making 

water available, supplying it to meet his demands, or build- 

ing up a rational system of utilization. "Hydraulic Civili- 

zationIt is an expressive term to define many civilizations 

throughout the history of mankind(') especially in China, 
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India, Mesopotamia, Egypt. Underground water, also, plays 

an important role in the history of human settlements 

throughout the world and it has been-tapped by various 

means. One of the ways of supplying the underground 

water are the "Qanats", which are said to be "undoubtedly 

the most extraordinary works of ancient man for collecting 

underground water. 
(2) 

WHAT IS A QANAT? 

A Qanat is a system of water supply consisting of an under- 

ground tunnel connected to the surface by a series of 

shafts, which brings the water mostly from the water table, 

to the point of use by gravity. It is known by various 

names throughout the world, but Qan&t and Kýýriz are the 

most common names (for the spread of the system and its 

names in various parts of the world see Chapter 8). The 

qanat is a general feature of Iran. Everybody who flies 

over Iran can see thousands of ranges of what appear to be 

mole holes - straight, curved, paralle12 inter-woven, and 

so on. These'mole holes'are the openings Of the shafts 

which connect the underground tunnels to the surface; the 

total length of the tunnels from qanats in Iran has been 

estimated to be about 170,000 kilometres. 

B. AIMS OF THIS STUDY. 

The main aim of this dissertation is to give a detailed 

account of the qanat and of the utilization of water supp- 

lied by qanats in relation to the human ecosYstems, involved. 

Case studies form a major contribution. 

The Qanat has fascinated nany travellers, geographers, and I 

scientists. it is mentioned in many books and many 
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articles have been written about it (see Review of Litera- 

ture and Bibliography). Nevertheless, this recorded in- 

formation is inadequate and a new investigation is necess- 

ary. This is Particularly important and timely because 

in spite of the importance of the qan&t in the long history 

of Iran, in the last two decades the system is facing a new 

crisis. Many qanats have dried up and the-rate of water 

flow in many others has decreased, as a result of the collapse 

of agriculture, over-using of underground -water, the 

neglect of qanats and mismanagement. 

This thesis records studies and analyses of qan&ts in relation 

to the water cycle and water budget, their relationship 

with the other ways of supplying water, different types of 

qanat, the utilization of the water supplied by qanats, and 

an investigation into the effects of qanats as a system on 

a human settlement. Also included is a detailed account 

Of the techniques of qanat digging based on the knowledge 

Of the qanat diggers (moqani). 

C- WHY "HUMAN ECOSYSTEMS OF QANATSIt? 

The literature is in agreement concerning the essential 

definition of the term "ecosystem". CJ Krebs defines 

ecosystem as "biotic community and its abiotic environ- 

ment". 
(3) 

EP Odum says "the community and non-living en- 

vironment function together as an ecological system or 

ecosystem", 
(4) 

and JN Anderson defines it - rather from'a 

social scientists, point of view - in this way: ItThe 

holistic concept of 'ecosystem' has gained wide acceptance 

as a key tool for the study of ecology. As a type of 

general system, it is capable of including the activities 
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of man within its purview. "(5) And Dr LJ Hale,. in a defini- 

tion of human ecology says: "Human Ecology is the study 

of human ecosystems and a human ecosystem is an ecosystem 

in which man is one of the organisms. Thus, human ecology 

is the study of. the inter-relationship between organisms, in- 

cluding man, and their environment. "(6) 

BY looking at the topic from other points of view, but end- 

ing at the same conclusion, DL Hardesty points out that: 

"In its most general sense, ecology is the study of the 

interactions between an organism and its environment. 

"Adaptation" is the central concept in ecological studies 

because it is the process whereby beneficial organism/en- 

tr (7) 
vironment relationships are established . Hardesty, 

discussing identification of the human ecological niche, 

suggests that: 'IThe, human ecological niche is viewed as a 

Multi-dimensional space defined by the requisites of human 

survival, thus offering the additional advantages of pre- 

cise definitions and quantifications. tt(8) 

These concepts of what are ecosystems, and human ecosystems, 

explain why the thesis is about human ecosystems of qanat 

for the following reasons: 

set out. to demonstrate the activities of man in rela- 

tion to the qana I Rt, and to, study it not only as a "way of 

water supply" but as "a system"', considering the "inter- 

actions of man in his environment". 

2. The qanat system of water supply can be studied as aI 

device through which man is enabled to adapt himself to an 

extremeýenvironment (in this case a minimal supply of water) 
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and not only to survive but to create a flourishing culture 

and make a place in the history of mankind. 

3. The other point that I would like to suggest. is this: 

Olt the threshold of the 21st Century mankind is facing too 

many problems largely created by misunderstanding, misuse 

and mismanagement of the environment and of natural re- 

sources. Ecology, and in particular human ecology, 

suggests a way to tackle these problems, A study of the 

literature'shows that past experiences of mankind have not 

been very much considered; by "past experiences of man- 

kind" is meant here the traditions and cultural acitivites 

which have been built up over thousands of years step by 

step, and have continued as they are in harmony with the 
4th, ch 

environment. These human topicýjhave been studied by 

scholars in anthropology, ethnology, eth"qra,?, V1pnd human 

geography, are clearly useful in applied ecology and de- 

cision-making. 

The Qan&t is itself a traditional way of water supply, and 

the traditional means of use and apportionment will be dis- 

cussed in the case studies. 

D. REVIEW OF THE RELEVANT-LITERATURE 

The literature falls into two main categories. Major 

articles which are reviewed here, and other articles where 

qanats are only mentioned in passing and which supply no 

useful information; the latter are listed in the biblio- 

graphy. 

Many historians and travellers mentioned qanats in their 

work - from Polybius to Curzon. (9) 
B Fisher, a teacher at 
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the American Boys' School in Hamad&n, introduced the qan&t 

in his. article on A irrigation systems of Persia'"s 1928, and 

described its construction, the use of the water and its 

importance in the cities and villages; this is a generalized 

account of the Ham&dAn area, lacking sufficient detail for 

my purposes. 
(10) 

In 1933, MA Butler, an American engineer, 

wrote his article '*Irrigation in Persia by Kanats". (11) 

His approach is rather archaeological:, he starts with the 

mentioning of ancient cities watered by qanats and, after 

narrating the Polybius description of qanats, outlined the 

existing qanýLt systemssin Tehran, Esfahan and Dezful, and 

construction methods. He travelled in many parts of the 

Middle East and North Africa, and recorded (p. 70) the 

existence of qanats in other countries, and it is a useful 

account from this point of view. Colonel E Noel, a British 

Army officer who came to the east part of Ir^an, describes 

his observation of qanats in an article "Qanats" (12) 
, and 

this is one of the most useful papers on this iopic. He 

is, the only writer who considers the possibility of the 

application of pneumatic picks and of water diviners, as 

well as calculating the costs of qanat digging (this article 

will also be discussed in the introductory review to 

Chapter 5). 

The University ýf Oxford sent an expedition to Persia in 

1950. On the aim of the expedition, it was stated: "The 

theory is that the great convulsion which threw up the 

Central Plain of Persia, folded the rim of mountains 

around it, separated the Caspian Sea from the Persian Gulf, 
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and created the oil domes which, are the wealth of Persia, 

may have trapped primitive forms of life in these under- 

ground river beds. t(13) Philip Beckett the soil chemist 

who Itwished to find out about the soil and the crops" 

-11 wrote seven articles, two of them about qanats. In one of his 

articles - "Qanats in Persia" 
(14) 

- he tried to deal 

with the distribution of qanats in Iran, but, probably, 

because of lack of observation and unavailability of the 

literature (he did not list any references) this is not 

reliable. For instance he narrated that the plain of 

Nigabur (as he wrote Nishapur, south of Magad) was watered 

from 12,000 springs and 12,000 qan&ts; there are in fact 

only 623 qanats in the district (this figure is based on 

The Yearbook of Iran, 1977, Chapter 13). He saYs) ItI 
I 

think I saw a few round Hamadan" (HamadaAn has 462 qana*"*-ts) 

"'none in Azarbaijantt (apart from the whole provinces of 

East and West Azarbaijan, there are 982 qan&ts alone in 

the Tabriz district, provisional capital of East Azarbaijbn). 

He also repeats the story of a 1000 feet deep qanat of 

Gonabad and Itthe 30 to 75 milestt qanats of Yazd. But 

Beckett's other article "Qanats Around Kerman"("5) contains 

a good deal of more useful general information, in particular 

two expressive diagrams (pp. 50,52). He also calculated' 

the cost of a qan&t and compared it with those of Noel 

and Merritt-Hawkest. 

Anthony Smith, biologist of the Oxford Expedition group, 

wrote an article, "Qana'tslt(16), which has some useful 

information; and his book - "Blind White Fish in Persia? ' - 
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which is a travel book, and his recently published ItA 

Persian Quarter Century" 
(18) 

, record some useful data and 

good photographs. 

Dr GB Cressey, professor of geography at Syracuse University, 

wrote an article - "Qanats, Kgrez, foggArAs"(19) - in 

which he mentioned "harim" for the first time, even if 

incorrectly (the matter will be discussed in Chapter 5), 

says, "lines of qanat wells must be spaced at least 12 

yards apart. It The most useful Parts of his article are 

the photographs, in particular, of a qanat in the Yarmouk- 

Jordan valley and the information about the existence of 

qanats in the other countries. 

Mrs AKS Lambton, in her excellent study of ttLandlord and 

Peasant in Persia" (20) 
, discussed the imPortance of 

various sources of water supply in Iran, including qanats, 

and mentioned the shares and value of shares of qana"ts in 

some parts of the country. Dr. Lambtonj also, in her 

other valuable investigation, "The Persian Land Reform 

1962-196611 (21) 
, deals with the situation of irrigation 

and water resources - qanats included - and the effect 

of land reform on the management of qanats and the other 

water sources. 

Hans E Wulff mentioned the qanat, its history, its spread 

to other countries and its method of contruction in his 

book, '? The Traditional Crafts of Persia". 
(22 

He also 

wrote an article, '? The Qan2ats of Iranýt. (23 
He suggests 

that the description of the construction of the tunnel 

with a series of shafts by Vitruvius (80 B. C. ) is about 
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the qanaot system. There are many exaggerations such as 

"757o of all the water used in Iran is supplied by qanats .. 

which is equal to 75% of the discharge Of the Euphrates River' 

and some misunderstandings, for example, "The trial well 

is sunk until they [the moqanis] reach the bottom o-f the 

water bearing'stratum. It His graphs and figures are good 

although some are not exact, like the 
i 
figure on pp. 96-97 

of his article 
(23) in which water is shown to seep to the 

tunnel from one "head welltt. P. W English in his article 

"The Origin and Spread of QanAts in the Old World" (24) 

outlines the method of construction of a qan&t and lists 

many areas of the world where qanats exist; his biblio- 

graphy on the spread of qanats is quite useful. 'tQanAts 

on the Vargmin Plain" is an article written by P Beaumont 
(25) 

in which he describes the geographical situation of the 

Var&min Plain, in the south east of Tehr&n and then compares 

the number of qan. ats and their water supply before 1957 

with'1964, based on a report by the Ministry of Water and 

Power. Dr. P Beaumont wrote another article, an&t a 

Systems in Iran'ý( 26) in which he illustrates and compares 

length, depth and discharge of qanaAts in 12 different 

regions and comes to this conclusion that "Iran will become 

increasingly committed to a programme of water supply 

dependent on large scale surface water schemes and the 

controlled use of ground water through pumped wells. tt It 

will be shown in Chapter 9 that this recommendation is 

dangerous, and may lead to less rather than more water 

being made available. This article is based on the 
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regional reports collected by the Ministry of Water and 

Power (recently renamed the Ministry of Energy). 

C Broun compared the qanats of "Tehrgný Marrakesh and 

Madrid" from a point of view of historical geography, and 

it is very useful in this context. 
(27 ) He also gives an 

English summary (pp. 113-118) and a bibliography which is 

especially useful on the qanats of Marrakesh and Madrid. 

Concerning the Persian literature about qanats, the 

investigator is faced with a real deficiency. The Plan 

organization of Iran published a report in 1963 which was 

written by M Vahidi (28) in which he calculated the average 

length, depth and cost of construction of an average qanat. 

The last article written about, qanats is ItQanat 'dar Iran" 

by J Safi-Nej&d (29), 
in which he wrote a brief history of 

qanats, the job of the moqanis and their wages and the 

amount of soil excavated in an average qanat. He also 

mentioned the number of qanlts in Iran and their discharge. 

The information gathered in this article is useful but 

not reliable, as examples he accredited a man called T4aher 

with the invention of qanats, which is quite untrue; or 

"where precipatation is more, the qanats are short and 

depth are low and vice versaft is not so, as the length 

of qanats is related to the location of qanats, slope of 

the ground and location of water table. 

CONTRIBUTION OF THIS STUDY 

The contribution made by this study to knowledge about 

qanats can be summarised as follows: 
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1. Illustrating the water cycle and'the water budget, 

not previously attempted. 

2. Describing the sources of water supply and their importance 

in the country, now and in the future (Chapter 3). 

3. Describing the role of the qanat and its significance 

in the water supply and its importance in relation to the 

other sources of water supply. 

4. A classification of different kinds of qan: &t. 

5. The ultilization of water supply by qanAts (Chapter 4). 

6. A detailed description of the techniques of qanat 

digging obtained in the field. 

7. Description of "harimlt (relationship between nearby 

qanats). 

8. An account of surveying and planning the scheme (Chapter 

9. A comprehensive description of the qanats in Xur where 

this system is working properly, including the utilization 

of water and the system of water di'stribution and apportion- 

ment for irrigation)obtained from field studies (Chapter 6). 
A 10. A study of the position of qanats in Ardakan where the 

qanats, in spite of the vital importance to the water 

supply, are in danger, and concentrating especially on 

one qan9t to clarify the problem (Chapter 7). 

11. Historical notes and the geographical distribution of 

qanats in the world (Chapter 8). 

12. The advantages and disadvantages of the qanat and its 

situation in Iran is assessed leading to'some suggestions 

and proposals on the future of the qanats in Ir9n 

(Chapter 9). 
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The methods of study and the sources of information are 

recorded at the beginning of each chapter. 

Some relevant and important points are to be found in 

appendices. 

F. NOTES ON THE TRANSLITERATION OF THE PERSIAN WORDS 

The Persian words and terms are adapted to the English 

letters based on the international phonetic system 
(30) 

with some modifications, which are being used in the Iranian 

Centre for Anthropology: 

English letters Persian letters Example 

vowels: as in arm 

a as in hat 

e as in ten 

i as in see 

ey (ay) as in pýqe 
J 

0 
, 

as in Scottis 

pronunciatior 

of coat 

u as in too 

ou (ow) as in ho. pq 

consonants: b as in bad 

6 as in ghin 

d as in did 

as in fall 

9 as in got 

h as in how 

as in June 

k "f as in cat 



(consonants-. ) 

3. 

English letters 'Persian letters Example 

j 
as in leg 

m as in man 

n C) as in no 

p I___, V, as in pen 

q as in qan&t 

(uvular 

plosive or 

f ricative) 

r as in ged 

S as in so 

as in she 

t as in : Lea 

v as in voice 

as in loch, 

(Scottish 

word for 

lake) 

y as in yes 

z as in zoo 

:9 as in vision 

glottal stop 

(Glasgow and-London pro nunciation 

of t in but. t. er; Arabic hamza, 

North German Verein) 

g -- The Muslem Dates (Higri marked by H) always followed 

by the Christian dates. 

h -- The rate of exchange, Rials to Pounds sterling is taken 

as 120-130 R= El. This was the rate at the time of 

my field studies, 1977/8. 
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Chapter 1 

BACKGROUND ON GEOGRAPHY AND PHYSICAL FEATURES OF-IRAN 

This chapter deals with the location2 physical features and 

geographical situation; with the climate, its elements and 

the situation of precipitation and temperature in different 

parts of the country in different seasons. , The aim is to 

illustrate the geographical situations in IrAn in order to 

demonstrate the importance of water and water resources. 

The first section, which is about the location and physical 

features, is based on many books, documents and handouts 
AA, ýk 
44W* I have studied during my six years study of geography 

at the Tehran University, but the most important books in 

this field have to be mentioned: Fisher, W B., ed. 1968 

(Vol. 1, The Cambridge History of Ira^n); Ganji, M H. 1963 

(Chapter 1, Iranshahr), Naval Intelligence Division, ý945 

(Persia), Petrov, M P. 1955 (Physical Geography of Ir&n), 

Vadii, K. 1961 (An Introduction to the Geography of Iran), 

Varq. ý, A M. 1972 (Physical Geography of Iran). 

The section dealing with the c' limate is based on the 
information and statistics provided by. the Iranian Meteoro- 

logical Organization. 

It should be mentioned that the meteorological stations are 

located in or near the cities, towns and villages; there- 

fore, there is no record of extreme areas such as deserts 

and peaks of mountains where there is no settlement. 

The main literature dealing with the climav. )logy of-Ir-in 

are as follows: Adl, A H. 1961 (The Climate of Iran), 

Ganji, M H., who has done many studies and written many 
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articles in this field (like: 32 Geographical Articles, 

1974, and Climate of Iran in the Cambridge History of Ira4n, 

1968), the Annual Reports of the Iranian Meteorological 

Organization, and the Statistical Year Books of Iran. 
I 

1.1 LOCATION 

Iran is located on the western part of-the Iranian plateau, 

which is between Mesopotamia on the west, and Central Asia 

and the Indus Valley on the east. 

Iran lies between 4, f and 630 East Longitude. The ' 

Southern Iranian boundary is at 25 0 and the Northern is at' 

39 0 501 Northern Latitude, so it is in the Northern 

Temperate Zone. 

The Union of Soviet Scoialist Republics is the Northern 

neighbour, with' 21370 kilometefs, boundary between the two 

countries, of which 630 km is the maritime boundary of the 

Caspian Sea. The Eastern neighbours are Afghanistan with 

a boundary of 850 km, and Pakistan with a boundary of 
830 km. The Oman Sea and the Persian Gulf are in the 

south of iraný that form a boundaryof 1880 kilomete-es., 

The Western neighbours are Iraq and Turkey. The boundary 

between Iran and Iraq is 1,280 km, and between Iran and 
Turkey is 270 km (Fig. 1). 

Therefore, Iran's shape is like that of a lozenge. The 

longest distance is between the North-west and the South- 

east corners, which is 2,300 km, and it is equal to the 

distance between Istanbul and Paris. Also, the angles of 

North-east and South-west are 1,300, km far from each other 

(Fig. 
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IrAn has an area of 1,645,000 square kilometers, which is 

about 
1 of the total earth surface. 

300 

The size of the country is equal to the total area of Great 

Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium and Denmark. In 

other words it is three times the size of France, five 

times that of Italy, and seven times that of Great Britain. 

1.2 PHYSICAL FEATURES 

Iran is like a bowl with a high outer rim and a lower 

interior. Starting from the north-west, the Alburz ra I nge 

goes eastwards to the border of Afgh&nist&n, and the Zagros 

range covers the west, running south-east to the Pakistan 

border. 

Another range, which is called the Central range, goes from 

the north-west to the south-east; and joins the Zagros 

range in the Kerman Province. 

The Eastern ranges are not as high as the other mountains, 

and are interrupted (Fig. 2). 

1.2.1 THE NORTHERN REGION., ALBURZ SYSTEM. 

The Alburz range Of mountains extends like an arc on the 

south of the Caspian Sea for 900 km, from Astara in the 

west to the east of Gorgan. The width of this massif 

varies between 60 km east of Tehr, &n and 120 km near ýahrud. 

The altitude of Alburz varies between 2500 m and 4000m. 

Iran's greatest peak of Damavand at 5671 m, lies in the 

centre of the chain, about 60 km north-east of Tehr&n. The 

Alburz is extremely steep; the northern slope rises 

directly from the coast of the Caspian Sea, but the south- 

ern slope drops less precipitously to the Kavir. 
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The Alburz range then, appears like a continuous wall., 0 

occasionally broken by valleys through which roads and rail- 

ways pass. The northern slopes experience heavy rainfall 

without a dry season. Rivers which run northward are 

short, full, and permanent. The coastal plain, with fert- 

ile sediment enriched soil) frequent water and high density 

of vegetation offers the best location for human occupation. 

But on the southern slopes rainfall is 1, ess, rivers are few 

and most of them run in Winter and Spring which is the 

rainy season. 
/ 

This region includes. - west to east - Gilan Province, with 

Ra9t as its political centre, Mazandaran the capital of 

which is S'ari,, and Gorgan (Fig. ' 3). 

1.2.2 ZAGRUS REGION. 

This region includes the north-west of IrAn (Izarbaijan), 

the west and south(ýrn part of Irari up to Fars Province: 

I. North-West Region: This region includes the whole Of 

Irani Azarbaijan, most of the Iranian Kurdestan, and Zanjan. 

The north-east of this region is the low plain of Mo4an. 

Superimposed upon the plateau stand the'great cones of 

three volcanoes: Araýra4t being just outside Iranian terri- 

tory, also Sahand in the south of Tabriz, 3562 m, and 

Savalan in the east of Ardabil, 4611 m. On the west of 

Lake Uromia there is a range of mountains which is nearly 

140 km long from north to south, and ano)average of 50 km 
;. L. -YevM; -'v 

wide. The salt concentratiorlr3-s so high that no fish can 

live in it and the swimmer cannot sink. 

The area defined on the north by., the USSR boundary follows 
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the Aras river from a point east of Mount Ararit into the 

Mo4hn steppe; and on the west by the Turkish boundary 

which is a steep wall-like range of mountains standing 

about 32 km, from Lake Uromia (Fig. 3). 

II. The Main Zagros Region: The main Zagros highlands are 

in the west of IrAn, running from the north-west to the 

south and south-east for about 1100 km and extending 300 to 

600 km in width. 

In the north the ranges are extremely regular, straight, 

and parallel, and relatively tight together. Farther 

south they open out and become less densely grouped. In 

the north relatively heavy precipitation feeds the numerous 

and well developed rivers running in the valleys. To the 

south rainfall is progressively less heavy, and so streams 

become fewer, mostly seasonal and flow for a short distance 

only. 

The highest peaks in this region are Alvand, 3580 m, Dena, 

4276 m, and the Zard-kuh 4547 m. 

The region includes Kurdestan, Kerma^n&&hhn, Hamadan, 

LfArestan, Ilam and western part of Esfahan, and Kohkiloieh 

(Fig. 3). 

1.2.3 THE SOUTH-WEST REGION. 

The Xuzesta4n plain is the largest expanse of lowland beside 

the central Zagros, on the south-west of Irain. This plat- 

form was built up by deposition of sediments from the Zagros 

mountains by the following rivers: K&run, Karxa, Dez, 

JarýLhi, etc. This plain includes the whole province of 

XuzestAn (Fig. 3). 
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1.2.4 THE SOUTHERN REGION. 

Parts of the Zagros range lying immediately on the east of 

Xuzestan display differences in the formation and direction, 

which become more marked farther to the south. In the 

south, bounded by the Persian Gulf, lies a narrow strip of 

mountains which continue eastwards. Between this range of 

mountains and the coast there is a small area of red hills, 

and the bare, sand-dune coastal plain. 

This region contains the southern part of FArs province, and 

the Provinces of Bugahr- and Hormozghn(Fig. 3). 

1.2.5 THE EASTERN REGION. 

I. XorasAn: the northern part of this region is mountain- 

OUS. In this region the Alburz chain divides into three 

ranges - Kopet-D&4 and Hazar-Masjed in the north; Binalud 

in the centre; and Kuh-sorx in the south. The most impor- 

tant eastern cities are located in the wide valleys between' 

these ranges. 

Continuing south in the eastern region, there are a number 

of upland massives separated by lowland deserts. Rainfall 

decreases south and eastwards. 

II. Sistain and Baluc"est&n: the Sist&n basin is on the 

south of Xorasain and east of the Lut Desert, which can be 

well irrigated by the Hirmand River that flows from 

Afgh&nistan. On the south of the Sista"n basin the terrain 

rises to an average of 1500 m. This plain is a part of 

the Iranian Balu6estAn- Taftan Mount, which is volcanic, 

is located in the centre of the plateau and is 4042 m. in 

height, the highest in the east of Iran. Southwards it 
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falls into the salty swamps of "JAzmurign", then forms 

ranges of hills before the sand-dune shore of the Oman Sea 

(Fig. 3) . 

Generally the Eastern region is divided broadly into the 

mountain rim, highlands in the north, ranges of hills in 

the south, and frontier lowland which merges into the 

deserts of Afghanistan and PAkistan. 

1.2.6 CENTRAL DESERT AND LUT. 

The Alburz range on the north, the Zagros massifs on the 

west and south-west, and the Eastern highlands on the east 

surround the extensive central lowland of Iran. 

The Central range which runs from the North-west to the 

South-east consists of: Mount "Karkas-Kuh" an K4as"Aan - 
v 3890 m., 11 ýir-Kuhll in Yazd - 4075 m., the Kerm&n massifs - 

peak of Haz&r - 4420 m., and "Taftan" in BaludestAln. 

The Central range separates the plains of Qazvin, HamadAnj 

Ar&k, Esfah&n and Northern Fars; in the west,. from the Cen- 

tral Kavir (desert) and Lut in the east. 

Sometime in the pre-historic past when the volume of water 

was greater, the Central Kavir and Lut were extensive lakes. 

From 152000-10,000 years ago because of the low rainfall 

and high evaporation, the lakes have contracted or dried up 

and have been replaced by expanses of silt, mud over-laid 

by a skin of crystalline salt, and sand-dune. 

The deserts mainly divide into two parts: the northern 

part is IlKavir e Buzorgýt or the "great Kavirlf, and I? Lut" 

which is the name of the southern part (Fig. 3). 
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1.3 CLIMATE 

Iran is a land of contrast, as far as its physical geography 

is concerned. The lowest level of land is the Caspian 

shore, which is 28 metq! gs below mean sea level, and the 

highest is Mount DamAvand at 5678 meters above mean sea 

level. 

The absolute minimum of temperature has been -35 
0C in 

Hamad&n, and the absolute maximum of temperature has been 

54 0C in Ahvaz, a difference of 89 0C over a distance of 500 

kilometets 

The amount of precipitation also varies from less than 10mm 

in the Lut Desert, to 1980mm in Bandar-Anzali by the Caspian 

Sea. 

In Iran high massive mountains, extensive deserts, closed' 

basins, long valleys, sand-dune and fertile lands lie one 

after the other. 

To understand Iran's climate the following factors should be 

considered: 

1.3.1. LATITUDE. 

As was mentioned, Iran lies between latitude 25-40 0 NJ 

which is in the temperate zone. This means it is located 

in the same latitude as the other Middle-Eastern countries, 

Northern Africa, Greece, Southern Italy, Southern Spain, the 

United States of America, in one direction, and AfghAnistan, 

Pakistan)Northern India, 'Korea and Japan, in the other. 

However, there is no similarity between Iran and these 

countries from the point of view of climate. 
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1.3.2 TOPOdRAPHY. 

Topography is the major factor affecting IrAn's climate. 

The mountains-enclose the central deserts like a bowl; 

there are also basins outside the mountains. 

957o of Iran's area lies between the Caspian Sea level - at 

28 metr9s below mean sea level - to an altitude of 300. 

metrfs above mean sea level. 5557o lies between 300 to 1500 

metr, *s, and 3651o lies above 1500 meters. 

1.3.3 ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE. 

.4 The conditions of pressure, which are related to the Iraniax* 

climate are, generally speaking, winter-and summer pressure. 

The weather conditions during the spring and autumn are 

temperate beside winter and summer. 

Winter Pressure: In 

over the interior of 

Caspian Sea. Also, 

sure in the interior 

are some low pressur( 

Persian Gulf. 

/ 

winter there is a high pressure belt 

Asia. Some portions extend over the 

there is a local centre of high pres- 

of the country. In contrast, there 

a centres over the Caspian Sea and the 

Summer Pressure: In summer low pressure prevails over most 

of Southern Asia. The high pressure of the Indian Ocean 

effects a limited area of the south east ot IrAn. another 

high pressure area is over the Azores; this also 

effects IrAn. 

1.3.4 WIND. 

Generally in winter winds blow from Central Asia and Siberia 

to the south and west. However, the Alburz range prevents 
I 

them from bringing humidity into Ira4n. The highest pre- 
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cipitation occurs at Bandar-Anzali because this city is 

located in the opening of the Manjil valley, which cuts the 

Alburz range widely. 

In the summer, winds blow south or eastwards. The winds 

which blow from the Atlantic Ocean are stopped by the 

z agros range. As the northern part of Iran is influenced, 

by the Asian depressions, so the western part is influenced 

by the western depressions which originate in the 

Mediterranean and Atlantic. 

Local Winds: The wind of tomal, (which means Itnorth't in I 

Persian) is well known, and blows in summer, making the, hot, 

plateau cool. Another well known local wind is "the 120 

Days Wind" of Sistan, which blows from May to September. It 

is regular and sometimes violant; its, speed does1not exceed 

100 km per hour. 

Iran is under four high pressure belts, and the winds which 

blow from them: 

1) Blowing from the high pressure belt of Central Asia in 

winter which is cool and moist; 

2) Blowing from the high pressure belt of the Atlantic 

Ocean and the Mediterranean in winter, which is warm and 

moist, not only raising the temperature but also bringing 

rainfall; 

3) Blowing from the high pressure belt of the Indian Ocean 

in summer, which occasionally cause rainfall on the south 

east; 

4) Blowing from the North-West in the summer. 
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Fig -4. A map and a table to compare evaporation and pracipitation 
in some places in Iran * 
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1.3.5 EVAPORATION. 

Evaporation has a great affect on the invention of the qanat 

system, as well as its spread. It has been estimated that 

about 70576 of precipitation in Iran evaporates. But it 

varies widely from one place to another. In the Babol-sar 

by the Caspian Sea, the amount of precipitation and evapora- 

tion are almost equal, in Tehran it is 16 times that of 

precipitation, in Xur (by the. desert) it is 50 t- imes, and 

in Zgbol it is 100 times (Fig. 4). 

1.3.6 SUNSHINE. 

Another factor which affects the climate is the hours of 

sunshine; this raises both the temperature and the rate of 

evaporation. 

The Iranian Meteorological Department has done a survey of 

hours of sunshine in 23 places , of which 8 cities have been 

chosen for illustration. Mbolsar is located by the 

Caspian Sea; it has the highest amount of rainfall and it 

receives the lowest sunshine. This city is representative 

of the northern part of Iran. Tehran, which is situated 

on the southern foothills of the Alburz mountains contrasts 

the northern and sourthern slope of these, mountains. 

Esfahan and girgz represent the places around the desert. 

Sanandaj and Kerma^n! ýAh are some examples of the cities 

located in the Zggros mountains in the west. Lastly, Tabriz 

and Magad show the difference between the north-west and 

north-east. In this aspect, statistics about the Central 

Desert, East and South-east of Iran were not available 

(Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5- Average annual hours of sunshine in different parts 
of the country. over an average of 8 years. 
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1.3.7 PRECIPITATION. 

Discussion on precipitation in Iran is based on the statis- 

tics made available by the Iranian Meteorological Depart- 

ment. The average amount of precipitation is about 280mm, 
A 

which is about one third. of the mean annual precipitation 

for the whole earth. A third of Iran's precipitation is 

on the Caspian region which is 10976 of the area of the whole 

country. In contrast, the central plateau which is half 

the area of the country, receives only one. third of the pre-, 

cipitation. 2'757o of the precipitation occurs in 47o of the 

area (Fig. '6). 

Fig. 6 

DISTRIBUTION OF PRECIPITATION IN RELATION TO THE AREA 

Mean Annual Precipitation Area of 
Area of the Millimetegs Sq. Km. Whole-Country 

Less than 100 22OpOOO 1376 

100 250 12005)000 6176 
250 500 280)000 1757o 

500 1000 130,000, 8510 
1000 over 15,000 170 

1,650,000 10070 

Seasonal ýariations in precipitation are as follows': 

SPRING: The three months 6f spring in. Iran (Farvardin, 

Ordibehe9t, XordAd) correspond to the period 21st March to 

22nd June. The winds blowing from the west'-bring rainfall 

to Iran and most parts get up to 2576 of their rainfall dur- 

ing the spring (Fig. 7), but some areas in the north-west 

and north-east receive up to 507o. - However it should be 
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mentioned that the Central plateau gets 2557o of its precipi- 

tation earlY in spring; there is no rain in the second half 

of spring at all. But the northern part receives this 25/076 

through the whole spring season (Fig. 7). 

SUMMER: The Summer seasoný starts on 22nd June and goes on 

mtilt 21st September, which is contemporary to three Iranian 

months (Tir, Mordad, ýahrivar). It is a dry season all 

around Iran except in the Caspian area. Rain falls almost 

only by the Caspian Sea which receives as much as 257o of 

the annual precipitation. Also, under the influence of 

the high pressure of the Indian Ocean, there is occasionally 

some rainfall in the south-east of Iran (Fig. 8). Summer 

is quitelhot, especially in the Central plateau and south; 
0 the mean daily average of temperature in July is about 30 C. 

AUTUMN: Mehr, Abdon, and Azar are the Persian names for the 

three autumn months, which end on 21st December. In autumn 

the temperature falls gradually and Mediterranean depressions 

influence the west and central part of Ir9n, and they receive 
25107o of their total annual precipitation. Also the high 

atmospheric pressure of Central Asia causes a good deal-of 

-rainfall in the north (Fig. 9). 

WINTER: The three months of winter (Day, ' Bahman, Bsfand) 

are the rainy months of Iran during which more than two- 

thirds of the country receives more than half of its annual 

precipitation. Also there is a,, lot of snowfall, heavil;, kin 

the north-west, west and north-east. The temperature drops 

below freezing point for a long period in the western parts 

and for a short period in the centre and south parts of the 

i 
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country (Fig. 10). 

1.3.8 CLIMATE OF DIFFERE9T REGIONS OF THE COUNTRY. 

IraA can be divided into the following climatic zones: 

1. The Caspian Zone: This lowland region has a moderate 

climate. The mean tempýrature for August is about 25 0 C, 

and for February about 50C. This is the wettest part of 

Iran, which receives in rainfall between 650mm in Gorgan, 

and 1950mm in Bandar-Anzali. 

2. The ZAgros Zone: In this part the winter is cold with 

a lot of snowfall, and in summer the mean temperature is 

about 24 0 C. Annual precipitation varies from 300mm to 

800mm, and the high mountains at more than 3000 m eleva- 

tion have a permanent snow cover. In the summer, inside 

the valleys and on the plains the temperature is high, but,, 

in contrast, the highlands have a moderate temperature, 

and melted snow feeds the springs and streams. But in 

winter the highlands are covered by snow and the tempera- 

ture is low, but inside the valleys the temperature is 

moderate. 

3. The Persian Gulf Zone: The lowest mean temperature in 

this zone is about 20 0C in January, and the highest is 

about 30 0C in July. Generally speaking, the summers are 

hot and the winters are moderate. The mean annual pre- 

cipitation varies from 100mm to 300mm. 
1 
4. The Central Plateau Zone: Generally, the Central 

Plateau which is surrounded by mountains and has relatively 

cold and rainy winters, has hot, dry summers. But within 

it two zones can be recognised: 

II 

I 
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Fig, 11 o Climate in some cities, -(1960-1975) 
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a) Semi-Arid Zone: This comprises the foothills and 

tiny plains surrounded by the high mountains, which are 

mostly on the southern slope of the Alburz range, and the 

eastern side of the Zagros. The mean temperature in 

January is between freezing point and 50C, and in July is 

about 28 0 C. The mean annual precipitation ranges from 

170mm, to 450mm. 

b) Arid Zone: This'is the lowland of the Central desert. 

The mean temperature for January is about 10 0 C, and for 

July is about 30 0 C. The mean annual precipitation is be- 

tween less than 100mm to 200mm. 

(Some cities have been chosen to show the climate in the 

various regions in Fig. 11). 
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Chapter 2 
A 

BACKGROUND OF THE HISTORY, POPULATION & ECONOMY OF IRAN 

In this chapter I am giving a very brief background of the 

history, population and economy of Iran. In spite of un- 

favourable geographical conditions - especially lack of 

water in many parts of the country - thousands of settle- 

-ments have been established throughout the country during 

j 

the last 3000-5000 years. 

The information for this chapter has been taken from vari- 

ous sources cited at the end of the chapter; the statistics 

have been taken from the Statistical Year Book of IrAn, 

1977, and from Iran Shahr, 1963. 

2.1 HISTOR 

The oldest artefact which has so far been found in Iran is 

a hand axe discovered near Kermgns'&h, which is approxi- 

mately 100,000 years old. The Sialk culture (near Kasan), 
V the Cegma Ali culture (near TehrAn), and the Hesar culture 

(near Da4mqoa4n), flourished in the fifth millennium BC. (') 

A. T. Olmstead, Professor of Oriental His'tory in the Univer- 

sity of Chicago, believes: 

"Long before the great plateau was called Iran, 
it was well populated ... , by the fifth pre- 
Christian millennium numerous tiny hamlets 
sheltered a peaceful agricultural population. "(2) 

The Sug culture in the Xuzestan plain flourished in the 

early part of the fourth millennium BC. The western part 

of the Iranian plateau entered the historical era about 

5000 years ago when the cuneiform script was invented. 

Aryan people entered Ira4n in the second millennium BC and 

gave their name to the land. (3) 
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The first central government - Median, 675-553 BC - was 

established in 675 BC in the western part of Iran. 

Alexander occupied the country in 330 BC and ended the 

Achaemenid dynasty (553-531 BC). The Partian dynasty 

(140 BC-224 AD) overthrew the Greeks who ruled IrR*In after 

Alexander, and the Sasanid Empire (224-640 AD) was estab- 

lished after the Partian. 

After the rising of Islam, the Iranian people accepted the 

new religion and Iran became a part of the Isla4mic. world. 

Ir&n was under the'Caliphates and later under the regional 

governments until 1220 AD when the Mongols invaded, and the 

Safavid united the country again (1500-1722). 

It was during the Qcýj&r dynasty (1797-1921) that the Con- 

stitutional Revolution succeeded in 1906. The Islamic 

Revolution of 1979 overthrew the Pahlavis (1921-1979) and 

ended the absolute rule of the monarchy. I 

2.2 POPULATION (4) 

According to the census taken in 1956, the total population 

of Ir&n was 18,944,821. It increased to 25,781,000 by 

November 1966, with a density of about 16 per squa-re kilo- 

metre. 'The latest census in November 1976, shows the popu- 

lation to be 33,59lf875 with a density of 20 per square 

kilometre. Figure 12 shows the distribution of population 

and Figure 13 shows the distribution of population in rela-, 
I 

tion to the area in different regions. 

Most of the population in Iran lives in the North-west, 

North and West. The Central Desert is completely empty. 
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Fig, 12Zistribution of population in Iran. 
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Fig-13 . Distribution of population in Iran in relation to the area* 
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There are settlements located on the foothillsý where there 

are sedimentary and alluvial plains water can be brought to 

the surface by qanoats; the sloping plains provide good 

situations for them. 

46.87o of the population live in 366 cities; the city in the 

statistical sense is regarded as the settlement with a popu- 

lation of more than 5000. The number of cities with a 

population of more than 50,000 is 43. 

53.27o of the population live in the rural area; the number, 

A of villages' in Iran is said to be about 58,000(5). 

It has to be said that the percentage of the population 

living in the cities in 1966 was 3876 and it has grown to 

46-85% in 1976. The population of nomads, about 4 million 

in 1956, was down to 462,146 in 1966, and this fact was not 

mentioned in the results of the 1976 census. There were 

great pressures on them to settle down by the previous 

government. The main tribes in Iran are as follows: 

Torkman, in the east of the Caspian Sea; Arasb&rzZn and 
gAhsavan in East AzarbAizan; Kurd in the west; Lur and 

Baxtiari in the centre of the Zagros mountains; Qa6qa. 4..: in 

Fars; and BalVq in the south east of Irain. 

2.3 POLITICAL DIVISIONS 

Iran is divided with 23 ost. 2-tns (provinces), and each ostan 

is divided into 2-16 gahrestAns (regions); there is a total 

of 162 gahrestan (Fig. 14). Each gahrestan is divided into 

some bax9es (districts); there are 469 bax9es in the 

country. A baxg contains some dehestan (collection of 

villages) or many deh (villages). 
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Fic. 15 . The Distribution of population and area of the Provinces 

AREL POPULATION 
percentage 

0 pe livA 

sq km per- total percent dens- 1966 1976 
(1000) cen, (1000) ity 

Markazi 78.7 4.7 6p921 20.7 87.8 70 79 

Gilan 14.7 0.9 1t577 4.8 107.3 23 29 

MAzandarin 47.3 2.9 2084 7 50.3 23 32 

East-lzarbhyj&n 67.1 4.1 3PI94 9.6 47.6 28 36 

West-lzarbAyjftn 43.6 2.6 1#404 4.2 32.2 25 32 

Kermans'hhan 24.5 1.5 1,016 3 41.4 34 43 

XuzestAn 64.6 4 2j176 6.4 33.7 -51 58 

FArs 133,2 a 2tO20 6 15,2 36. 42 

KermAn 192.9 11.8 10088 3.2 5.6 23 31 

Xorhsin 313.3 19 3p266 9.8 10.4 28 38 

EsfahgLn 94.9 58 1074 5.8 20.8 52 62 

SistAn & Balu6es- 
tAn 181.5 11 659 1.9 3.6 14 24 

Kurdestah 24.9 1.5 781, 2.3 31.3 16 24 

HamadAn 20.1 1.2 1,086 3.2 53.9 26, 28 

Bastifixi & 
6ar-mohAl 14.8 0.9 394, 1.2 26.6 29 35 

Lurestan. 31.3 1.9 924 2.8 29.5 21 31 

IltLm & PoStkuh 1811 1.1 244 0.7 13.5 9 19 

BuSehr 27.6 1.7 345 101 12.5 21 34 

ZanjAn 21.8 1.3 579 1.8 26.5 18 25 

Tazd 56.8 3.4 356 1.1 6.3 44 61 

Hormozg&n 66.5 4 463 1.3 7 15 26 

Boyer-Ahmad & - 
Kohkiluyah, 14.2 0.9 244 0.7 17.2 8 12 

Semnan 94.3 5.8 458 1.4 5.2 40 38 

Total 1648.0 100% 33P591 1001,70, 20.4 38 46oS 

( Souce: Statistical Yearbook of Irdn. 1977 ppp. 3p32#33 ) 
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The provinces, from the point of view of area, population 

and density, vary as is shown in Figure 15. 

2.4 ECONOMY 

Iran is a vast country with different ecological regions. 

About one third of the country is desert and one third is 

mountainous. It is the topography and water supply which 

determine the location of human settlements. Of the total 

area of 1,648,000 square kilometegs, 1011o of the area is 

under cultivation, 1897o is pasture and forest, 257o is covered 

by settlements and about 687o is desert or bare mountain. 

Different regions of the country have different types of 

settlement and different cultures. The urban settlements 

are more or less similar and are centres of services, 

trades and industries. But rural settlements and their 

cultures greatly vary in different regions; although the 

de§erts are completely empty, they are surrounded by many 

Oases with villages and towns characterized by, the mud- 

built houses, production of wheat2 barley, date, pomegranate 

and pistachio; and by crafts, especially carpet and rug 

weaving. The villages in the Mediterranean-like climate 

of the north are characterized by wooden houses, tea and 

rice fields dispersed along the southern low land of the 

Caspian Sea. Mountain villages are situated on the valley 

floors and are surrounded by terraced fields. It is 

enough to say that even the type, design, material and 

colour of carpets greatly varies in different regions. But 

in the semi-arid land of Iran there is one thing in common 

(except for a few regions) and that is the over-riding limi- 

tation of water. 



2.4.1 MINING 

Iran's economy is based on oil which was discovered in 1908; , 

the production was about 6 million barrels a day (until the 

recent revolution) of which about 5 million barrels was 

exported. 

The other minerals which are exploited are: coal (969,000 

toR a year), lead and zinc (147,000 toA ), chrome (233,000 

ke toM' ), copper (54,200 ton''is), iron (1,078,000 tonb),, 

turquoise (82 tonSh and many other minerals like sulphur, 

building material, limestone, etc. 
(6) 

2.4.2 INDUSTRIES 

Manufacturing is mainly concerned with: food processing; 

textile, jute and silk factories; steel works and assembl- 

ing factories (car, lorry, tractor, refrigerator, radio, 

television, cooler, etc); petro-chemical factories and so 

on. 

Tehr. in is the main centre of industry, and after that 

Esfah. &n, Tabriz, Arak, giraz and Ahvaz. 

Carpet weaving is one of the most important activities in 

Iran and there are about 279,000 looms. (7 
As is well 

known, the carpets and rugs woven in NAin, Yazd, KermAn, 

KAgAn, Tabriz and Magad are of international renoWn. 

2.4.3 AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 
A 

Iran used to be an agricultural country. There were two 

parallel ways of life in the country: the people who lived 

in the villages and the nomads. A deh (village) can be 

characterized as a centre for agriculture, husbandry and 

production of'handicrafts. The nomads had sheep, goats, 
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cows and horses. The cities provided services. 

The nomads have been forced to settle down by the govern- 

ment since the 1930s. Distribution of land among the 

peasants started in the early 1960s; as a result of the 

lack of a proper plan, mismanagement, misuse of the aids by 

the farmers, destruction of the traditional system of 

agriculture without a practical plan for modernization, 

lack of an appropriate organization to support the farmers, 

immigration from the villages to the cities and an ignoring 

of these problems by the government, and finally mismanage- 

ment of the water supply and ignoring the qana ts - as well 

as the other sources of water supply - agricultural pro- 

duction dropped dramatically and many villages became unin- 

habited. 

In Figure-16 agricultural production in three years is com- 

pared: in 1960, just before the disturbance in agriculture 

started, in 1972 when the problem had not yet shown its 

face, and in 1974 when'importation of about one third of 

food requirements was necessary; in other columns the 

weight and value of part of the imported food is shown. 
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Fig. 16 . Agricultural production and their import (8). 

Agricultural production 

1 
Agricultural produc. 

imported in 1354/ 
1975 

1339/1960 1350/1971 1353/, 974 weight Value: 
(1000 ton - 

1million 
Rj nl q. 

Wheat 29924 3,612 29886 19463 23p424 

BarleY' 809 851 751 204 1,960 

Rice 709 877 826 286 1OP519 

Other Grains 40 39 48 181 It468 

Beans 73 102 186 unkown unknown 
Potato 98 158 354 7 80 

Tomato unkown 130 272 unkown unkown 

Suger-beet 707 3v772 3P749 
606 36#561 

$uger-cane unkown 578 1005 
Cotton 328 466 648 unkown unkown 
Tobaco 16 16 15 4 1,8ý6 

Pistachio unkown 26 21 - - 
Almond 28* 27 18 

Date 232* 168 91 - 
Oranges 136* ill 155 192 3P790 

Tea 10* 38 33 12 ItS37 

Grape 740* 648 572 - 
Apple unkown 91 89 59 2,060 

Melons 351* 10001 1v218 - - 

(1000 ton4s). 
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Chapter 3 

WATER AND WATER SUPPLY IN IRAN 

This chapter is about water, its availability and its 
. 

supply in Ira4n; how much precipitation lalls on the 

country, how much water is-av ailable on the surface and 

under the ground, how much water is being used and through 

what source and system, and the geographical distribution 

of water sour'ces . 

To discuss these aims exactly, many accurate statistics 

are needed, but because of lack of published information 

in this field, it is not possible to discuss it in detail. 

I -have studied all the available statistics and documents 

of which the most important are the surveys done by the 

Ministry of Water and Power (recorded in the Statistical 

Year Book of Iran), and The Plan Organization of Iran. 

The main aim'of this chap'ter is to show the importance of 

I underground water sources in IrILn in-order to lay down a 

background and general framework for the next chapter in 

yhich the qankt system will be discussed. 

, 3.1 WATER BUDGET IN IRAN- 

- 3.1.1 INCOMING AND OUTGOING OF WATER. 

The main source of incoming water in Iran is precipitation. 

The other source is the rivers which rise in other coun- 

I 

tries and flow into Iran; this is estimated to be 7.5 XIO 
9 

(billion)cubic metees a year. But there are rivers flowing 

from Iran to neighbouring countries and the amount of water 

flowing in and out in rivers is about equal and balanced ý1) 

Precipitation : The total of annual precipitation varies 
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from one authority to another. It has be6n estimated by 

the Plan Organization of Iran to be 450 billion cubic 

e (2 
metrs, 

) 
based'on a mean precipitation of 280mm; Dr 

Ganji estimated it to be 500 billion cubic metre based on 

the mean annual precipitation of 300mm; 
(3) 

a,. d it was esti- 

mated by the Ministry of Water and Power at 400 billion 

cubic metres. 
(4) In this study I accept 450 billion cubic 

mettits, as 280ipm mean precipitation is widely recognized. 

Evaporation: The highest percentage of water loss in IrAn 

is through evaporation, which is estimated to be about 607o 

of the total precipitation (Dr Ganji, 300 bill ion m32 

Ministry of Water and Power 240 billion m3), but if the 

transpiration'from forests, dry farming and pasture land 

is added, it can be estimated to be about 707o) that is, 

about 315 billion cubic metres (The Plan Organization). 

Surface Flow: The amount of water flowing on the surface 

has been estimated to-be between 20 and 257o Of the total 

precipitation. The latest estimated figure from surveys 

by the Ministry of Water and Power shows it is about 90 

billion cubic metres annually and the amount of surface 

water being withdrawn for irrigation estimated to be some- 

34 billion cubic metres. 
(5) 

Infiltration: The quantity of water obtained from precipi- 

tation that permeates into the ground has been estimated 

as between 31 (6 )and 
75 billion cubic metres per year. 

(7) 

The figure given by the Statistical Year Book is 45 billion 

cubic =etres and this figure is accepted for this study. 

About half of this available underground water is brought 
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to. the surface by qanats - 7.5 billion m3 springs - 5.3 
3 3(8) billion m and wells - 11.8 billion The rest is 

lost under the ground or seeps into the swamps and deserts 

and evaporates. 

3.1.2 CONSUMPTION OF WATER. 

The amount of water being used in Iran, based on these 

estimates is as follows: 

Forests: The total area of forest and woodland has been 

estimated as about 18 million hectares. These are mostly 

located in the northern and western part of Ira4n. It is 

estimated that some 18 billion cubic metres of water eva- 

porates and transpires from the forests and woodlands 
p) 

Pasture: The whole are of pasture land is estimated to be 

about 6.7 million hectares distributed all around Iran but 

extensively on the well watered areas of the north, west 

and the Zagros mountains. ' 'ýhe 
amount of water used in the 

pasture land is about 20 billion cubic metres per year. 
(10) 

Dry Farming: Dry farming in which crops are watered only 

by precipitation and not by irrigation, is mainly spread in 

the northern and western parts of Iran, where the mean 

annual precipitation is over 400 mm. The total area of 

dry farming land'is about 4.5 million hectares, 3.5 million 

hectares of it are located in the mountainous areas. The 

amount of water used in dry farming is between 7(11)and 

10(12 )billion 
cubic metres per year. 

Urban and Industrial Use: The total amount of water being 

use! ý for some 17 million inhabitants of the urban areas 

and industries, is estimated to be about 1 billion cubic 
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metres a year 
(13). 

Urban areas are considered in this 

sense to be where there are especial and organized sources 

of water for drinking and household consumption, and water' 

is mostly brought to the houses by pipelines; while in 

rural areas sources of water for, qrinking'and household 

consumption are mostly the same as for irrigation and there 

are no pipelines. 

Tehran uses far more water per head of population'than any 

other urban area; 26576 of the population use 3857o of the 

water. It is supplied from the reservoirs created by the 

dams on the rivers of Karaj and Ajrud. The qan&ts are no 

longer used. The Plan Organization of IrAn has surveyed 

the sources of water supply in 406 cities. 
(14) 

1 have 

adapted this information 'so as to summarize it on a map 

(Fig. 18), and calculated that 68.77o of these cities are 

supplied by the water from tube wells; 12.5% from rivers; 

8.5% from springs; 6.47o from qanats, and 4% from mixed 

sources, mostly from qan: &ts and wells. 

The important point is this, that most of the cities, now 

being supplied by dams and tube wells, were supplied by 

qanats up to about 20 years ago - suchas Teh; An (Fig. 19)ý 

Tabriz, I Magad, gira4z, KermaAn, Qazvin, Qom,. Hamadan,, Nigabur, 

etc. 

Irrigation: The total area of irrigated cultivated land in 

Iran is about 3 million hectares, of which some 1.8 million 

hectares is said to be irrigated from rivers. 
(15) 

The total 

amount of water withdrawn from the rivers' has been estima- 
3 (16) 

ted to be about 34 billion m a. year, while the volume of 
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water which actually arrives at the fields and irrigates 

the land, is about 17 billion metres per year, based on an 

average of 9450 cubic metres to irrigate one hectare per 

year. The rest is lost. through evaporation and seepage. 

An area of 1.2 million hectares is being irrigated from 

underground sources with the total amount of, 24.7 billion 

cubic metres per year. 

Table - Underground Water Sources (1976-7): (18) 

4 
N=bers Billion m3 /year 

Wells 44)147 11.8 

Qanats 18,280 7.5 

Springs 81069 5.3 

These figures refer to recent years (1976-7) but these show 

a great change over the last 20 years. This change will 
I 

be discussed later (see 3.2.5). But these figures show 

the continuing importance of underground water resources, 

because while about 34 billion cubic metres of river water 

is being used to irrigate 1.8 million hectares cultivated 

land, 24.7 billion cubic metres of underground water irri- 

gates -1.2 million hectares, as well as supplying water for 

domestic use in the areas where the underground water iS 

the only source of water supply. 

3.2 WATER RESOURCES AND WATER USE 

The problem of water and water supply is not only low pre- 

cipitation and paucity of other sources. Another import- 

ant problem is uneven geographical and seasonal distribution. 

The*time when most water is usually available differs from 

the time when most water is actually needed; it is in 
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summer that plants require most water while it is in winter 

when precipitation and rivers can supply the most amount of 

, cy 
water (see 1.3.7 for the seasonal and geogyphaical distri- 

bution of precipitation). 

At a given time and place there is no conformity between 

the water available and that required; for example, at the 

end-of winter when the need is at its minimum,. the amount 

of watet available is at its maximum. The geographical 

distribution of water resources is, also, at variance to 

requirement; while 7475 of IrAn's area receiv I es-less than 

250mm precipitation, 97o receives more than 500mm (see 

l.. 3.7), and in more than one third of the area there is 

virtually nolwater on the surface, at all. 

The following sections will discuss the supply and use of 

water from different sources. 

3.2.1 PRECIPITATION AND ITS USE. 

Precipitation and its occurrence was discussed in chapterll 

and earlier in this chapter. 

Precipitation is used directly as a source of water supply; 

7-10 billion cubic - metres of precipitation feed 4.5 million 

hectares of dry farming (see 3.1.1), and also many villages 

and towns depend on rainfall for their drinking water. 

The map (Fig. 20) shows that most*of, Iran receives less 

than 300mm precipitation; almost 75,57o of the dry farming 

lands lie in areas with more than the average of 30 1 OMM 

annual precipitation, while all the towns and villages 

which get their drinking water from rainfall are in the 

area below the 300mm precipitation line. 
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-ion in Iran Fig* 20 . 'Mean annual pecipitat 



159. 

To store the water for drinking, thousands of cisterns 

have been built in villages and towns, as well as nearby 

roads and tracks, in the desert. They store flood water 

after rainfall for the inhabitants of towns or villages - 

especially where the water from qanats or springs is saline, * 

or for travellers (see Appendix I). 

It must also be mentioned that the yield from dry farming 

is much lower than that from irrigated land cultivation; 

for instance, the yield of wheat and barley from dry farm- 

ing is between 170 to 640 kg per hectare (depending on pre- 

cipitation and fertility of land), while the yield of 

wheat and barley from irrigated cultivation is between 800 

to 2500 kg per hectare. (19) 

3.2.2 RIVERS. 

Although 20% of annual precipitation or 90 billion cubic 

metres of water flows on the surface by means of rivers or 

streams, the country suffers from a lack of, efficient sur- 

face flow. Most of the permanent rivers in Iran are flow- 

ing in the north, north west and west; while the rivers 

in the rest of the country - apart from a few exceptions - 

are seasonal and flow in late winter and early spring; 

they are thus not very useful. 

Many dams were built in ancient times on the seasonal 

rivers and some of them are still being used. In the last 

decade 22 dams have been built on some permanent rivers, 

and their water is used mostly on large-scale cultivation 

projects. 

The amount of water withdrawn from rivers is about 34 

i 
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Fig. 21 . Distribution of Rivers in Ir4an ; a. Map , b. The amount 
of water flow of some rivers shown in the table. 

C AS PI i% Q SSA 

LA 2 So F-f a 4. -, I 

Swimcjs 

moil's 

I 
2ý4zc-Avv"; % -. Z- 

250 Acm 

a OnA IV Ia 09 

Rivers 
Average water 

flow in a year 
million m3 

Sefid Rud 99145 

Gorgin Rud 497 

Mus Rud 356 

HarAz Rud 840 

Zarina Rud 2p254 

Simina Rud 739 

Karxa Rud SP398 

KArun Rud 26t570 

JarAhi Rud 6P830 

Karaj Rud 369 

JAJ-! Zud 181 

ZAyanda Rud IP730 

Kor Rud 1087 

total 59,296 

(Based on : Statistical Year Book #1977tand The Plan Organization. 1968 
Water and Irrigation in Iran ). - 
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billion cubic metres annually, while the amount of water 

actually used for irrigation is about 17 billion cubic 

metres&v4), The rest is either wasted in canals or not used 

as and when it is required for irrigation. Fig. 21 shows 

the distribution of rivers on a map and the average amount 

of water flowing in rivers is shown in the Table. 

3.2.3 SPRINGS. 

Springs have been used as a source of water supply since 

early man established his settlements in IrAn. As 

springs directly depend on precipitation, nost of the 

springs are located in the north, north west and western 

part of Iran. According to the statistics taken bý'the 

Ministry of water and Power (1977), 8069 springs were re- 

graded with the total water supply of 5379 million cubic 

mettes, an average of 21 litres per second water-flow. 

There are also numerous spri I ngs far from setýlements-, -J. 'n 

the high mountains or in the forests, that are not recorded. 

In total, 217o of the water withdrawn from the underground 

sources flows from springs, and their distribution in the 

I country is'shown in Fig. 22. 

The rate of water flow varies from one area to another: 

2235 springs in the Persian Gulf Drainage area (Fig. 229 

area 3) supply 3233 milliOn cubic metres per year, while 
I-- 

2973 springs in the Caspian Sea Drainage area (Fig. 22, 

area 1) supply 949 million cubic metres per year. 
(20) 

3.2.4 WELLS. 

There are three kinds of well (cah) in Iran: shallow wells 

(6&h-dasti), semi-deep wells (coa4e-nima-amiq) and deep 
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Fig 22 . The distribution of Qanatsp Wells and Springs in Iran 
a. map # b, Their number and discharge on the table. 

Qanat 

Well 
Spring 

Li 

F7 1L. " 9 

14 mm diametre of Circles = 5000 million m3 annual discharge. 

SPRINGS WELLS A WATS 1.49 0 C+ tr 0 
P 

Drainage & 
19 H- 
00 5; 1 19 H. 

V0 % 
0 

& 

13 H. 
t3 0 0 

H. cq 1-. J 
0Q 

19: 3 P. Basins "A : 31 e .A tr (D %ý4 :: r 
/ 

ý. A H 
CD 

1. Caspian Sea. ý 2,973 949 32.3 1,218 1,414 48.12 '%886 571 19.5 2034 

2. Uromia Lake 719 174.5 20.4 3076 317 37-3, 1,626 361 42.3 853 

3. Persian Gulf Z235 3,233 61.5 3 7,20. 1,183 '22 .5 Z043 837 16 5#253 

4. Qom Lake 1,048 358 6.8 11,757 2,899 55.2 3,760 zooo 38 5p257 

5. nvxuni&othe ! 33Z 324 10.4 7,82 1,905 60.8 1437 904 28.8 3PI33 
swamps 

6. Kavir&Lut 520 254 5.8 4,482 1,956 45 5,208 Z134 42.2 49344 
Deserts 

7. Eastern. Bas 158 76 3.2 45E t677 70.8 1,597 616 26 2069 
inZ 

8. OMan Sea&Jiz - 84 9 1.5 Z342 446 76.6 323 127 21.9 582 

muri5Ln Swamps 
J 

1 
1 J 1 

TOTAL 8069 5377 21-7 c, %-__ 11,79i 47-8 M280 75- 930. 24,725 

(Based on the information in the Statistical yearbook#1977, Chap. 13) 
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wells ('C&h-e-amiq). Shallow wells are dug by hand pick. 

Their depth does not normally exceed 20 m and their water 

is drawn up by a wooden windlass and leather or plastic 

buckets. In the southern parts of the country their water 

is drawn up by ox power; in I recent years electric or small 

diesel pumps are being used for raising water from them. 

The water is used for household consumption, and on a small 

scale for irrigation in the southern parts of the country. 

But in this study when f1well"'is mentioned, it refers to 

semi-deep wells and, deep wells, the term Ittube wellft is 

used alternatively. These wells are dug by drills and 

lined by tubes, and water 1"s raised by electric or diesel. 

pumps on a large scale to sup f ly a city, a town or a p 

village, or for irrigation or indusýrial use.. 
'The digging 

of tube wells in IrAn was started during t'heSecond World 

War in the early i940s, and since the 1§60s has spread 

rapidly. The depth of semi-deep wells ranges, from 10 to 

50 m, and the rate of water flow , is at a minimum of 5. and 

a maximum of 37 d/S. The number of semi-deep wells 

according to the last available sta. tistics is 43,416, with 

a total discharge of 4236 million cubic metres'a year. 
(21) 

The depth of deep wells is_from 100 to 250 m, ýnd the rate 

of water withdrawn varies from 70 to 150 P-13. The total 

number of deep wells are 16,940 with an'annual discharge of 

7567 million cubic metres. 

The total discharge from wells. is. abo/ut 11,797 million 

cubic metres which supplies 47.87o -of the water withdrawn 

from undergro, und sources. 
(22 ) 

The distribution of tube- 

L 
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wells in the country is shown in Fiýg. 22, but there is no 

record of shallow wells and their amount of water dis- 

charge. 

3.2.5 QANATS. 

Qanats and the importance of their role in the water supply 

in Ir5Ln will be discussed in the next chapter (chapter 4), 

but it is necessary here to consider the relationship be- 

tween qan&ts and tube-wells as the source of water supply 

is being shifted, in many par; ý-ts of Iran, from qanats to 

tube-wells; this matter will be brought, up again for 

further discussion (Chapter 9). 

Before the introduction of tube-wells'in Iran, qanlt was 

the most important way to supply water, 'es-peciaIly in the 

central part of the country, where there. is no, water on 

the surface and precipitation'is very -low. 'According to 

an official estimation, the total area irrigated by qanýLts 
I 

in 1950 was 1,206,000 hectares, while 800,000 hectares were 

irrigated from rivers and springs, 11ý000 hectaýes from 

wells, and 4,000,000 hectares were rainfed. 
(23) 

From the 
1 11 

1960s onwards, as the number of tube wells increased, more 

qanats dried up and the amount of water flow dropped. as a 

result of the drop in the water table and an ignorance-of 

the qanat*system; bui the total amount of water froM' 
I 

qanats and wells has not inc. reased. The amount of water 
II 

discharged from qanaAts in 1955 was about 19.5 b illion cubic 

metres. 
(24) In 1968,15 billion cubic metres o. 11' water was 

withdrawn from qan&ts and 5 billion cubic metres from 

, wells. 
(25) 1 

From the late 1960s, the Ministry of Water and Power 



started to record the number, of qanats and their discharge 

(digging wells was registered by the water authorities in 

the provinces). In 1970 14,986, qanats discharged 5567 

million cubic metres, and 40,477 wells supplied 7129 million 

cubic metres. 
(26) 

In 1971,15,500 qanAts discharged 6230 

million cubic metres and 45,664 ývells supplied 9042 million 

cubic metres. 
(27) 

In 1977, lq280 qan&ts discharged 7550 

million cubic metres and 60,356 wells supplied 11)797 mill- 

ion cubic metres. 
(28) 

Cordparing 1977 with 1968, the water collected bY qan&ts was 

halved, the water supplied from wells doubled, but the total 

amount of water withdrawn from qanats and wells has not 

changed. It has to be made clear that the increase in the 

number of qanats does not mean that more qan&ts were dug 

during these years, but that more qanats were recorded; 

while the increase in the number of wells means the digging 

of more wells. 

3.3 DISTRIBUTION OF WATER RESOURCES IN IRAN 

In order to show the water resources in different parts of 

the country, Iran is divided into 8 areas based on the 

drainage basins (Figs. 21 and 22), 

1. The Caspian_Sea Drainage Basin: This area, covers all 

the northern part of Iraon, an area which receives a good 

deal of precipitation - from 400 to 1900mm (Fig. 20). There 

are also numerous rivers and streams (Fig. 21). The area 

also depends on underground resources as well. The total 

discharge of underground water is about 2,934 million, cubic 

metres, 48.27o from wells, 19.57o from qana4ts and 32.357o from 

springs. Springs are'clearly important (Fig. 22). 
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2. The Uromia Lake Drainage Basin: This area is located in 

the north west of the country. Precipitation ranges from 

300 to 600mm, and there are three main rivers and many 

small streams (Fig. 21). ' This basin, also, depends on 

underground resources, and about 853 million cubic metres are 

withdrawn annually, 42.37o from qanats, 37.376 from wells, 

and 20.47o from springs (Fig. 22). 

3. The Persian Gulf Drainage Area: This area can be sub- 

divided into two parts; i)the northern part in the high 

mountainous area of Zagros and the Xuzestan Plain, which 

is well watered with relatively high precipitation - be- 

tween 200 and 500mm, and among permanent rivers and streams; 
I 

ii) the southern part of this area receives less ihan 200'm 

precipitation and there, are some seasonal rivers (Fig. 21). 

In the whole area 5253 million cubic metres of water are 

withdrawn from underground, 61.576 from springs. This. is a 

high percentage of water from springs; the rate of water 

flow from springs is, more than the springs in the Caspian 

Sea drainage area - 2235 springs supply 3233 million cubic 

metres , while in the Caspian Sea area 2973 springs supply 

only 949 million cubic metres. 

Apart from springs, wells supply 22.575 and qanIts 1675 of 

the total under ground water (Fig. 22). 

4. The Qom Lake Drainage Basin: This area is located on 

the southern edge of the Alburz mountains, and east of the 

Zagros. There are three main rivers, two of which (Karaj 

and JAjrud) supply Tehran (Fig. 21). But the area greatly 

depends on underground water sources and the highest 
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amount of underground water is withdrawn in any area of 

Ira4n here with 5257 million cubic metres a year. 55.2576 

of underground water is withdrawn from wells, 3876 from 

(22) 
qanats and 6.876 from springs. 

5. The Gavxuni and theýOther Swamps Drainage Basins: The 

precipitation in this area is about 200mm and there are 

few permanent rivers. Apart from the area around Esfahan2 
I' 

which is being watered by the Zayandarud River, and around 

Siraz watered by the Kor River, the other parts depend en- 

tirely on underground water, (Fig. 21). The total water 

withdrawn from underground is 3133 million cubic metres per, 

year, 60.87o from wellsý 28.87o from qan&ts and 10.4576 from 

springs (Fig. 22). 

6. Kavir (Northern Desert)_and Lut (Southern Desert) Drain- 

age Basin: This area is located in the central part of IrAn 

and receives less than 100mm precipitation (Fig. 21). There 

are some seasonal streams but no permanent river, and the 

area depends almost completely on underground water. 4344 

million cubic metres of water are withdrawn from underground, 

49.27o from qan&ts - which is the highest percentage of water 

from qanats when compared with other areas - 45/05 from wells 

and only 5.85"o from springs (Fig. 22). 

7. The Eastern Drainage Basins: This area which constitutes 

the eastern strip of the country, depends mainly on under- 

ground water, although there are some streams. The mean 

annual precipitation ranges from less than 100tbm in the 

south and centre, to more than 300mm in the north (Fig. 20). 

The total amount of underground water withdrawn is about ' 
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2369 million cubic metres which is 70-8576 from wells , 267o 

from qanats and 3.2,19 from springs (Fig. 22). 

8. The OmAn Sea and JAzmurian Drainage Basins: This area 

consists of two drainage basins, the Oman Sea, Basin in the 

south and the Jazmurian Swamp in the north. - The area re- 

ceives less than 100mm precipitation, and; there are some 

low rate seasonal si-reams. This area has the lowest 

amount of water withdrawn from underground - 582 million 

cubic metres a year - because of the low population; but 

this area has the highest percentage of water from tube 

wells - 76.6%, and the rest supplied from qanats - 21.959, 

and the lowest percentage from springs - 1.57a (Fig. 22). 

I 
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Chapter 4 

A QANAT IN IRAN 

This chapter is'about the situation of qanats in IrAn. 

Firstly the history of qanats in Iran is discussed, tut 

historically important notes and the geographical distri- 

bution of qanats in the world will be illustrated in 

Chapter 8. Secondly the geographical distribution 01 

qanats in different parts of Ir9n is described. Thirdly 

qanats will be examined according to their source of 

water., The fourth part is about the utilization of 

water from qanats. 

The first two sections - historical notes and geographi- 

cal distribution, are based on many documents, books and 

papers, but the compilation and their analyses are-my own. 

The other sections are largely my own work based on ? er- 

sonal studies and observations made in different parts of 

Iran. 

4.1 HISTORY OF QANATS IN IRAN 

It is not known precisely when the first qanat was dug, 

but the evidence points to the time of the establishment 

of settlements in Iran. Olmstead, who believed there, 

were numerous tiny hamlets in Iran in the fifth pre- 

Christian millenium (see 2.1), illustrates. a picture of 

life at that time based on archaeological evidence: 

At the first view, it is a pleasant world. in 
which we meet'the house master richly endowed 
with cattle, fodder, hound, wife, child, fire, 
milk and all good things, with grass and trees 
bearing every variety of fruit. Waste lands 
were irrigated by the underground qanýLt, and 
there was increase of flocks and herds and 
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plenty of natural fertilizerj') 

LM Cantor argued that by 3000 BC a great variety of water- 

works had been developed by the Mohejo-Daro civilization 

in the Indus valley, by Babylonians in Mesopotamia, and by 

the Chinese and the Egyptians. 
(2 ) Although he does not , 

refer to the qanat system of Iran, it seems that at t1at 

time it was the lack, of water, or the requirement of a 

regular water supply that encouraged the ancient civiliza- 

tions to develop a great variety of waterworks. The 

Iranian plateau at that time was in the post pluvial 

period. 
(3) 

It is true that little study has been made 

about the climatic changes in IrAn, but it would not be 

far from reality if we reckon the development of the qan&t 

system in Iran as one of the most important sources of 

water supply, coinciding with the development of waterworks 

in other parts of the ancient world. 

The oldest record concerning the existence of qanats is a. 

damaged tablet that narrates the eighth campaign of Sargon 

II of Assyria against the Urartu civilisation, which took 

place in 714 BC. It is mentioned in lines 202-222 of the 

tablet that Sargon had learned the secret of tapping water 

from subterranean canals supplying the city of Ulhu, and 

destroyed their system of water supply in order to force 

the city to surrender. Ulhu was a city around the Uromia 

I Lake on the north west of Iran, and its identification with 

modern Marand has been suggested. J Laessoe demonstrated 

that the description of the system of water supply can be 

identified with the qanat system. 
(4) 
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ihere is also some evidence that the city of Hagmatana 

(modern Hamadan, established about 620 BC) was irrigated 

by qanAts. 
(5) Persepolis in 520 BC had the same. system of 

water supply. 
(6) 

A number of scholars have discussed the possibility )f the 

existence of qana4ts in prehistoric times, such as Wol, f(7) 

"it is still in use after 3000 years", or Fisher (8),, it was 

developed in Iran nearly 4000 years ago", or Stein(9) "a 

pottery found when cleaning a qana"t was Chalcolithic 3000- 

5000 BC. It one point is quite clear from the studies, 9f 

Polybius and Faronýlo) by the 6th Century BC the qanat sys- 

tem of water supply was spread throughout the Iranian 

plateau and the people who brought the water to the sur- 

face by qan&ts were exempted from tax revenue for five 

generations. 
(10) 

It was-also from, the late 6th Century BC that"the qanat 

system was spread through to many other parts of the ancient 

world (see Chapter 8). 

The first written document on the qanAts of the central 

part of Iran is the narrative of Polybius from the war be- 

tween Antiochus and Arsaces, Kinglof Parthian, in 212-205 

BC (see Appendix II). Vitruvius (80 BC) also described 

the qanat'system briefly. (11) 

During the early Christian centuries cultivation of lands 

was well developed in Ira"n, and trade in agricultural pro- 

ducts improved between Iran, India and China. Great 

activities of digging, cleaning and maintaining, the qanats 

were also mentioned( 
12 ) 

and it was in that time when the 
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first water mill was invented. 
(13 ) 

During the fourth and 

fifth Century AD, a governmental office was responsible 

for the administration of water supply, the construction 

of dams and canals, the digging and maintaining of qanats 

and the management of water rights and regulations. The 

office was named as t"Divane Kasto Fozudl*. (14) 

After the rising of IslAm, the qanat and the other systems 

of water supply were well developed in IrAn and were 

greatly spread through the world of'Islam - from North 

Africa to Central Asia (see 8.2.3). As in early Isl&mic 

times many cities and settlements were established by 

caliphs and rulers, and almost all of them were supplied 

by qanats even if the settlement was near a river; the 

water from underground was safer because it was less pollu- 

ted than the surface water, and Islamic regulations insist 

on cleanliness and purity of water. Not unexpectedly, one 

of the first and the most important qanat in the early 

Islamic era was dug to supply the holy city of Mecca. (15) 

many qanats also were dug to bring water from riversIto the 

cities far away. 
(16) 

When many qanaýts were dug it required laws and rules to re- 

gulate the activities;. many specialists in Islamic laws 

and regulations have gathered to assemble such a constitu- 

tion for dealing with qanats and qanat digging. Abu Sasid 

Gardizi, an Iranian historian who died about 430/1038 AD, 

wrote about this subject in his book: , 

And the people of Nigabur and XorasAn met Abdol&h, 
Ebne TAher (ruler of XorAsan, 213-230/828-844 AD) 
constantly and complained about disputes -over' 
K-1krizes. And due to lack of any traditions about 

x 
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the laws and regulations of Kgrizes in religious 
texts or sayings related to Mohammed - the messen- 
ger of God - Abdulah summoned jurists from XorasAn 
and some from other cities of Araq (the western 
part of Iran between Tehran, Esfahan and HamadAn. 
not the modern state of Ir&q) to assemble to edit 
a book about laws and regulations concerning 
KSLrizes, called "Qani val Anh&rIt (qanats and 
streams). (17) 

This book was influential until the eleventh Centuryý is 

not now available and probably no longer exists. 

About 120 years later a great Iranian scholars mathemati- 

cian and engineer, Abubakr Haseb Karajij who died about 

1016 AD, wrote a book called "Inbat ol MibLh ol Xafia" 

(the bringing to the surface of hidden water). He des- 

cribes underground water, qanat and qanat digging, its 

regulations and traditions. 
(18) 

The writings of Moslem and Iranian geographers,, historians 

and travellers show that almost all of Iran was dependant 

upon water from qanats; in some places as their only 

source of water supply and in some other places as a con- 

tribution to other sources such as springs, rivers and 

rainfall (feeding dry farming). The authors and their 

books, which mentioned the qanat system in many places) are 

as follows: Ebn Faqih (Al Bold'an 290H/902 AD), Estaxri 

(Masalekol Mamalek 34&1951h, Ebn Huqal (Suratol Arz 367ý 

lot 977h, Naser Xosrow (Safarnamah 438%0464ý0, YAqute Hamavi 
90(19) 

62P1226/4, p 
and Hamdolah Mostowfi (Nozhatol Qolub 74e/1339ý. 

By taking these notes into account the age of many qanats 

which are still running, are known. For instance, the 

Ya? qubi qanat of Yazd was dug in 432H/1040 AD, (20) the 

Roknabad qanat of gir&z in 338H/949 AD, (21) 
the Zangi-. ýbad 
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qanat of 6irAz in 592/1195, 
(22) 

or the Axond qanat of 

Qazvin in 454/1062 
ý23 

Dr BAstAni demonstrated that the 
A 

qana'^t of Jupar near KermaAn was dug by the people who were 

water worshippers, some 3000 years ago. 
(24) 

By the 13th Century during the Mongol occupation of Ira4n, 

many qanats were destroyed by them, particularly 
I 
in 

I 
the 

XorasAn area. Many qanats during the Afgh, ýn-attack on 

Esfahan in the early 18th Century, were also damaged, and 

in the late 18th Century many qanats around Kerman were 

damaged by Aqa Mohamad XAn of Qajar's troops 

4 Apart from destruction and damage of qanats done deliber- 

ately during wars and fighting in the long history of Iran, ' 

many qanýLts were also destroyed by floods and earthquakes, 

many others ceased to function because of neglect, -or when 

villages became uninhabited, -and so on. - On the other 

hand, many new qanats have been built over the centuries. 

4.2 NUMBER OF QANATS IN IRAN 

There are many figures about the total number of qanats in 

Ir&n but most of them are estimates; the number varies be- 

tween 20,800 and 62,171 qan&ts (Fig. 23). Since the early 

1970s the Ministry of Water and Power has started to record 

the number of operating qana'ts and their volume of water 

supply. According to the latest statistics provided by 

them (quoted in the Statistical Year Book, 1977), there are 

in total 18,280 qanats in Iran, but the statistics on the 

underground water resources of 21 small regions have not 

been recorded yet. The total number of operating qanats, 

therefore, may rise to some 19,000. The total amount of 
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Fig, 23 , Number of qan9ts in Ira**n according to different sources. 

I 

Number of cl "ts DischarR Source'of 

Year total disused operat- 
*W total 

'm3/s 
annual 
total 

information 

ing 
-els m3 

1954 46,000 8P570 21,060 27 574 18 Bahr&dtT. 

1959 40tOOO - - 15 600 - Goblot, He 

1960 37P500 169500 21pOO0 - - - English#P. W 

1961 30tOO0 80000 22pOOO 25 - 17.6 Safi-NejAd 

1961 - 209000 - - 16 Plan Organ. 

1963 - - 200000 25 - 16 Safi-Nejad 

1963 40-45,000 - 35POOO 20 700 22 RowhIhnitM. 

1963 - - 229000 25 - 16.5 MohandespA. 

1967 - - - 15 Plan Organ. 

1968 229000 - - - WulfftH. E. ' 

1972 14v986 11. 5.5 Stat. Yearbool 
1972 

1973 '20p800 5000 15P500 12 6*2 Stat, Yearbool 
1973 

1974 - 14P778 13 6 Safi-Nej4d 

1975 - 15t770 14 6.9 Safi-Neja'd 

1976 62,, 171 - 15P901 - - Yazd&niH. 

1976 - - 12p9O3 - 5.7 Qoli-? Adeh. M. 

1977 18,280 - 7.5 Stat. Yearbook 

1977 
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water supplied bý qan&ts was 7.5 billion cubic metejes in 

1977, which is about 1 50/1"o of 1967 (15 billion m3 ) and 41% 
3 

of 1954 (18 billion m 

In order to consider the distribution of the numbers of 

qanats, volume of water flowing from qan&ts and the aver- 

age rate of water flow from a qan&t, Ir&n is divided into 

8 regions (Fig. 24), according to the drainage basins. 

The Kavir and Lut basins have the highest number of qana4ts 

(5,208); 28.357o of the total number of qanAts in the 

whole country. As the qanats are lengthy and deep in this 

region the average rate of water flow is also relatively 

high, considering the low rainfall. The 

Qom Lake basin has the next highest number, 20.5,75 of the 

total number of qanats (3760), and. 26.5575 of the volume of 

water flows from qanats. The rate of water flow is higher 

than in the other regions - 16.876 VS, becuase thýe'wýater 

I table in this region is being fed by the well-watered 

surrounding mountains - the Alburz mountains in the north 

and the Zagros in the west. The Persian Gulf basins are 

the next from the point of view of number-of, qanats - 1157o, 

2043, and the amount of water flow is 1155, with an average 

rate of -flow of 13a/S. 

The reason that the basins of the Caspian Sea and the Uromia 

Lake have a low water flow is that these areas are mountain- 

ous,. the qana4ts are short and the depth is low. The qanats 

are called 'I'de. 4ma-qana4ts't (see 4.3.2) and they are not dug 

deeply inside the water table. 

The-Oman Sea and JAzmurian Swamp basins have the lowest 
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Fig,, 24 .. Distribution of Qanats , their water supply and the 
average rate of flow in different parts of Ir9n. 

INumber of 
Qanats. 

@Water supply 
From Qanats 

0 Average rate 
of flow 321S. 

4 

ol 

3 

. 

1 cm = lelo of the total number of Qan: &ts, & =10, ", b' of total amount of 
discharged from qanats v and = 109/2 water flow 6 

Number of Qanats Water supply 
A, ýerage 
rate of 

Drainage Basins 
million m3 of 

t t l million m. 3 of 
t t l 

flow 
/, M 10 o a o a .5 

I. Caspian Sea 1v883 10.3 571 7.5 9.5 

2. Uromia Lake 1,626 9 361.5 4.8 7 

3. Persian Gulf 2,043 11 837 11 13 

4. Qom. Lake 3P760 20.5 29000 26.5 16'. 8 

5. Gavxuni&Other 19837 10 904 12 15.6 
Swamps 

6. lCavir & Lut 5,208 28.3 2p134 28.3 13 
Deserts 

7. Eastern Basins IP597 819 616 8.2 12.2 

8.0man Sea &JAzmu- 323 1.8 127 1.7 12.5 
rian Swamp. 

Total 18,260 100 79550.5 100 13 

(Based on : Statistical Yearbook of Iran p19779 Chapter 13 jpp. 297-314). 
, 
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number of qan5, ts - 1.857c, 323 qanats, and the lowest amount 

of water supplied - 1.757o, 12 million m3; there is a 

low number of settlements and a low density of population. 

The average rate of water flow in Iran was about 13 J2/5 in 

1977, which is less than half of that for 1954,27 IZ/5, 

due to the general drop in the water table and neglect of 

qan&ts. 

4.3 SORTS OF QANAT ACCORDING TO THEIR WATER SOURCE. 

QanAt is a general term for an underground tunnel which 

brings water to the surface by gravity and is connected to 

the 'surface by vertical shafts. This study has revealed 

that qanAts fall into several, categories. The classifi- 

cation is according to source of water; these are water 

tables, springs, rivers and dams: 

1. "Qanat e Da9till, or the plain qan&t is the most common 

kind of qanat (Fig. 25), and generally when the term qanat 

or k, ýriz is mentioned this kind of qAn&t is considered. 

The tunnel of this kind of qanat can be divided into two 

sections: tarun or zehun section which is dug ins-ide the 

water bearing strata and water seeps into this section of 

the tunnel, and xo9kun, where the water collected in the 

first section passes towards the surface. They are 

lengthy -1 to 48 Km, the depth is 20-180 m, and the rate 

of water flow is not affected very much by the, dry and 

rainy seasons of the year. The rate of water flow in this 

kind of qanat is relatively high - from 10 to 100 12/$;, and 

the average rate of flow is about 30 d/S. The qanýLt e 

da9ti is the dominant source of water supply in the alluvial 

plains in the country. 
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"Ce9ma qanAt", (spring qan9t). This kind of qanAt is 

dug in mountainous areas, especially in the northern and 

western parts of the country. 6es "'ma qanat is an exten- 

sion of natural springs (Fig. 26). They are short 100 

to 1000 m, and the depth does not exceed 30 p. The rate 

of water flow in this kind of qanat is between a few 

litres and about 20 litres per second, and it is greatly 

affected by precipitation; in winter and early spring 

the rate of water flow is high because of precipitation 

and the melting snow, and in the dry'seasons of summer 

and early autumn, it decreases to as much as 407o of the 

water flow. 

,- Because this kind of qanat is dug in the rubble. stone and 

gravel layers and not in the firm, solid soil - like qanat 

e da9ti - many roof collapses occur in the cesma qan. ýt 

which thus requires regular maintenance. 

3. "Qan! Lt e Saddilt (the'dam qanat). This kind of qanat is 

fed by the water which seeps from reservoirs behind the 

dams. 'The dams which feed the qanats were constructed in 

ýthe arid part of the country, on the flood pass valleys - 

on the permanent rivers and streams. 

The floods, collect, behind the dam; water infiltrates 'the 

ground, and then. seeps intq the qan&t dug beneath the dam., - 

The. qanat is not directly located on the river-bed"but to"" 

the side, ''because the'dam, has one-, orýa few sluices to be 

-, opened when the reservoir becomesl-full of water or when it 

needs, to be cleaned., -, 
By digging the qanat on a side there 

is-, no, danger of, 'flood water'running directly and suddenly 
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b 
Fig . 27 andt e Saddi". 

a. Cross section and plan of 

llqanbLt e saddi" ; and b. the 

dam of "Jandaa" which collects 

the water to -feed the qinat 

system . 
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into the qan&t from the surface (Fig. 27). In autumn the 

dam's sluices have to be opened to wash out the silt and 

clean the reservoir. The most important problem with this 

kind of qanat is that in the dry years which occur from 

time to time, the qanat dries up. 

The idea of the construction of dams to feed the water 

table can be greatly helpful in the future of qanat sys- 

tems. 

4. t'Mangol_ qanit" or "Sef tat'. Mangol is ýhe kind of qanat 6 

which is fed by a river (Fig. 28). To construct such a 

qanat a ditch is diverted from the river; and as the 

depth of the ditch increases, it goes under the ground; 

and when a long tunnel is to be dug under the ground, 

shafts are required to raise the soil and to provide venti- 

lation. A great advantage of mangol to an open canal is 

in preventing evapor4tion, as well as, obviously, the sav- 

ing of removal of earth. The amount of water which a 

qan9t can divert from a river is, traditionally, determined 

by the farmers of villages located along the river and us- 

ing the water - ie a qan&t in the upper slope cannot be 

allowed to take all the water and leave the villages in the 

lower part of the river without water. 

An important problem with this kind of qanat is the varia- 

tion of rate of water flow throughout the year; the person 

in charge of the qanat ought to control the amount of water- 

flowing into the qanAt, otherwise a sudden rise of the 

water level in the river might collapse the qanAt as the 

N 

capacity of the qanat is limited by the size. of the tunnel. 
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The use of the mangol qanat is spread in the west of 

Tehra'n, especially around Karaj and Qazvin. 

4.4 UTILIZATION OF WATER FROM QANATS 

Water supplied by qanat, because of the difficulty and 

danger of construction and high expense, calls for a care- 

ful system of utilization. The qanats' water is used 

for drinking, and other household consumption, providing 

power and'irrigation; in each case further special de- 

vices are involved. 

4.4.1 DRINKING WATER. 

Water either comes to the surface near the housing area; 

or passes in the tunnel under the houses and comes to the 

surface nearig the cultivated lands. If the water of a 

qanat comes to the surface in the housing area, the immedi- 

ate outlet - mazhar - is the point where people take water 

for drinking and carry it to the houses by earthernware 

pots and buckets. If the water passes under the houses, 

people dig I'pa^yAbs'I (a sloping tunnel with steps dug from 

the surface to the underground tunnel, section 6.4.1) to 

collect the water. - The first "payab" is a public "pbLya^blr 

to be used to take the water for drinking. 

In the towns where the housing area is large and it is 

difficult to come to one , payablt and take the water for 

drinking, many cisterns. - Abambar - are built in different 

places, and water is brought into these cisterns in w. Anter 

when the requirement of water for irrigation is low; the 

people take water from the cisterns (for the construction 

of cisterns see Appendix I). 
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In many places like Xur, the qanat's water is Salty and it 

is not suitable for drinking; in this case the cisterns 

are built outside the villages and flood is diverted from 

flood-passes into the cisterns. 

4.4.2 HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION. 

In the villages where there is no pipeline and water from 

qanats is used for household consumption, people use the 

water for washing dishes and clothes either in "pa*y&bs" 

(if the water passes under the houses) or in open ditches 

(where water comes to the surface), but it ought to be 

done after the point which is allocated to take water for 

drinking. This way of using water for household consump- 

tion is a great disadvantage of a qanat, becuase the water 

gets more and more polluted as it is used by more people. 

There are public baths in the villages as well as baths in 

houses which are supplied by water from shallow wells. 

4.4.3 WATER AS A POWER SOURCE. 

The only utilization of water as a source of power is in a 

watermill - asi&b. An outline of the structure of an, 

ItasiAb" is as follows (Fig. 29). The water flows into a 

"tanurall (water tank) and runs out through a hole of about 

K- 

12cm diameter. A wooden turbine is turned by the flow of 

water. The turbine is connected to a round flat stone 

which also turns, while another stone under it is motion- 

less. ' Wheat and barley grains are fed gradually between 

the two stones and flour goes out into a jar. 

4.4.4 IRRIGATION. 

Supplying water for irrigation is the main purpose of dig- 
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ging qan&ts in most of Iran because much greater quantities 

are required for irrigation than. for other uses, and also 

water for other uses can be supplied from other sources - 

such as shallow wells supplying drinking water. 

In order to irrigate a field, water flows into many 

"S'&jubslt (main ditches) spreading throughout the field and 

then through many "jubs" (ditches) it flows into the plots. 

The cultivated land is divided into many plots of varying 

size and called by various names in different parts of 

Irgh (such as: Kort, Kart, Zamin, Fi, Taxta, Qafiz, Qasab, 

-Beljun and so on). At any particular given time, one 

qanat irrigates one piece of land in most parts of Iran, 

but some qan3ts, in which the rate of flow is high, water 

is divided between two main ditches to irrigate two pieces 

of land at the same time (see 7.5). 

In some cases the rate of water flow is too low for it to 

be brought directly to the cultivated land. In such a 

case a 1'salx't or "estaxrlt is constructed at the beginning 

of the main ditch, in area some 10 mx 15 m to 15 mx 20 m, 

and at a depth of 50 to 75cm. There is a sluice at the 

main ditch which is closed until the pool becomes full of 

water; the sluice will be open and water can then flow into 

the ditch to irrigate the land. Mostly it takes 4 to 421 

hours to fill the. pool and 11 to 2 hours to irrigate the 2 

plots, depending on the rate of water flow and t4e area of 

irrigated land (Fig. 30). 

Distribution and apportionment of water for irrigation is 

also very important. Duration of apportionment of water 
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is measured by various devices like a'"water clockt, - named 

variously in different Parts of the country like: Ta9ta, 

Fenjun, Pengun, Sabu, Kuza; by a -sun clock- called by 

various names such as: Saxes, Xat, 6uxat, etc. and by an 

ordinary clock. The fundamental unit of water duration 

is a 24-hour day, and a cycle of days (or I'madar" - between 

7 and 28 days) such that each cycle repeats the time Pat- 

tern of apportionment. Each day is divided into smaller 

units called by various names in different part of Iran, 

such as: Ta§ta, Fenjun, Pengun, KAsa, Tas, Jora, Qafiz, 

Dong, Xom, Jug, Kuz, Sabu, T&q, 14-imruz. The duration of 

each unit varies greatly five minutes to one hour - and 

differs from one place to another and even from one qan&t 

to another (see 6.5 and 7.5.2 and Appendix III). 
I 

The exact reasons for such a great variety - which are based 

on the cultural, historical and tradit--onal backgrounds and 

practices - will not be known unless many comparative 

studies are carried out; little research has been done in 

this field. 

4.5 THE PEOPLE INVOLVED_-IN QANATS 

There are some groups of people involved in a qanat, its 

digging and use for irrigation. 

4.5.1 OWNERS. 

Most of the qanats in Iran are owned privately. 

91 

There are 

some qanats which are owned by organizations. Many qanats, 

also, are vaqf (which means to endow something for charit- 

able or other religious and social purposes) see 6.6.5). 

The owners of a qanat are a person or persons who paid the 



expenses of construction, or bouýht shares from others, or 

inherited it; the number and duration of shares is deter- 

mined by units of duration of irrigation water. A share- 

holder can sell or let or cede his share to another'person, 

but use of water for drinking and household consumption is 

free to the shareholder and non-shareholders alike. The 

expenses of maintenance, repairs, and extension of qanats 

have to be paid by the owner or owners of a qanat. 

4.5.2 QANAT DIGGERS. 

Moqlnis (qanat diggers) form the groups of labourers and 

experts who are in charge of digging a qan9t, its repair 

and maintenance (see 5.1). 

4.5.3 "MIRAB". 

"Mirab" (master of water) is the person who is in charge of 

water apportionment among the shareholders for irrigation. 

The I'mirab" is appointed by the shareholders and the farm- 

ers who use the water for irrigation; his salary is paid 

by the farmers who use the water for irrigation. He mea- 

sures the time by water clock, sun clock, or ordinary 

clock, and informs the farmers about their turn for irri- 

gation. 

4.5.4 "ýJkBYARII - 

"Abyars" (water bailiffs) are the people who actually irri- 

gate the plots. An "abyar" can be a shareholder himself 

who cultivates his land, or a farmer who cultivates land 

and uses the water belonging to another person (farmer 

shares in its crops and products), or a farmer who culti- 

vates his own lands but rents the water from a water owner 
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(and pays the rent by crops, or money), or he is a labourer 

whose job is irrigation and is paid by the land or water 

owners. 

I 
0 

i 
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Chapter 5- 1 

TECHNIQUES OF QANAT DIGGING 

In spite of many article's written about, q . anats, the total 

knowledge of techniques of qanat digging reveals inade- 

quacy on many important points in 'this, apparently simple, 

yet complex, process. In fact none of the researchers 

who studied the qana4t did so in order -to give a detailed 

and descriptive account o. L the techniques of-digging. They 

tried to give some ideas in, an introductory way, and most 

of them gave an. outline and a brief description of the meihod 

of qanAt diggingý. Neverthelpss, there are many inade- 

quacies and gaps, and,, even after this-studys there will 

be still many gaps tobe studied, 'in particular by geolo- 

gists, underground hydrologists, and biologists. E Noel 

gave a brief, descript. ion of the method of construction of 

qanatsýin his article ('? Qanattt Jours Royal Central Asian 

Soc. 1944, pp. 192-194). He says, for instance: "the 

moqanis have no reliable method for ascertaining whether 

theyater in the gomana is temporary or permanent"; while 

it is not clear what meaning can be placed on ttreliable", 

in fact the gomanah is dug to make sure that the water table 

is high enough to bring water to the field to be irrigated, 

and also moqanis have methods of searching for underground 

water - which will be discussed - even if it appears to be 

unreliable to the scientists. Noel did not mention any- 

thing about the surveying carried out by moqanis, nor the 

way that the tunnel and shafts are dug among other important 
I 

points. His article does make some useful suggestions, as 

he, for the first time, suggested using a pneumatic pick for , 

k 



digging. 
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GB Cressey ("Qanat, karez, foggiras, Geo. Rev. 1958) gave 

a brief description of methods of construction in his art- 

icle (pp. 29-30). He says, for example: "to dig the 

qanAt, a line of shafts must first be sunk", and "the qanat 

may start from the lower end as a shallow ditch, or from the 

upstream end, from the mother well" and "boys areýcommonly 

used in the smaller qanats", all of which, as will be dis- 

cussed, are incorrect. 

N, 
Anthony Smith (Qanat, Jour. Iran, 1951) gave a good deal of 

information about qanats (pp. 87-89); nevertheless, in 

common with the other authors quoted, there is no mention 

of the search for underground water2 planning the scheme, 

surveying, the relationship between the digging of the 

shafts and the tunnel. There are also some misunderstand- 

ings, for example: t"there is'only considered sufficient 

water if it accumulates to a depth of 2m during the night" 

which is not true, (the matter will be discussed later), or 

"occasionally it is felt that these strata are vertical 

rather than horizontal, in this case the canal being dug at 

a deeper level than was originally intended by surveyorsp" 

which may be a misunderstanding of upwards digging. H Wulff 

(The Qana4ts of IrAn, Scien. Am. 1968, and the Traditional 

Crafts of Persia, M. I. T. 1966, pp. 252-254), gives a brief 

description of construction of the qanat. The only worth- 

while Persian article in this matter is by J Safi-Nej9d 

(Qan&t Dar Iran, Jour. Dane9daka, 1356/1977) in which he 

mentioned the roles of labourers in a group of moqani and 

he distinguished the two sections of a qanat's tunnel - 
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ttxuýkunlt and "tarun" - but he also has not given anything 

about the actual method of construction and its process. 

The most important points which had not been recorded are: 

searching for underground water, signs indicating the pre- 

sence of underground water, surveying method and tools, 

planning the scheme, digging the shafts upwards, extension 

of a qanat and its repair, harim and succession of the pro- 

cesses of qan&t digging. 

In this chapter the whole process of construction of a 

qanat is described in the way it is actually achieved by 

moqanis. In order to be as accurate as possible, the 

information about this was obtained by my interviewing 

some moqqanis and closely observing their work as much as 

it was possible. Therefore this chapter is based on the 

information obtained during field studies in 1977-8. My 

most important informants were: ' Ost&d Hasan Fi&z of Yazd, 

73, who is the best known moqani in Yazd and even now, 

after he is retired, is being consulted by other moqanis 

and his views are accepted by them; Hiji Ali Moqani-b&6ie-of 

ArdakAn, 65, who is also a well known moqani and whom I 

accompanied on his examination of the qanat of Hasan-Abad. 

I also had many discussions with him; Haji Ahmad Moqani of 

Ardakan, 45, who at the time of my field work (winter and 

spring 1978) was working on the extension of the qan&t of 

Sadr-abad; Haj B&ba Hosin Vahýýb of Xur, 62, who gave me a 

great deal of information about the techniques of digging; 

and Abas Ali Abed of Xur, 56.1 have observed the exten- 

sion of the qanats of Hasan-abad and Sadr-Abad in Ardakan 

area, and the repairing of Faroxi qanat, and the digging of 
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a new tunnel for the Mehrjan qan&t, after the destruction 

caused by a flood. 

As I have classified qanats according to their source of 

water (see 4.3),, it is the construction of a llqangLt-e 

das'till which is described in this chapter because it gives 

the essential knowledge of qan&t digging, and by having 

this essential knowledge 4 moqani is enabled to dig any 

kind of qanat. 
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5.1 QANAT DIGGER 

Qanat digging is a highly skilled job. From two to five 

people are involved directly, not counting the top experts 

who plan the schemes. The general names for a qanat 

digger are I'Kariz-Kanll and I'moqanill, the-term being applied 

to anyone of the group of labourers although each does a 

different and specific job. The jobs are: 

1) "Koling-Darl, (means'pick-holder') who is actually the 

digger. He is expert in digging a well and a tunnel, and 

in measuring and surveying. When he is digging a well, he 

puts the soil in a bucket and hangs it on a hook to be 

raised up by the 116arx-kagft (see 2 below). But when he is 

digging a tunnel', he dig! § and puts the soil behind himself 

(see 4 below). 
I 

His work in the well or in the tunnel continues for about 

four hours, and on his next shift he goes to the surface 

and helps the "6arx-ka. 911 by taking the bucket - which has 

been raised up - and emptying it. He is the highest paid 

in t. he group which is some 800 Rials per day (about L6) in 

yazd, and some 1,200 Rials per day (about Z9) in and around 

TehrAn. 

v 2) 'tCarx-Kaglt (Windlass Turner), who turns the wooden 
wind- 

lass and raises the loaded bucket up to the surface. He 

operates the windlass (Idarx') with-his hands and a foot, 

or only with two feet, while he is sitting on a mud-built 

seat. He gets paid about 600 Rials a day (less than A5) 



in the Yazd area. 

In the early stages of digging a well, these two workers 

are sufficient,. but as the work progresses another person 

joins the group: 

3) "Dul-Gir" (bucket-catcher), who is another 'Koling -darl 

(digger). The two 'Koling-darl dig alternatively. When 

one of them is digging, the other one is at the top of the 

shaft and catches the loaded bucket which has been raised 

up by the 'C'arx-kag', and piles the contents around the 

mouth of the shaft. 

When a start is made to dig a tunnel, the fourth worker 

joins the group: 

4)I'LAs'a-Ka§'t (means soil puýlerl). When the digger is 

digging the tunnel, the I'l&sa-kagIt puts the excavated soil 

in a bucket and pulls it behind himself to the bottom of 

the shaft to the windlass's rope. He hangs the bucket on 

the rope hook and shakes the rope as the sign to the It6arx- 

kag" to heave it up. He then waits for and brings the 

empty bucket back to load it again. He is paid about Z5 

per day. 

As the length of th6 tunnel increases to wore than about 

20 m, the "LAga-kag" cannot both carry the bucket and load 

it because it is physically too exhausting. The fifth 

labourer, therefore, joins the party. 

5) "Gel-Band" (means mud collector). He puts the excava- 

0 ted soil in the buc-*, -, et and helps the "las"a-kaS'll' to pull it 

to the bottom of the shaft. His salary is some Z4 per day. 

Apprentice: When learning 'the trade, an apprentice begins 



work as a Itgel-bandIt (mud collector), continues as a 'Ila sa- 

kag" (soil puller), then as a It6arx-kas"It'(windlass turner), 

and at last as a "Roling-dSir" (digger). 

In each area, there are one or two high experts who are 

named as Ilostaid-moqanill or I'moqani-ba§itt. An Ilostad- 

moqanill plans the main-scheme, identifies the places for 

digging, finds the places for the experimental wells, 

supervises and leads the surveying and calculations, super- 

vises when the action is going on, indeed he may be con- 

sulted throughout the whole process. The experts in each 

area know each other, and they may be invited from differ- 

ent regions for consultation and supervision. Their 

judgment is accepted when there is a dispute between the 

owners of two nearby qan&ts - which is common. The best 

known experts are in Yazd and Kerma4n. 

A moqani's life is, always in danger. The rope may be torn 

and the bucket falls down, stones may fall down and the roof 

may collapse (each day moqanis sit in a rope ring to go 

down). 
, 

Poisonous snakes are another threat, especially in 

old qaAts. One of the experts in Ardakan, in reply to 

my question: "Why do, you put on white clothes when you go 

into a qanat? lt said: "It is my shroud if I die". 

5.2 SEARCH FOR UNDERGROUND WATER 

Note: The following description of the search for under- 

ground water is based entirely, on information supplied bY 

the, "moqanis! '. These views may not necessarily be accept- 

ed by geologists and other natural scientists. 

5.2.1 SORTS OF uNDERGROUIND WATER:, Knowledge of underground 
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water is the main key to successful qanalt digging. To a 

I'moqani" there are three sorts of underground water: i) 

Ab-MAsurai, which can be described as an underground net- 

work of tiny channels which discharge their water into the 

qanat like springs. it seems likely that the. water ori- 

ginates from subterranean or from 'under-mountain' reserv- 

oirs. . 
Sometimes, only a portion of the required water, of 

a kariz (qanat) comes from these tiny springs. It only 

occurs if. the tunnel cuts a network of these tiny channels. 

One of the I'moqanis, in describing the fish of qanats, 

mentioned a relationship between the presence of fish and 

these tiny channels, and believed thaý the eggs of fish 

come to the qanat tunnel through these tiny pipes from 

underground reservoirs. ii) pust-Ab, which is a limited 

layer of water and. is relatively near the surface and is a 

direct result of precipitation. It is a useful source of 

water for shallow wells; the amount of water in them ob- 

viously increases in the rainy season and decreases or gets 

dry in summer. iii) Ab-Qa? ri, which is the deep, rich, 

permanent water-table. This is the main source of water 

for a qanat) and a I'moqani't always looks for it. They 

know that a water-table exists in any landi but the availa- 

bility of it is important. The Imoqanis" say, as a moun- 

tain is high, it has a root in the ground, and t1his rock- 

base of a mountain leads water under the ground, from the 

mountain to the lowland of desert. Therefore by looking 

at the main direction of a mountain range, the Itmoqani" 

can understand the main direction of water seeping under 

the ground. In searching for underground water an 110sta - 
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moqani" is called in. 10stads! ' are familiar with the 

general situation of underground water because of their 

experience. 

5.2.2 THE EVIDENCES INDICATING AVAILABILITY OF UNDERGROUND 

WATER: 

1. If a mountain consists of'dark-coloured rocks there is 

unlikely to be water, and if there is,, continuity of flow 

cannot be trusted. 

2. There is no water under the white-coloured rock moun- 

tain. 

A light red mountain indicates suitable underground 

water. 

4. If the top of the mountain is flat, there is likely to 

be useful water in the foothills. 

5. The best place for looking for underground water is in 

the foothills of ranges of mountains - not a single one. 

6. * A good place is where there is more soil than rock. 

7. Growing plants on the rocks indicate a rich underground 

water source. 

8. Some particular kinds of plants indicate the existence 

of useful underground water for qanats. Those are the 

plants that can survive in the long, dry, hot summer, and 

do not die in early summer. Some of these plants are: 

Mundjuk-Pist (Pistacia-Matica), Ferula, Portulaca, 

Borraginees Menthal Adianthum. 

IO1 

9. There has to be the right slope from the foothill to the 
I 

plain where water is required. 

10. A qan&t has to be dug in sloping ground, and relatively 

far from the immediate foothills, because the foothills are 
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largely rock. 

5.3 PLANNING THE SCHEME, 

IIA A 

5.3.1 EXPERIMENTAL WELLS (CAH-GOMANF-H): Digging the ex- 

perimental wells ( cyah-gomaneh) is the second step of qanat 

digging. It is started when the experts consider that 

there is a high probability of the availability of Under- 

ground water in the area, based on the indications whi-ch 

have just been mentioned in Part 2. 

The main reasons for digging "gomaneht can be described as 

follows: - 

1. To be assured of a sufficiency of underground water. 

2. To find out if the water-table is high enough, to en- 

able the water to flow to the field (to be irrigated) 

through a gently sloping tunnel. 

3. To find out the slope of the underground water-bearing 

strata. 

4. To understand the structure of the ground. 

5. To plan the direction. of the qan*&t system. 

6. Where a qanat system is being fed by the water-table, 

the tunnel can be divided into two main parts: a) the sec- 

tion through which the water passes, which is known as "&b- 

r-5, h" (water-pass) 
, Or "X'os"kun" (dry section), and b) the 

section which is inside the water-bearing strata is known 

as 11a'b-deh" (water-bearing) or "taruntf (moisture section), 
I 

or "zehun" (seeping section). one of the experimental 

wells is dug at the point between these two sections; that 

is where the dry section of the tunnel (xogkun will be 

dug toward the field, ýLnd the "zehun" section will be dug 
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into the water-bearing strata. 

The best time for starting 

and early in the Autumn. 

is at its lowest level and 

the soil is dry and easier 

erate; and there is less 

well. 

to dig a qanat is in September, 

This is because the water-table 

stabilized after the dry summer; 

to dig; - the temperature is mod- 

damp when the diggers go down the 

In order to start construction of a qanat, first the field 

that is to be irrigated is identified. Then the general 

slope toward the foothills would be considered (at this 

stage the moqanis do not measure the slope, but measuring 

the slope is described in Part 4). Considering the general 

slope of the ground, the point for the first Itgomaoneh" (ex- 

perimental well) would be then determined as follows: If 

the general sloPe of the ground is about 5111o, the first 

"gomAneh't would be dug about 200 m from the beginning of 

the field; if the slope is about 2,57o, this distance would 

be 500-600 m; and if the slope is about l7oý the first 

"gomaneh" would be about 800 m from the field. Thus, where 

the slope is high, the length of the qanýLt is short - the 

tunnel goes quickly into the water-bearing strata. In con- 

trast where the slope is low, in order to have sufficient 

water, the qanat is longer because the tunnel must go fur- 

ther into the water-bearing strata (Fig. 31). 

It is the llosta5d-moqanill who points out a place for the 

first "gomaneh". At the determined spot a well is dug 

until water starts to seep into it, which means the well has 

reached the water-bearing strata. Then it is left for 
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Fie - 31 . The relationship between the length of qanht and 

slope; A. Length of qanat where slope is steep , B. Length 

of qanat where slope is gentle.. 

8 

M*%Wao 
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three-days. In a successful llgoma5nehll after three days 

water comes up for some 25 cm; this indicates a suffici- 

ency of water. But if the seeped water was less than this, 

another well must be dug in another direction. Then the 

depth of the well from the "dahana" (mouth of the shaft) 

to the water level is measured. After that the sl: )pe 

from the "dahanall to the field has be measured (see Part 4). 

If the difference in level between the field and mouth of 

the well is less than the depth of the well, then the water- 

table is lower than the field; thus water cannot reach the 

field under gravity. But if the difference in elevation 

is more than the depth of the well, it is a successful 

"gomAneh", because the water-table is higher than the field 

and water can flow to the field. The aim is a gently 

sloping tunnel and a gentle flow of water. 

If the well was not successfulj another well would be dug 

farther up the sloping ground2 until the amount of water is 

judged to be sufficient and the water-table at that spot 
(ie bottom of the well) is higher than the field. The 

second "gomaneh" would be dug toward the foothills. The 

distance between the first and the second well is calculated 

in the same way as described for the first well. The 

second "gomaneh" - like the first one - is left for three days 

when it reaches the water bearing strata to find 

out if the water-table is rich enough. Then the depth of 

the second well is measured and the slope from the mouth of 

the second well to the mouth of the first well, to find out, 

how deep the water-bearing strata is; and if it is higher 

than the field. 
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The third Itgomaneh" -, (experimental well) has to be dug the 

same distance from the second one, farther up still. Also 

the depth and the slope between the third and the second 

"gomaneh" would be measured in the same way. The water-,. 

., 
-table at the third "gom&neh" must be higher than the water- 

level on the second, and the level of water on the second 

well must be higher than in the first "gom: hlieh". The 

tunnel is dug from the bottom of the first Itgomaneh't into 

'the water-bearing strata, and from the bottom of the second 

well, the tunnel is entirely inside the water-bearing 

strata. The second and the third "gomaneh" are deepened 

into the water bearing strata later on. The second 

"gomaneh" is recognized as the point between "'Xo5kun'? (dry 

section of the tunnel) which is toward the field, and 

Iýtarunll (water-bearing section of the tunnel) which is to- 

ward the foothills. 

The section of the tunnel between the first and the second 

"gomaneh"' is called "Xogko-Tar", which is not so moist that 

water seeps into the tunnel, yet water is not lost to the 

soil (Figure 32). The water table falls a little as the 

tunnel is dug. 

5.3.2 MEASURING THE SLOPE - "TARAZ-KAS"Ilt: Knowledge of 

the gradient is essential for digging a qanat. A serious 

mistake in measurement can cause loss of man-hours and 

waste a great deal of capital. But because the "ostBLdlt 

who does this job, works very carefully, failure is very 

rare. 

The apparatus for measuring the slope is simple and consists 
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Fig - 32 . Relation Of "gomAneh"(experimental wells)t 

water table and field 

A. First gomhneh . 

171 

I. Depth of the well is measured . 2. Difference of elevation 
between the well and the field is measured to find out if the 
water table is high enough to flow to the field . 

\ 

C, Third gomAneh . 
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1. Two wooden poles - called "payalt - each 1.5 m long, each 

of which is divided into 15 units of 10cm by score-marks 

(Fig. 33) . Each "paya" is fixed on a flat wooden base in 

order for it to stand upright. There are three slotsin the 

"pa"yall called Ils"ekaf" - each 50cm apart; and a moving 

piece of wood suspended inside each slot, which is called 

lIzabuna". If the pole is not exactly vertical when the 

"mOqani" is measuring, these "zabunall would come out of the 

slot. 

2. A piece of string 20 m long is pulled taut between the 

Itpayasti. To prevent stretch the string is waxed. The 
I 

middle of the string, exactly, is marked by ink, and a 

spirit-level called Ittdr3Lz'I, is hung there. 

To measure the slope, two workers are placed 20 m apart, 

and each holds a "paya" (wooden pole), exactly upright, 

with one hand and the string with the other hand. The 

string is regarded as horizontal when the level stays in 

the middle of the string and does not slide from one end to 

the other ('course' adjustment)) and when the bubble in the 

11tarazI, (level) is central (': fine' adjustment). In order 

to achieve this the man at the lower end holds the end of 

the string to the top of the ttpa'yalt (pole); and the man at 

the higher end slides the rope down the ttp9ya" until the 

"Osta'dIt - who is watching the level - says it is horizontal. 

From the distance down the "pAyall the slope is calculated 

(Fig. 34). 1 

5.3.3 DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF TUNNEL AND SHAFTS: Where 
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Fig - 33 - "Pa^ya" and "Tariz" for measuring the slope of the ground; 
A&B. "pALya" , C. 'Izabuna" for keeping the "pAya" vertical , and D. 

D. "tarAz" (spirit-level) 

1 11 

D 

Fig . 34 -" Tariz ka6i ", measuring the slope . 

1! 



the slope is being measured downwardsý - from the'third 

"gomaneh" to the second, from the second to the first, and 

from the first "gomaneh" 'to the field - the land is marked 

where the shafts are to be dug. Knowing the gradients, 

the depths of the shafts are calculated. 

The distance between two "mila-6ah" (shafts) entirely de- 

pends on the geological structure. For example, in a 

qanat of xur called "Deh-zir", the two shafts closest to 

the field are 30 m apart; and the distance the Itmadar- 

v^ cah" (main well near the foothills), and the next to it is 

50 M. Because the ground is not soft, yet easy to dig, 

fewer wells had to be dug (see 6.4.1). On the other hand 

in another qanat of Xur - "Kal&gull - the two closest wells 

to the "mazhar" (outlet) are 12 m apart; and the distance 

between the llmaýdar-coa'hlf (main well) and the next shaft to 

it, is 50 M. In this part the soil is soft and easy to 

dig (see 6.4.3). 

In the newest qanat of Ardakan called'ItAli-AbAd-Wailt) the 

shortest distance between two shafts is 100 m, and the 

longest is 220 m (Fig. 35). This is because the upper 

layer of the ground is rock and it is difficult to dig a 

well through rock. Thus the wells were dug as far from 

each other as was possible, conducive with achieving suffi- 

cient ventilation of the qanat. Generally the distance be- 

tween the two shafts is some 25 to 40 m, and it increases 

from the field to the foothills. Whenever the distance 

between two shafts is less, it is more convenient for the 

I'moqanis" - from the point of view of ventilation and carry- 
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ing the excavated soil to the bottom of the shafts - to be 

raised up. But'considering the cost, where the depth of 

shafts is more and the soil is hard, the distance between 

the two shafts increases to save time and cost and vice 

versa. 

The other point which has to be considered is the slope of 

the underground tunnel. This is normally within 10-30cm 

in 100 m, '(1: 1000 to 1: 3000), because if the slope is less 

than that the water would not flow, and if it is more than 

1: 3000, the running water washes the tunnel and causes roof 

collapse. - The slope of a qanat need not be exactly the 

same from the beginning to the end; it may vary from one 

part to another. The slope of the tunnel is determined by 

the difference of elevation between the water-bearing strata 

and the field, in relation to the distance between them. It 

also depends on the nature of the soil; in soft soil, for 

instance, high slopes must be avoided in order to prevent' 

erosion and wash out the tunnel. 

If the water-bearing strata is too high in relation to the 

level of the field and the land is irregularly sloping, the 

water may come to the surface and it can enter the tunnel 

again by a waterfall; such a waterfall provides a suitable 

location for a water mill (see 7.5.1). In one instance, 

in the qanat of Mehrjanj I have obs erved a water mill con- 

structed under the ground (Fig. 36). These devices are 

achieved to avoid a high slope in the tunnel. In some ex- 

amples around Kerma4n, the slope of the tunnel is about 

1: 1000 or less; in the dry years when the rate of flow re- 

duces, water cannot flow by gravity, therefore the water is 
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pushed by shovels or spades on the sections of low slope. 

5.4 TUNNEL-DIGGING - ItSU-KANI't 

Digging the tunnel starts from the first "gomaneh" (experi- 

mental well). The bottom 0: 6 the first 

tunnel's floor; and from this point the 

the field from one side, and to the main 

which is the last well up the foothills, 

side. The first necessity is providing 

order to be able to work there. 

"gomaneh't is the 

tunnel is dug to 

well (I'madar -c, &htt 

from the other 

ventilation in 

a) If the well is very deep or the tunnel has to be very 

long, a second well must be dug nearby to the IýgoManehll, 

and these two wells connect at the bottom. In the ez-e- 

ample of "Ali-&b. 5id-ziailt qanat, in which the tunnel between 

the two wells is very long (about 200 m), all the wells are 

dual and the distance between them varies from 2 to 12 m 

(Fig. 35) . 

b) Another way of providing ventilation is to have a duct 

on the side of the well. The I'moqani" cuts a slot on the 

side of the well, and fixes bricks across the opening of 

the slot as he goes down. The air goes down this llhava5- 

kag" and circulates in the well (Fig. 37). This device is 

not very common as it is not sufficient for deep wells and 

long tunnels. 

As mentioned earlier, digging the tunnel starts from the 

first "gomaneh". In order to determine the direction in 

which the tunnel has to be dug from the bottom of the well, 

a compass is used. The compass is fixed on a piece of wood; 

the north of the compass is continued by a scratch on the 
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Fi 9- 37 - Ventilatiozi , Crosýý 
and Plan of a well with a slot in a 

side of the well ; to illustrate the 

ventilation . 
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wood for more accurate reading. At the top of the well 

the compass direction of the next well is read (Fig. 38). 

The compass is then taken to the bottom and the tunnel dug 

in the same direction. 

Before the compass was used, the direction for the tunnel 

was transferred to the base of the shaft as follows: - 

The 11mgqanis"' put a wooden pole on the mouth of the well, 

aimed toward the planned well; from it they ha. ng two 

plumb-lines down into the well (Fig. 39), thus transferring 

the direction of the next well to the base of the tunnel. 

5.4.1 DIGGING THE TUNNEL AND SHAFTS TOWARDS THE FIELD: 

From the first "'gomaneh'? towards'the field is the dry 

section ("Xo6kun't) of the qan&t - the. lwater-pass'. Many 

groups of Irmoqanis". can dig this section at the same time; 

one group can dig the tunnel from the Itgomaneh't to the field) 

another group can dig from the field toward the well, and 

some other groups of two or three workers can dig the 

shafts. Co-ordination between these groups is carried out 

by the "osta"d-e-moqanitt, who has measured the slope2 marked 

the ground and determined the places-for the shafts. 

In the dry section ("Xogkun"), the shaft has to be dug 

firs, t (and the tunnel connected after that) for better 

ventilation and raising, up the soil. 

The group which, starts to dig from the field, begins with 
I 

digging an open ditch - called ttharanjl? - until it reaches 

a depth of some 2.5 m to 3m (Fig. 40). The standard size 

of the tunnel in the dry section is 150cm high and 70cm 

wide (Fig. 41). This, of course, is not applicable to the 
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Fig . 40 , Digging the tunnel 
in the dry section 
The first group digs the open- 
ditch(haranj) , and some other 
groups dig the dry section of 
the tunnel and the shafts at t 
same, time, 
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Fi. 7, . 41 , TLhe tunnel . Comparimý the tunnel in: 
A. "tarun"(water-bee-ring sec. ) 
and 3. "xo§kun" (d-ry section 

FJ-ý, . 4--,, . Digging the turxel 
into the water-bearing strata, 
From the second ", ý70mAnehll 
the tunnel enters the wat(, -r- 

strata 



old qanats, after collapses and cleaning the tunnel. ' When 

the Itmoqanis" are digging the tunnel between two shafts, 

the floor is kept more or less horizontal. by using a 

llgemg. all (plank, made and worked by a carpenter, between 
A 

Z,, 
) 1.5 and 3m in length), and putting a level (Ittara on 

it. The exact measuring of the slope is done when the 

section of tunnel between the two shafts is finished. 

This action is called "tah-zani" which means digging the 

base of the tunnel in order to adjust the slope. 

Another way of measuring the slope is by putting a mask on 

the bubble of the I'tarSxzrr (spirit level), when it has been 

set at the determined slope; and using the tt6em§alt with a 

masked I? tarazlt on it while the tunnel is being done. 

While the dry section of the tunnel is being dug, another 

group of I'moqanis" is digging the'water-bearing section. 

Thus, the water gradually starts to flow and the flowing of 

a little amount of water is a good way of checking the slope; 

some places have to be adjusted with handfuls of mud, andý 

some other places have to be scraped. 

In the end one of the "moqanis" or labourers who is neither 

very tall nor short (155-170cm tall). walks along the tunnel. 

A good tunnel is big enough for him to walk without any 

problem, while the level of water is just below his knee- 

cap. 

5.4.2 DIGGING THE TUNNEL THROUGH WATER-BEARING STRATA: In 

contrast to the dry section ("Xo§kunl"), where a number of 

groups can work at the same time, digging into the water- 

bearing strata can only be done by two groups; one group 
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of two or three digging the well, and one group of three 

to five workers digging the tunnel. The reasons for this 

are: - 

1. As the water-bearing section of the tunnel (tttarun") is 

being dug,, the amount of flowing water is increase . d, and 

until the water-pass section ("XoS'kun") has been completed, 

there is no way for water to flow out. 

2. If water flows suddenly in a'new tunnel, there will be 

the problem of a wash-out. 

3. The amount of digging inside the water-bearing strata 

depends on the amount of water which is necessary. it 

could be that after digging 200 m inside the water-table, 

the rate of water seepage is equal to that required. 

Therefore, there is priority for completing the 1'xo4kun" 

(water-pass) section before the "tarun" (water-bearing) 

section. 

To dig the "tarun't sectionj one group starts to dig the 

tunnel from the base of the first Itgomaneh" towards the 

foothills; and another group digs a well, exactly in the 

way that the dry section is dug (see Part 8 of this dhap- 

ter). 

The compass is used to find the direction, two parallel 

plumb-lines are hung and referred to from time to time so 

as to be sure that the tunnel is straight, and the "S'emgall' 

(Fig. 4.2) used for checking the level and measuring the 

slope. This section of the tunnel is dug toward the se- 

cond Irgoma^neh". Depending on the distance in between, 

additional shafts night be dug between them. 
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Water seeps into the tunnel from the floor and the lower 

parts of the sides, as the tunnel enters the water-bearing 

strata (Fig. 43). As the tunnel reaches the bottom of 

the second Itgomaneh't, being inside the water-bearing strata, 

water seeps from all sides. Thus it is necessary to make 

the roof steeply ridged (Fig. 41. B) as compared with the 

tunnel in the Xo9kun, in order to make the water run gently 

down the sides and to prevent it dripping, which might 

cause it to collapse. The height of the tunnel in Ittaxun" 

(water-bearing) section is about 75cm. 

Digging is done bY a steel-made hand-pick (ttko'lingtt). Four 

different sizes of "kolingf? are needed for digging differ- 

ent parts: 

1. "Koling-su-kanitt for tunnel digging; 2.5kgm in weight, 

with a wooden handle of 50cm in length. 

2. "Koling-saqf-kani" for digging the top of the tunnel., 

1.5kgm in'weight, with a handle 50cm long. 

3. "Koling-6ah-kanill for digging a 

with a wooden handle 30cm long. 

4. "Koling-a4b-kanilt for digging in 

higher up a qanat are dug they are 

strata. Thus the I'moqanis" have 

use a special pick of 6kgm weight, 

a meter long. 

well, 2.5-3kgm in weight, 

the. water. When shafts 

in the water-bearing 

to dig in water. They 

60cm length and a handle 

For raising up wet soil a bucket made of leather or plastic 

is used. 

The Itmoqanislt use the oil lamp, burning castor oil or oil 

from the 'wild rocket, (mandab). In the last 30 years the 

acetylene lamp is also used (known as "karbit) (Fig. 44). 



Fig . 44 . The "1: Arlb-t" light 

In the recent years oil-lamp 

light' was replaced by this 

kind of "k&rbit light ". 

Fig - 45 - The well-diggin. -, 

pick , llkolinp- e L'Ah-kani". 

, -; 'd g, . 'iilo oden- 

windlass ,' 
"ýar -x 7ý ý'ý I'- ". 
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5.5 SHAFT DIGGING (6! H-KANI) 

5.5.1 DIGGING THE SHAFTS ALONG THE QANAT: Two labourers 

are needed to dig a "mila-C'ah" (shaft),, the "koling-dAarlt 

and the 116arx-kagtt. 

The 11koling-darlt (digger) draws a circle on the ground of 

some 80cm diameter,, and starts to dig down putting the 

soil in the bucket. The bucket for raising up the dry 

soil is made of the leaf of the palm tree, with two hanCles 

which are looped on the rope's hook. But for raising up 

the wet soil a bucket made of leather or plastic is used. 

The bucket can contain about 25-30kgm of soil. 

The "koling-dar" has to sit on his heels and digs down 
I 

with a pick. The pick for well-digging is made of steel, 

30cm long and 2.5kgm in weight, with a wooden handle of 

30cm long - just enough to be held by two hands (Fig. 45). 

, He uses a small spade to put soil into the bucket. 

In the normal situation when the ground is neither very 

soft nor very solid and rocky, a Itkoling-dar" can dig about 

4ma day in the first 10 m, about Im a day in the second 

10 m, and 1.5 to 2m from 20 m downwards. The speed of 

digging is mainly determined by the physical condition of 

the digger$ and the time needed for raising the soil up. 

When a well is being dug, a small hand-windlass (Fig. 46) 

is used by the 116arx-ka9t" to raise buckets of soil to the 

surface. The "koling-darlt, when digging a very deep well, 

protects himself from falling stones with a wooden or steel- 

made shield, when a bucket is being handled. There a 

'r9a^qulII' (plumb-ýline) is suspended. into the well, in order, to 
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be assured that the well is being dug verticallY. 

When digging down the "koling-d&r" digs small holes on the 

two opposite sides of the well; he puts his feet in these 

when he is going up or down, sitting in a-ring of rope 

which is handed up by the windlass. A second rope is 

fixed and hunq'into the well which he uses as a hand-hold 

(Fig. 47). 

5.5.2 DIGGING THE SHAFTS UPWARDS -11DAVI L-KANI't: As the 

digging goes on toward the llmadar-c"ahlf (the third "gomaneh't) 

the tunnel enters the water-bearing strata. For instance, 

the third "gomaneh't which. was dug as deep as the upper 

layer of the water-table, is 14 m deep; but the tunnel 

was planned to be 5m into the water-bearing strata. Thus 

the shaft has to be dug another 5 m. When the 'I'moqanilt 

digs in the watei-table, water seeps to the well making the 

work difficult. While it is, however, possible to dig in- 

side the water using a special long and heavy pick (11koling- 

ab-kani"), it is still very difficult and slow. Neverthe- 

less the shaft must be connected to the tunnel, and 

normally the tunnel is dug until it comes under the shaft 

and then the shaft is excavated upwards (Fig. 48). A 

good deal of skill is required (and shown) in the surveyingt 

and all the available instruments are used in order to bring, 

the tunnel exactly under the shaft. The compass is used; 

also the two parallel plumb-lines, and lights are placed 

along the tunnel. The I'moqanis" use the 119em§aIt (a rectý- 

angular wooden pole made and worked by a carpenter), and by 

taking aim on the lights and plumb lines, make sure of a 

straight tunnel (Fig. 48). When the tunnel reaches what 
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Fic . 47 .A I'moqani" is ente'ing 

into a shaft . 7he moaani sits 

in a ring of rope and goes down 

the shaft Ia second rope is 

hung into the shaft to be used 

as a hand-hold . 

Fig. 48 . Digging a 

shaft upwards . 
A. Using light, 

plumb-line and 

116em6allfor digging 

the tunnel straigh'.. 

B. "Davil-kani" 

(digging upward., ý) 

continues until 

connects from both 

sides -11, 'koji. n,, --d: ir" 

2 to - -I . gelb-, ind" ; *3, " 1A"', - 

ka6" ; 4,116arx-ka. "" 

::: ", I ýUl-. 
7-jr" 
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will eventually be the bottom of the shaft, the digger 

starts to dig upwards. All the time water is dripping 

everywhere. 

As he digs up the I'moqanill fixes two stout pieces of wood 

in the wall cross-wise (X) and sits on it to work above 

hims6lf. He also hangs a rope from the cross, using. it 

to go up and down. He drops the soil, the "gel-bandt' 

-'. Collects it and puts it in the bucket and the ftlýga-kaS't' 

pulls it to the bottom of the nearest shaft to be raised 

to the surface (Fig. 48). This very difficult job called 

"davil-kanilt, continues until the shaft connects from both 

sides. The diggeý puts on a dress made of lamb- 

skin, inside out, to prevent him from getting wet and cold. 

As an example, when the new I'madar-coah't (main well) of the 

qanat of t'Mehrjanl" (30km south of Xur) was dug about four 

years ago, it was 94 m deep, of which 14 m was dug upwards. 

This qanat is about 12km'long and produces about 30 litres 

of water per second. 

5.6 DIFFICULTIES AND REMEDIES 

There are many difficulties and problems in the complex and 

difficult trade of qanAt digging. But the skilful 

Ifmoqanistf have'learned many lessons and have practised many 

ways of tackling the problems, using simple but effective 

techniques. More modern techniques can be greatly helpful 

in overcoming'at least some of these difficulties. 

Here are some of the most common problems and remedies: I 

1. Lack of air is an important problem. Where the light 

cannot burn, this is an alarm for the l, moqani't that there 
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is not enough air for breathing. This is found particul- 
I 

arly in the i deep wel ls and long tunnels, even when dual 

shafts are dug. One remedy is by operating, leather-made 

bellows (called "dam") on the mouth of the shaft and pump- 

ing the air through a leather (or recently plastic) pipe. 

2. Sometimes accumulation of gas makes a lot of difficult- 

ies for breathing as well as affecting the burning of a 

light. The nature of gases in the qanat has not been 

studied and it is not known. One possibility is that 

these gases might be carbon dioxide of organic origin. 

As the tlmo. qanislt say, sometimes gas seeps, into the tunnel 

from a particular section. In this case, diffusing some 

dry-riddle sand qr lime, or a mixture of both, can dismiss 

the gas., The use of lime indicates that carbon dioxide 

might well be the pollutant of the air. Sometimes the 

gas has to be pumped out; four labourers spread a firm, 

large cloth (called 116ador-Sýabll, approximately 3x3 m) over 

the opening of the shaft. Then they push it in the shaft 

by spreading some sand on it, while they are holding the 

corners of the cloth. The labourers then pull the cloth 

up very fast. By doing this many times, the gas'is 

pumped out and 
_circulation 

is provided. Pollution of the 

air by gases and damp occurs in both the dry and water- 

bearing sections. 

3. Digging a shaft or a tunnel through unstable soil is 

another problem. In this case the tunnel or shaft has to 

be lined. The lining - called "narlt, f1kowl't, or Itkaval't - 

for a shaft is circular (Fig. 49) and for-a tunnel is oval 

shaped (Fig. 50). The 11kowl" is usually made of clay, 
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Fig 49 A shaft lined by 

circular kowls" 

Fig . 50 .A tunnel lined 

by oval-shaped "kowls" . 
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52 . The cement-mad- 
" ko wl-- it , 

Fi-3 . 51 . Structure of 

, he kowl for lining the 
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shaped in a mould with bamboo sticks or branches of other 

trees inside, to get form, and baked in an oven (Fig. 51). 

The 11kowl" for shaft lining is about 65cm in diameter. 

The oval tunnel lining is about 100cm by 60cm; the length 

of side is about 20cm and the thickness is about 5cm (Fig. 

52). 

When the-11kowl" is being fitted - it has to be carried to 

the tunnel -a mixture of gravel, lime and clay is used as 

mortar. In former times, instead of using the baked ring 

Itkowl't, sometimes stones cemented with a mortar of lime 

and clay was used to support the tunnel. In the qanat of 

"Mehrjýnll (30km S. Xur), there is 1100 m of stone-lined 

tunnel (called "sang-bastff, ) in a 12km qan&t system. 

It is still common to use stone for supporting the opening 

of the shafts (Fig. 53), while in some places cement re- 

places stone for lining the shaft and to build a lid for it 

(Fig. 54) . 

In the last 10 years or so cement rings have been used for 

tunnels as well as for shafts. Sometimes a cement ring is 

used around the shaft's entrance to keep out floodwater. 

4. The encountering of hard rocks in the pathway of a qanat 

is another difficulty. In ancient times it was broken by 

a pick-like nail and hammer; this was hard and time-consum- 

ing work. The other way was to turn the tunnel around the 

rock; this is very common (Fig. 55). But the most impor- 

tant problem is to find the spot for digging a shaft to 

meet the tunnel beyond the rock when the tunnel is zigzag. 

The difficulty arises because the itaoqanis" do not have an 
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instrument to measure angles as such. For example, 

suppose a curved tunnel is dug from point 'At which is a 

shaft, to point IBI (Fig. 
1 

56). The point IbI has to be 

determined on the surface so that a shaft can be dug there 

so as to reach the point IBI on the tunnel. First, an 

ordinary steel nail is hammered into the middle of the 

turn of each bend (at the points ICI, IDIý IBI and IF' on 

Fig. 56) inside the tunnel, at the same height from the 

base of the tunnel. Then a piece of string is fastened 

from one nail to another, and the distances (AC, CD, DE., 

EF, and FB) are measured. After that) to obtain the 

I 

angular change, the I'moqani" marks the string 50 cm from each 

angle (= nail), at the points 12 2ý 3t 41 5ý 61 7 and 8. 

The next step is to measure the distances between 1 and 2, 

3 and 4,5 and 6,7 and 8. With this data the I'moqani't 
I 

comes to the surface and traces the tunnel on the surface 

of the ground from 'A. ', and arrives at the point Ibl, 

which is over point IBI - which is thus the place for the 

shaf t. 

Sometimes if the rock is not very thick the Irmoqani" digs a 

small hole in it and puts some explosive material - such as 

gun-powder - in it, and after he arrives at ground level, 

blows it up. 

There is one example of another method of circumventing a 
A 

rocky obstruction. This is found in the ancient qana t of 

"Jandaq" (100km N. W. Xur). In this example the tunnel was 

dug underneath the rock (Fig. 57). It is entirely lined 

to prevent erosion, because the tunnel is completely full 

of water. The length of the curved tunnel is 10 m, 
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and it is 1m high and 75cm wide. It is called the "S-Otor- 

galull (which means the camel's throat). A ttgotor-galull is 

most common in open ditches to reduce the water pressure. 

It is very small, not more than a meter long and the same 

depth. May be in this qanat reduction of water pressure 

was also considered. (This qanit is described in Chapter 

4, Part 2. because of its peculiarity). 

S. Taking the tunnel across a valley or a flood-pass is 

also a difficulty: 

a) In some cases, water has to be taken across a valley 

where the tunnel is higher than the bottom of the valley. 

In this case a bridge is built and the water passes over 

the bridge (see 7.5.1 - the Sadr-AbAd qanit). 

b) If the tunnel and the valley are at the same level, the 

qan! Lt is continued across the valley in a covered ditch. 

If the valley is a dry river bed, it is necessary to pre- 

vent the danger of a washout when the rains come. This is 

done by building an underground wall just upstream and 

parallel to the ditch. Also a second wall, 1m high, is 

built at the side of the valley, to stop floodwater running 

into the qanat where it enters the side of the valley (Fig. 

58). 

c) When the tunnel is being dug under a flood-pass, it is 

always dangerous to dig a shaft in its middle. Because if 

the water runs into a shaft it takes with it sand, stone, 

etc., which blocks the tunnel and possibly the shafts as 

well. Also the roof of the upstream tunnel of the qanit 

would collapse when the water level rises. Therefore, 

while it is necessary to dig a shaft for ventilation and 
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raising the soil) it has later to be filled up level with 

the ground after the tunnel has been constructed (Fig. 59). 

5.7 OCCASIONAL ACTIVITIES 

5.7.1 EXTENSION OF QANATS - 
,A PISKAR-KA, NI't: When a qanat 

is dug, the work continues until a-, sufficient amount of 

water flows. But there are always two possibilities: 

a) the initial flow of water decreases until it reaches a 

certain permanent level; or b) more water is required be- 

cause of increasing the area of land under cultivation) 

and/or an increase of population - these two being re- 

lated. In any case, when more water is required, it is 

normal practice to extend the qanat. This is called "Pig- 

kar-kanill (digging forwards). 

A qanat system is not a fixed system at a certain length or 

depth; the length of a qanat may be increased. The t"M. ýdar- 

cah" (main well) is not, however; a particular well; it is 

always the last well that is called t'm&dar-6ah't. 

In the case of the 'tDehzirlt qana^t of Xur (2500 m long)p the 

length of the tunnel has been increased some 200 m in the 

last 20 y! ears, and four more shafts were necessary. it 
I 

has not been necessary to dig any more because of the 

sufficiency of the supply of water. In another case, the 

,, sadr-abadl" qanat of "ArdakýLnll (48km long), 135 m were 

added in the last year. It is planned to dig yet more be- 

cause the amount of water is decreasing - due to the many 

tube-wells being dug in that area, and many other problems 

Asee 7-5). 

There can come a time when it is no longer possible to 
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obtain more water by digging further towards the foothills, 

as when it reaches the bedrocks. In such a case, further 

water can be tapped by digging branches. 

A person in charge of the "Piskar-kanilt, called I'sar- 

kargar", collects money every year from the owners to 

spend on any extension of the qanat or for repairing it 

(if required) or both. 

5.7.2 REPAIRING: Blockage of the tunnel can be caused by 

a broken "kowl't (lining) or a roof collapse, both of which,, 

prevent the water from flowing. To repair it the lab- 

ourers enter the tunnel to replace the broken 11kowl" with 

a new one or clean the tunnel. If the blockage is on a 

small scale, and is quickly repaired, there is little 

interference with the water supply. But if the collapse 

was on a large scale, or a small collapse was left un- 

corrected, the water level rises behind the obstruction 

and further sections of the tunnel might collapse, requir- 

ing more repair and higher expenditure (Figs. 60,61). 

Sometimes, a sudden flood following a heavy rainstorm, 

washes away the raised earth ring around the opening of a 

shaft and water runs into the tunnel. This demolishes the 
I 

shaft and the tunnel and fills it up with silt (Figs. 62) 

63). In this case if it is possible to remove the block- 

age, it is done from the downstream part of the tunnel, 

because the upstream tunnel and shafts are full of water. 

The Itmoqanislt who are cleaning the tunnel must be very 

careful, because the water may rush-into the tunnel - where 

they are working - and kill them. That is why a qanat 
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blocked by f iood 
water is called a "xuni" (murderer). 

In some cases the damage is so greaýt that repair is im. - 

possible. In such cases another tunnel is dug parallel 
t 

to the old one. The new divergent tunnel is exactly the 

same cross-sectional size and slope of the old tunnel, and 

its length is obviously related to the length of the 

blocked tunnel (Figs. 64,65). 

5.7.3 MAINTENANCE: When the 11mo qanis" are digging a 

qanat, they put the excavated soil around the shaft's 

mouth. These Imole holes' (11dahanall) are 5 to 10 m in 

diameter; their size obviously depends on the depth of the 

shafts and the length of the tunnel between the two shafts 

("postal'). These 'mole holes' which are the main charac- 

ter of a qanat on the surface, are 1-2m high. 

Each is not a complete circle as one might expect - it has 

an opening in the lower part to allow water to run out when 

it is raining; without the opening, rain water might run 

down the shaft, taking soil with it and risking a blockage 

of the tunnel (Fig. 66). 

If the soil around the top of a shaft is soft, it would 

need a support at the opening of the shaft. The shaft, 

often, is shielded at the top by a flag stone or stones, or 

by a dome-like cap - to prevent the inflow of rain, entry 

of soil, as well as to prevent a man or an animal falling 

down. 

There is a person with special responsibility for the main- 

tenance of a qanAt called trsar-ký, r-darll or Itsar-kargart' (a 

working foreman). He goes into the tunnel from time to 
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time to'check if there is any collapse or blockage. He 

is the one who decides when cleaning is necessary. Clean- 

ing is called "La'rubill or "tanqia". "Llrubill is related 

to the geological situation and soil. In some qanAts it 

has to be done once a year, and in others every five years. 

There are generally three ways in which the qanat becomes 

silted or blocked: 

1. Sometimes water brings silt from the upper section of 

the tunnel and deposits it in the lower section of the 

water-bearing*part of the tunnel. The silt can block the 

tiny springs and prevents seepage of water. 

2. In some qanats the water itself carries sediment and de- 

posits it on the bottom of the tunnel; the rate of the 

water flow then decreases. 

3. Sometimes there is an encrustation in the dry section 

ftxogkun" which blocks the tunnel; it is called "Sah't. In 

all these cases, silt (it looks like clay, but a determina- 

tion of its exact character was outside the scope of this 

study) has to be removed and the tunnel cleaned. But one 

aspect is important. The labourers who are doing this job 

take care to retain a small layer of silt forming a lining 

to the water-pass as this greatly reduces water seepage into 

the ground in the beginning of the dry section of the tunnel. 

This is in contrast to the water-bearing section of the 

tunnel, where the encrustation needs to be removed to allow 

water to seep in. 

Cleaning is done by a group of three or four labourers: one 

or two "gel-band" (mud collector) working in the tunnel, the 
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"6arx-kasv" (windlass turner) and I'dul-girlt (bucket catcher) 

working on the surface for raising the silt. First the 

labourers have to open the iaouths of the shafts and leave 

them for a day or two to allow circulation of air in the 

tunnel. One of the "gel-bands" removes the silt or crust 

and puts it in the leather bucket, and the second brings 

the loaded bucket to the base of the nearest shaft and 

hangs it on the hook. of the windlass rope to be raised to 

the surface. I 

5.8 "HARI"t 

In order for the qanats to maintAin a good supply of water, 

they must be-spread out. If a new qanat is dug nearby an 

old one, the yield from the old qan9t would decrease 
.. 

The 

concept of "harim" defines, the area'around a qan9t where it 

is prohibited to dig another qanat. 

"Harim", generally, means the reserved area around a pro- 

perty in which the right of the owner of the property is 

involved. There are two main differences between the 

right of "ownership" and the right of 11harim": a) the right 

of ownership is an absolute, but the right of ftharim" is a 

relative right, which is necessary for the full enjoyment 

of the property, and b) the right of Itharim" is applicable 

on the "underdeveloped landIr (virgin land) and not on 

flourishing or inhabited land. 

According to the Civil Code of Iran: "Harim of a qanat is 

500 "gaz" (approximately 500 m) in soft soil and 250 "gaz" 

(approximately 250 m) in hard soilit. On the other hand 

the Civil Code that is based on Islamic laws, makes it 
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clear that-: t"'If this harim is not enough to avoid water 

loss, this area should be added to the extent required to 

, 
prevent water loss". 

(For religious narratives and laws on qanats see Appendix 

IV). 

It is mentioned in an Islamic regulations book (JAme-ol- 

. 
4atat") that: 

If the new qanat causes any loss or damage to the 
old one, it is not allowed, whether the distance 
between the two qanats is less or more than 250- 
500 Itgaz" (metr9s) which is determined". 

It means 250-500 metres harim for qana4t is the lowest 

average of harim, but in practice it has, to be determined 

by arbitrators, who are moqanis. Therefore, the practi- 

cal application of harim is left, to the responsibility of 

moqanis; ý flexibility in this matter is very important. 

put the matter of "harimlt to the I'moqanis" of'Yazd, 

Ardakan and Xur; they respect the ItharimIt of 250 m in 

hard land and 500 m in soft land as the basic regula- 

tion (ie the line of shafts is the centre and the t1harim" 

is 250-500 m to either side). This basic t'harimff is 

accepted by the moqanis where two nearby qanats are at the 

same level - ie the bases of the two tunnels are at the ' 

same level. But if the new qanlt is going to be, deeper, 

"harim" would have to increase; for example, if the new 

qan*&t is 1m deeper than the old one, 200 m has to be added 

to the "harim", and if it is 2m deeper, 400 m. 

To clarify and classify the natter, there are some important 

points to be made. - 
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1. Because the "harimll is very important in the water- 

bearing section of qanat (Ilzehun" or "tarun't), it means 

that nobody can dig another qanat, or well, or do anything 

which causes loss of water or any damage within the "harimIt 

area of a qanat. 

2. The "harim" of each qan^at has been determined by t'ie 

traditions and practices of the I'moqanis. 11' The Ministry 

of Water and Power also have reserved the right to deter- 

mine the "harim" of qanats and wells for itself according 

to the Note of Article 38 of the Nationalization of Water 

Law (1347/1968). Where two or more qanats are running to 

a village, as they reach near the village, the distance be- 

tween them decreases, and sometimes one of them passes 

under or over the other. In this case the qan&t passing 

over has to be lined to be sure the water does not seep 

into the qan&t underneath. As shown in Fig. 19, the city 

centre and the old part of Tehran used to be supplied by 

48 qanats, of which 26 qanats were flowing until 1955, and 

supplied a total of some 750 litres per second. And in 

spite of great ignorance, most are still running. The 

plan shows how. interwoven they are. For example the qanat 

number 9 ItBeryanakll (madar-c'ah of some 130 m) passes under 

8 other qanats (Fig. 19). In the other instance, there 

are two qanats to the east of Xur and the qanat running 

northwards passes above the qanat running eastwards. The 

distance at the point of intersection is about 14 m, and 

the qana4t above has been lined for 30 m (Fig. 67). The 

water-bearing section (zehun) of the lower qanat is at the 

intersection, while the qanat above is at the dry section 
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(it xos'llcun't) - 

3. Mostly an owner or owners of a qanat are considered as 

the owners of the Itharim" as well, provided nobody else 

claims that he was the owner of the land through which the 

qanat passes. This ownership can be transferred. For 

instance, about five years ago a Select Committee of the 

owners of "Dehzir" qanat of Xur sold some 1500 sq. m 

"harim" of qanat to private bodies for housing, and 

spent the money received to add to the tunnel ("Pig-kar- 

kani")to increase the water supply. 

4. Where the qanat passes under the land or house of some- 

body else, the right of entering the land or the house is 

still reserved for the owner Of the qana^t and for the 

moqanis to enter for any repairs or maintenance. Of 

course, consent must be obtained) but the owners cannot 

refuse this permission arbitrarily. 

5. The owners of the property where a qanýLt passes under 

their land cannot dig a well in their land lower than the 

qan. &t nor put a pump into the qanat, nor use the water in 

any way before its appearance. 

6. An open ditch also has a "harim". This is limited to 

the strips on the two sides of the ditch, where the 

I'moqani" puts the soil when he is digging the ditch. This 

is called ", X&k-rizfr. 

7. One very important point has to be mentioned which has 

not yet been considered at all; in practice it is very 

important to the I'moqanisl". So far "harim" has been de- 

fined as the reserved area along the qanat, 
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but the 11mo. qanisIt regard the "harim" as extending to the 

areas where they want to continue ýhe digging of two adja- 

cant qanats as well (Fig. 68). For examPle, if the two 

qanats of 'A' and IBI are nearby and both are at the same 

level, qanat 'A' can be dug another 100 m and qanat IBI 

also can be dug another 100 m. But if qarrat 'A' is Im 

lower than qanaot IBI and it was dug for 100 m, then qanat 

IBI can be dug for 120 m. This 20/075 proportion is a 

rough estimation and depends entirely on the geological 

situation, which is determined by the official experts 

and the itmoqanis". 
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, 
Chapter 6 

THE QANATS OF XUR_, 
_CASS 

STUDY 

In order to illustratp a clear picture of qanat systems, 

the qanat systems of Xur have been studied. 

The aim is to demonstrate that a qanat is a system, in 

which many aspects of life and settlement are involved, 

from the location of settlement and the townscape to a 

complicated system of time measurement and water distribu- 

tion. In this case study, an integrated picture of the 

whole system in Xur is considered. 

Xur is a typical village by the Kavir in the central part 

of Iran. Traditional life has been practised there for 

hundreds of years. I have studied many aspects of life in 

Xur for the past eight years, and these studies have been 

recorded in two books* and several articles. ** This chapter 

is concerned with the latest studies I have made in this 

village, especially as they are related to qanats, during 

the winter and spring of 1978. 

1. Ta? zia dar Xur (Passion Play in Xur), 1354/1975, 
Iranian Centre for Anthropology, Tehr&n. VIII + 281 pages. 

2. Owsongun (Folktales of Xur), 1352/1973, Iranian Centre 
for Anthropology, Tehr&n. VII + 87 pages. 

3. Xur (monograph), unpublished, 1353/1974.294 pages. 
**l. Abygri dar Xur (Irrigation in Xur), Proc. in Anthropology 

in Ir&n, 1353/1974, 
' 

Tehr&n (with a Summary in French), 
3p. 64-81 

2. otor-dAri: dar Kavir (Camel Herding in Kavir), Proc. 
in Anthropology in Iran, 1354/1975, Tehr&n (with a 
Summary in French), pp. 57-66. 

3. RAh-hAye Kaviri (Roads of the Kavir), Geographical 
Organization of Iraýn, 1354/1975, Occasional Publications. 

4. Importance du Palmier-dattier dans la vie des habitants 
de Xur, Object et Monde, Paris, Spring, 1971, pp. 49- 
58. 
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This research is based on observation, surveys and 

interviews. Mr Baba Hosin Vahab and Mr Abas Ali ýLbedi, the 

best known moqanis'of Xur, Rajab Ali Alixani, Haj Ali 

Akbar Amin and As4ar Mirab, the mirabs of the two qanats 

were greatly helpful in gathering the information and were 

the main people who were interviewed. The most difficult 

part concerned "water distribution and-apportionment", 

because although it has been practised for hundreds of 

years, no one has attempted to record it, or to regulate 

and adapt it to the ordinary clock; it is the first such 

study to be made. 

N 
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Fig . 69 . Map of the 11 Xur - Bi&b&nak " District . 
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6.1 GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND 

6.1.1 PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE DISTRICT 

The deserts of IrAn are enclosed basins surrounded by the 

ranges of mountains, and cover nearly one-third of the 

country. 

The Central Desert - named variously like: Kavir, Kavir-e- 

Bozorg, Kavir-e-Markazi, etc. - is surrounded in the north 

by the Alburz Mountains, in the west by the Central ranges, 

in the east by the high plains and in the south by three 

parallel ranges of mountainsbranching from the Central 

ranges (fig. 69). The ItXur-Bi&baýnakll district (baxS') is 

located within these ranges of mountains. The district 

lies between approximately 33 0 and 34 0 301 North, and 54 0- 

55 0 301 Fast, covering almost 1.5 degrees of laiitude and 

1.5 degrees of longitude. 

The bare rocky mountains, extensive plains covered by 

gravel and flint on the foothills) sand-dunes and lands 

covered by a thin skin of crystalline salt, are the main 

features of the area (fig. 70-72). The rainfall is less 

than 100 mm and it occurs mostly in winter. The humidity 

ranges from 15576 in the summer to 85/01o in the winter. The 

minimum and maximum temperatures are -10 
0C and +45 0 C. 

The main plants in the area are: Tamarix - "gaz", Haloxylon 

Amodendron 
- "taq", Calligonium - "eskambil", Salsola - 

Ilegnun", Alhaqi camelorum - "xar1tj Amygdulus scoparia - 

llbad, im kuhill, and Pistacia khinguk - "banal'. 

The-mountains are one of the major factors in maintaining 

settlements, because a) water floods running from the 

k 
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mountains have deposited sediments which fertilise the 

land, b) the slope from the mountains to the plains forms 

a suitable water table in which qanaýts can be dug, c) the 

mountains provide shelter for the villages from salty hot 

dry winds blowing from the Kavir, and d) the mountain also 

provides shelter from the unstable sand-dunes. 

There are some 100 villages in the district, where according 

to the census taken in 1966, some 13,000 people live. 

Although the latest statistics taken in-1976 are not yet 

available, the number is expected to be about 21,000. 

The main economic source is carpet weaving, and agriculture 

is the main element of the traditional life. The agricultural 

crops produced are: dates, pomegranates, eleagnus, wheat, 

barley, cotton, turnips; vegetables such as: leek, mint, 

parsley, radish, etc.; and fruits such as: grapes, figs, 

pears, and pistachios. 

The water supply is from qanats except in some villages 

where it is from springs. 

Cultivation is only possible with irrigation and there is 

no rain-fed farming. 

"Xur-BiAbanak" district (baxs)is a part of Nain region 

(S"ahrestan) which is a part of Esfahan province (ostAn). 

6.1.2 PHYSICAL FEATURES OF "XUPlt 

Xur is located on a wide syncline, bounded by limestone 

hills and bare rock mountains; Kuh-Jesagarun in the north, 

Kuh-faroxi in the west, KuhHunu in the south west and 

Po5ta-gad in the south. This wide valley is open in the 
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east to the Kavir. The width of this syncline is some 

25 km from north to south and the length is about 50 km. 

There is a strip of salt-encrusted Kavir in the base of 

this valley. 

If the Kavir is compared to a lake - this comparison is 

common in Iran - this strip of salt-encrustation looks like 

a gulf of the lake of kavir. It is called llgura-zar'12 

meaning salty area. The altitude of gura-z&r is some 

800 m; the southern edge slopes to a range of mountains 

of up to 1460 m, and the northern edge rises gradually to 

a mountain with up to 1800 m elevation. The gura-zar is 

like a sink; water runs into it after a flood on the 

surface, and water seeps to it from the water table. A 

stream of salty water runs from the west to the east in the 

middle of the 9ura-zar with the rate of some 50 1/s in 

summer and 600 1/s in winter. This stream is named the 

Sura: b ' meaning salty water, and the water is useless to man 

because of the high percentage of salt in it (fig. 73). 

The villages in this area are located in the boundary of the 

sloping land between the foothills and the lowland of the 

§ura-zar. This area is covered by deposits of silt and 

sediment. Xur also lies on a small plain with the 

sura-zar in the north and the rising land towards the 

foothills in the south. From'the foothills water can be 

brought from the water table to the plain by qanat under 

this'sloping land. 

6.1.3 CLIMATE OF XUR(1) 

Temperature. As expected the temperature in Xur is generally 
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high. It is hot in the summer; August is the hottest 

month with the average maximum of +40 0C and average 

minimum of +24 0 C, sometimes the temperature in this 

month can rise to an absolute maximum of +450 C. 

January is the coldest month with an average maximum of 

+14 0C and average minimum of 00C, although the absolute 

minimum recorded is -60 C. 

The average number of days that the temperature drops 

below freezing*point is about 50; these mostly occur from 

mid-December to mid-February. 

Precipitation. There is no precipitation from June to 

October. Most of the precipitation occurs from January to 

April. Snow falls sometimes in January or February but it 

does not stay on the ground for more than 2-3 days. 

Evaporation. Evaporation occurs at about 50 times the 

rate of precipitation, and for seven months the average 

relative humidity is less than 5057o at 6.30 am. (For the 

monthly climate data of Xur, see fig. 74). 

Winds. Xur is under the influence of 5 local winds: 

1. Bad e sorx (red wind) which blows from the west in 

autumn and early winter and sometimes brings dust and sand. 

2. Turuna, which is a dry and cold wind, blowing from the 

north west and occurs in February. 3. Bad e Xorgs&n, which 

is a very humid wind bringing rain and blowing from the 

north and north east between late autumn and early spring. 

4. Bad e soma'l, is a north westerly mild wind blowing in 

early spring and bringing rain or "fresh weather". 5. Taf- 

bad, blows from the north and it is a very dry and hot 
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Fig -74 . Monthly Climate Data of Xur . (831 m above the Sea Level 
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January 14.4 0.0 22 -6 66 50 20 12 68 

February 15.8 '0-7 24 -5 70 43 12 10 71 

March 19.3 4.7 30 0-0 60 27 3 7 99 

April 27.6 12.1 34 ý-6 48 37 - 14 137 

May 32.8 16.8 39 11. 35 22 - 8 289 

June 38.6 21.8 49 19 29 17 - 0.2 428 

July 39.3 24.4 45 21 20 17 - 0.3 545 

August 40.5 24.1 44 20 35 19 - 0.0 513 

September 36 29.5 40 12 40 20 - 0.0 441 

October 18.3 4*1 35 a 49 25 - 0.5 312 

November 14o2 -0.7 27 3 63 35 4 3.5 126 

December 27.2 1.5 23 -5 69 45 11 7 45 

Total - - - - - - 50 62.5 P110 

(source : Based on the Available Data from the Yxteorological Station 
in Xur,, 1960-1973). 
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wind, blowing in summer. 

6.2. HISTORICAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND, 

6.2.1 HISTORY OF SETTLEMENT 

Discussion about the history is based on historical 

documents and archeological data. As a result of the 

sparsity of data the historical background of settlement 

of Xur is not clear. 

Xur was at the crossroad of two routes which connected 

Yazd in the south of the Kavir, Dam4an in the north, 

Esfahýn in the west and southern Xorasaln in the east. 

These two routes were two branches of the Silk Road and 

have crossed the Kavir from about 2000 years ago, and were 

used until some 70 years ago. 

There is a hill in the centre of Xur called "Qola-tin" 

from which there were about 30 small springs; 5 of them 

are still running. The biggest of these springs is 

t'Ab-e-Daryagull (meaning the water flowing into the sea) 

with the discharge of about 5 1/s. Nearby the hill is a 

swamp called I'dary, 56't (meaning the sea) which was surrounded 

by tamarix. Such a place with a small amount of watero and 

tamarix and other bushes which can feed camels, was'a suitable 

stopping place for caravans crossing the Kavir. 

Gradually people started to settle there and cultivation 

began. The land around "Qola-tin" is still being irrigated 

by the springs, but as the people started to settle there 

and the population increased, the first qanat, "qanat e 

guru" was dug. The area of cultivated land, later, was 
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extended and two more qanats were dug: "qanat e kal'aigul, , 

which irrigates the western extension and "qanat e Dehzirit 

which irrigates the eastern part. The cultivated land 

was not extended to the north because it is salt encrusted, 

nor to the south becuase it is high and water from qan9ts 

could not be brought there. 

Now Xur consists of two main parts; in the north there is 

a semi-circular palm grove which is the cultivated land 

called I'da5t1t, and the southern part is the settlement 

area which is actually inside the palm stand and culti- 

vation land. .1 

6.2.2 POPULATION AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

Although some censuses have been taken in Xur, the results 

are neither exact nor in detail. Sven Hedin, a Swedish 

traveller who visited Xur in 1903, gave the first indication 

that 2500 persons in about 500 families lived in Xur. 
(2) 

The first census taken in 1956 showsthat 2307 inhabitants 

(1088 male, 1219 female) lived there. According to the 

1966 Census it was 2912 (1444 male, 1468 female). The 

result of the latest census taken in 1976 is not available 
(3) 

) 

but according to my sample in spring 1978 the total 

population of Xur is about 4000. 

According to this sample about 20, % of the working males 

are involved in the civil services and most of them are 

government employees, and about 107o are shopkeepers and 

carpet traders. 

Farming is carried on by about 7076 of the families in Xur; 
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Fig - 75 , General plan of Xur 1. Qal? a . A, The old part of Xur. 
2. Main Mosque. B, The next Stage growing settlement. 

I, Location of "Sang e nemri 3. Hosinieh. C. The modern part of Xur 
II. "My a ta6ta ye Kal&gu 4.5t6, j. Darv&za. 

III. "Pby a ta5ta ye Dehzir". 8. lbambhrs. 
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for about 15575 of them it is the main occupation. 

Most of the women, especially in the ages between 12-30, 

are carpet weavers. 

Up to about 15 years ago some 50576 of the income in Xur used 

to come from agriculture, 20% from services, 207a from 

handicrafts (including carpet weaving) and 107o from 

other sources. But as the price of carpets started to 

grow, because of the growth in demand, this proportion. 

has changed. Now the personal income is derived as, 
lfollows:. 

50,19 from carpet weaving, 2057o from salary from services and 

governmental employment, 20/116 from agriculture and the 

rest from other sources. 

6.2.3 TOWNSCAPS AND SETTLEMENT 

From the point of view of the growth of Xur, in respect of 

the arrangement of houses and of their design, three areas 

of Xur can be recognized (fig. 75): 

Area twAlt is the oldest part of Xur2 side by side to the 

11da6t" (palm-grove and cultivated land area). This area 

was then entirely enclosed. Entry was restricted to the 

11darva'za1w or town gates, which had a guard room above it 

(fig. 76). Inside the gates many interesting llkudall, 

alleys or lanes, can be seen. Some parts of the llku6as" 

are covered, called 11sabad" (fig. 77) or just have 11taq11 

(arches). Arches support the mud-built walls;, and-l'sabad , 11 

protect the llku6a" from the sun's heat, as well as 

supporting the walls; as a result these were the places of 

gathering on a su=er's day. 
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In the centre of the settlement was a llqal? a" (fortress) 

and the public places such as the main mosque, "hamamlt 

(public bath) and "Hosiniah" (the place for the religious 

ceremonies in Mohatam in memory to the martyrdom of Imam 

Hosin). 

The houses in this part are all more or less the same 

(fig. 78). Each has a small yard or "sahn" in the centre. 

In the north there is room, which is used in the winter, 

facing the south to get the advantage of the sun-shine. 

In the south there is room without a northern wall or 

door, called the IlivAn"; it is the summer room. The roof 

of the Ilivan" is higher than the other rooms, about 1.21 

times. The "badgi-r" (ventilation tower) is built on the 

roof of the Ilivan" which caLhes and leads the breeze 

into the Ilivant'. The floor of the Itiva'n" is also higher 

than the yard, because often there is a cellar underneath, 

which is the place for a siesta on a hot summer afternoon, 

and for storage. The other rooms and kitchen are built 

on the east and west of the yard and on the corners. 

In most of the houses in this part, there is a "payablt, 

which is a flight of steps down to the qanat, s tunnel that 

has been dug under the houses in this area. There are also 

some public "payab"s in the alleys for the people who do 

not have a llpayaýbll in their houses. 

All the ceilings are arch-shaped but the roofs are filled 

in ordex to make them flat; the place of sleep in the summer 

nights. 



The building materials are mud, sun-baked brick (xes't), 

sometimes flag-stones for the foundations of walls ("pey") 

and plaster. A mixture of clay, mud and hay is used for 

covering outside the walls and roofs, and plaster is used 

for decorating inside the rooms. 

Area B. This housing area has been growing over the last 

100 years. The town spread mostly to the east of the old 

part. One of the most important reasons is this: the 

qanSt of I'dehzir" (meaning under the village) which runs 

under the old part of Xur, flows eastwards. The houses 

then followed the direction of the qaft&t, so that the 

people could easily obtain water for their household use 

by digging "payabl's. 

V The "kuca"s which are not wider than 3m in the old, part, 

are as wide as 8m in the second stage of growth. There 

are no llsa5badll or tttaqtr over the streets. The houses are 

more or less similar to the old ones apart from being 

2-3 times bigger (fig. 79). Some of the houses which are 

near the I'dast" have a small garden in the yard. The Ilivgn" 

which was the main feature of the old houses, is transformed 

to'a large room with a big glass door in front. Also there 

are : fewer "badgir" (ventilation towers)in this part. 

Area C. This part is the most recent extension of Xur and 

has been built during the last decade. The streets are 

wide and there are no llsýLbcidll or-Itt9q'I. The main housing 

materials are oven-baked bricks and steel. The ceilings 

are no longer arched but level. Each house has a shallow 

well from which the water is raised by a small electric 



pump. The instigator of so-called modern building in, 

this area is the government (fig. 80). 

6.2.4 IIDA-ýTll THE CULTIVATION AREA 

The prominent feature of Xur is the "dast", which is an 

extensive area of palm grove and cultivated land. The 

"da9t" is about 2500 m long and has an average width of 

about 1200 m; its total area is some 300 hectares and lies 

west-eastwards to the north of the housing area (fig. 75). 

There are many allotments between the housing area and 

the main I'da9t. 111, called llbýaqll (meaning garden). Each "baqlt 

is about 250 sq m, and is surrounded by a mud built wall 

of 1.5 m high. Most people have usually about 10 palm 

trees,. 12 pomegranate trees, 2-3 red rose trees (for the 

flowers and making rose-water), in their gardens. The 

"baq'Is are also the place for growing vegetables such as 

leek, mint, parsley, radish. 

The main I'das"t" is located immediately outside the area of 

tlb&qý'Its- The eastern part is called ltdas"'t e Dehzirlt, being 

irrigated by the "Dehzirit qanat; and the western part 

v irrigated by the "Kalagull qanat is known as the I'daSt e 

Kalagull. 'There is also a small area in the south, Itda9t e 

Daryagult which is irrigated by the spring of I'Daryasiult. 

The lldaýtll is surrounded by "Kavir") salt-encrusted land on 

the east and north and by "Kavir" and "rig" (sand-dune) 

in the west. The I'da5t" is bounded by a band of salt- 

tolerant tamarix which prevents salty sand from blowing into 

the I'da, 4t1t. 

A 
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Fig. 81 . A"zahraba-h" 

outside the "da6t" 

for desalination of 

cultivated lands, 

FiFýý, 10 .A school 

in Xur ; the new 

type of building, 

Fig. 83. A main ditch . 
Even the ditches are protec-ý 

by the palm trees to reduce 

evaporation , 

Fi. ýýE, 2 . (.,, il-r; ivlation6f 

land; farming in Xur 

being practised 

-rees, under the Dalm 'I 
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Also many "zahrabah"2 a ditch of 1.5. m deep and 2m wide, 

have been dug behind the tamarix bands. Water drains into 

the "zahrabahl's and washQs the salt out of the land (fig. 

81). This device is also used to desalinate new land to 

bring it under cultivation. 

The main "da9t" is the area of palm groves, and cultivation 

plots. There is no exact record of the number of palm 

trees in the I'da5t"; a rought estimation indicates that 

there are some 100,000 palm, trees. Farming is being 

practised under the palm trees (fig. 82) and there are 

advantages in this. Firstly, the palm leave's act like a 

sun-shade and reduce evaporation from the irrigated land, 

important considering that evaporation in Xur is about 

50 times that of precipitation. Secondly, the extensive 

pa lm roots, as thick as 1-2 cm and as long as 10 m, spread 

about 1m under the ground as a thick network; the combined 

root systems, it is believed, reduce the seepage of water 

into the ground after irrigation (fig. 83). 

The division of land is closely linked with the division 

of water andit will be considered later. 

6.3 WATER SUPPLY IN XUR 

6.3.1 DRINKING WATER 

Providing drinking water is the prominent problem of Xur. 

Water of qanats, wells and the few springs in Xur is salty 

and it is not suitable for drinking. Since the establishment 

of a settlement in Xur, the people were dependent on the 

11a'bamb&rsl* (cisterns, see Appendix I). There are 12 
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Itabambars" in and around Xur; most of them located outside 

the housing area in the south. 

After a rainfall, alý the people run out to direct the 

flood into the 119b&mbars". Floods run from the sc. uth-west 

mountains and is redirected from the flood passinto the 

I'abamb. Irs", and after they become full to the Kavir. 

The "abambarslt are re-filled throughout the winter and 

early spring, and the water is taken by buckets to the 

houses, which is only used for drinking, for cooking and 

making tea. Some years the 11a'bamb&rstt run out of water, 

when there is no flood; in such a case the people have to 

carry water from the other villages or use the water of 

the "Dehzir" qanat which is less salty than the other sources. 

To solve this problem many projects have been planned by 

the government but none of them have been achieved. Some 

years ago it was decided to bring. water by pipe line from 

one of the villages 50 km away, but nothing has been done. 

As a temporary solution the C-ity council bought two 

tankers, and carry the water from "Arusun" 45 km to the 

north of Xur - going around Xur and selling it bucket by 

bucket. 

The 11, ýbambarsll still have a very important role in the water 

supply for drinking, in spite of the fact that it is neither 

safe nor adequate. 

6.3.2. HOUSEHOLD USES 

The people living in the old part of Xur take the water for 

household uses from the Itpayabs" which are dug into the 

"Dehzirlt qanat. There are many shallow wells in the new 
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built houses (at the depth of 8 to 12 m). The total number 

of the shallow wells is aboat go 'k' Wie'h woA0, rx"S . ed , by 

electric pumps and some by wooden windlasses. The bathrooms 

get water : ýrom the shallow wells. 

6.3.3 IRRIGATION 

I Apart from the irrigation from qanats, which will be 

discussed extensively in the next section, there are a few 

springs irrigating the lands. The two important springs 

are "Daryasu" and "Salxgun't with the discharge of about 

6 1/s. 

The total area 'of land irrigated by the springs is about 

20 hectares. 

6.4 QANATS OF XUR 

6.4.1 QANAT E DEHZIR (meansýthe qanat running under the 

village) ' 

The "Dehzirlt qanat is the most important qanat in Xur, 
I 

because it is used for drinking (when the, , abambars" run out 

of water, ) and household consumption as well as for irrigation, 

while the "Kalagull qanat is only used for irrigation (fig. 

84). 

The I'madar-6ah" (main well) is located some 3 km from the 

foothills of the Hunu mountains in the south'-west of Xur 

(fig. 85). The distance between the I'madar-6ah" and the 

main square of Xur, where water is available, is 2545 m 

and there are 56 shafts in between. 807o of the shafts 

are 50 m apart, and the remainder-varies from 12-75 m. 

The shortest distance between two shafts is 5m (between 
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Fig . 85 The "mAdar-&ýLh" of the Dehzir qanht. It is dug on the 

foothills of the "Hunu" mountains in the south-west of Xur . 

- 
_; ____. 

.I 

'41.1 AdW 
uf jo" ý;, - -. 

Fig . 86 .A "pa-yýLb" 'his picture shows the entrance 

to a public "pAyýb" 
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the shafts 43-44 in fig. 84), which seem like dual-wells 

for ventilation (see 5.2 and 5.3). If it is true, this 

point must be the first "gomaneh" (experimental well, see 

5.3.1). It is generally accepted by the people that the 

4t qana was dug some 800 years ago, although there is no 

direct evidence of its age. Thus, somewhere around shaft 

number 30 (fig. 84) must be the first "madar-63, h" of this 
At 

qana , and the remaining 1500 m, must be the result of the 

continuity of'digging during this time. 

The depth of the water-table in the "madar-6ah" is about 

18 m, and the length of the water bearing strata, "tarun", 

is less than 500 m, The length of the moist soil, I'xo§ko- 

tarlt, section of the tunnel is about 700 m, and the rest of 

the tunnel, which is about 1300 m, is the water-passor 

dry section, Itxos'kuntI. The rate of water-loss in the dry 

section is less than 55ro because the soil is not soft, and 

the water does not seep into the ground very much. The 

slope of the tunnel is about 2,: 1000. The first spot where 

the water is available is in the "payab e lard". Upstream 

of this '? P&yab" nobody is allowed to dig a well into the 

tunnel, dig a "payablt or tap the water in any way, because 

the people take this water from the IIp&yab e lardtt for cooking 

and drinking, even though the water is a little salty. 

From the tlpaýycib e lardtt the main tunnel divides into many 

branches which pass under the houses in the old part of 

Xur. There are about 20 public "payabsIv which are in the 

passages and more than 80 Itpaycibstl in the houses which are 

private, but mostly the owners do not mind if the neighbours 
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use their "payabs" (fig. 86). Sometimes there is a small 

room in the "pAyab" called "zirzamin" (cellar) which, is a 

cold retreat in the dry, hot summer. The important 

problem of the llpaýyabll is pollution. The water flowing 

through the "payabs" becomes very polluted as the people 

wash dishes and clothes in it. 

The "Dehzir" qan4t runs under most of the houses in the old_, 

bIt near Ilpiye part of Xur, joins the "Surull qanat in a ItpaYa 

fenjune Dehzir", and then runs eastwards. At the east end 

of Xur, called 'Isar e ab e Dehzir", the tunnel becomes an 

open ditch, the water being at first about 2m down and 

then gradually it comes to the suxface. (fig. 87), and then 

flows to the IIda9t e Dehzirlt to irrigate plots. 

The rate of water flow in the "payab e lard" is about 

v 46 1/s, and some 4 1/s is added from the "Surut, qanat. But 

the amount of water reaching the beginning of the "da6t" 

is about 45 1/s which means about 5 1/s gets, lost through 

the Itpayabs". 

6.4.2 QANAT E 9URU ( the salty qanat). 

The qanat "Surult is the oldest qanat in Xur. Although 

there is no record of its construction, it is generally 

believed to be more than ten centuries ago. This qan&t was 

later on connected to the ItDehzir" qanat, forming a single 

, system owned jointly by one group of people. 

The I'madar-6Ah't is located just beyond the houses in the 

south-west of Xur, some 400 m on the south'of-the I'mazhar" 

(outlet) of the "Kala'gull qanZat. 
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The I'madar-c"ahtt, is 16 m deep and 334 m from the main street 

of Xur, and there are 18 shafts in between. The distances 

between the shafts are as follows: 22,15,17,18; 20) 202 

20,20,20,202 202 18,20', 15ý 12.52 18,18.53 20 m; the 

last shaft is 11 m deep. Then the tunnel runs for 195 m 

under the houses; because of that the shafts in this part 

are not obvious. Then the first "p&yab" - dug about 20 

years ago - appears. After that the tunnel passes through 

some other Ilpayabs". and the water flows to the destroyed 

llqal? alt (fortress). After another 120 m, it joins the water 

flowing from the "Dehzirtt qanat (fig. 88). The total length 

of this qanat is about 970 m. The length of the water 

bearing section of the tunnel, Ittarun", is about 50m, and 

the depth of the water bearing stratum at the "madar-6ahtt 

is about 3 m. The rate of flow is some 5 1/s through a 

tunnel ofaverage slope of 1.8: 1000. 

Continuity of digging the 116urull qanat causes many disputes 

between the owners of the "Dehzir-6urull qanAts and the 

owners of the "Kala'gull qanat. They disagree about the 

continuity of digging of the Itgurult qanat, because the 

owners of the ttKala'gull qanat think that if it is dug any 

more the amount of water in their qanat would be reduced. 

Therefore, this qanat is being neglected, and will almost 

certainly dry up. This is because: 

The "Surul, qanat is fed by the upper layer of the water 

table, llpust-, ýbll (see 5.2.1), which naturally is poor in 

water. 
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2. Because of the dispute between the owners of this qan&t 

and the "Kalagull qan&t, ll, piskar-kanilt (continuity of digging) 

has been stopped. Thus, digging further into the water 

bearing strata was prevented. 

3. Many houses are being constructed near the I'madar-dAh" 

of this qanat, and most of, the new houses have a shallow 

well for household water. Thus the water table is being 

lowered. The great danger of the "Suru" qan&t drying up 

could be avoided if the tunnel were extended into the 
I 

deep water bearing strata and if the digging of the shallow 

wells around this qanat were stopped. 

6.4.3 QANAT E KALAGU 

The "Kalagull qanat is the longest in Xur, and unlike the 

other two qanats, the water goes directly to the I'da9t" 

and is not used for domestic supplies. 

The "madar-6&h" (main well) is located in the northern 

slope of the "Hunull mountain; locally called "puza kah-s"urt' 

at an elevation of about 868 m. The slope of the ground 

is between 0.57o and 176. 

*^hlt isý45.5 m, and there are 146 The depth of the I'madar-ca 

milas (shafts) from the "madar-cah" to where the water 

surfaces. The distance between two shafts varies from 

50 m to 10 m; this distance is more in the upper slope than 

those in the lower slope (fig. 89); The average slope of 

the tunnel is about 2.6: 1000. 

The depth of the water bearing strata in the "madar-6ah't 

is about 14 m, the length of the "tarun" section of the 
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tunnel in which the water seeps into the tunnel, is about 

500 m. The length of the I'Xoýko tar" section, in which the 

water neither seeps into the tunnel or is lost out of it, 

is about 1 km. 

The rest of the tunnel, less than 4 km, is the Xu9kun (the 

dry section or water-pass), in which up to 2057c of water 

seeps into the ground and is lost. The softness'of the 

soil, a mixture of sand, gravel and silt, is the reason 

for the'high loss of water in the water-pass section of 

this qanat. 

The tunnel comes to the surface, Itmazhar") in the south-west 

of lldaýt e Kalagull at a point called 'Isar e ab e Kalagult 

and from this point on, the ditch is open. The rate of 

water flow in the "mazhar" is about 50 1/s. In the middle 

of the 11dast e Kalaigult there is an "a^si'ab" (water mill) 

operated by this qanat that now is not being used. 

6.5 DISTRIBUTION AND APPORTIONMENT OF WATER FOR IRRIGATION 

In this section distribution of water among the farmers and 

the share holders will be described as well as (a) the water 

cycle, (b) measuring the time of apportionment, (c) units 

and instruments of measuring and (d) the role of the persons 

involved. The system of-distribution and apportionment of 

the water of both qanats ("Kalagull and "Dehzir" joined with 

"Surull) is exactly the same; nevertheless, they are two 

separate systems with no connection between them; no land 

is irrigated by both. 

6.5.1 APPORTIONMENT OF WATER : AIMS 

Water is measured by the time of flow. It is arranged to 
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give reasonably fair and equible distribution, such as to 

small and large farms, time of day throughout the year, 

distance of farms from distribution points, and in 

relation to, the nature and stage of growth of the crops. 

6.5.2 TECHNIQUES OF TIME MEASUREMENT AND UNITS 

(a) Water Clock: The tool for measuring time is a simple 

form of water clock. The important part of the equipment 

is a copper bowl of constant shape (fig. 90) of 715 grams 

weight called the 11tas e ta4ta". The "tag" has a hole in 

the bottom; a steel ring or bead is soldered at the hole to 

prevent its getting any wider as a result of wear. If the 

bowl is broken, the old steel ring would be soldered on 

another bowl of exactly the same weight, but the steel ring 

itself is not replaced by a new one. 

In order to measure time the "tas" is placed in a filled 

pottery bowl. The water wells up through the hole into 

the "tas". It takes exactly six minutes for the "tAs" to 

fill,. for the "mirabit to lift and empty it, shake it three 

times and replace it on the water in the pottery bowl 

(fig. 91). One Itta9ta" is the basic unit of apportionment 

of irrigation water, i. e. the water is directed to the land 

for six minutes. A bigger unit is the "gola" which is 4 

"tas"ta", 24 minutes. The Itmirab" counts the "golalt; there 

are nine stones beside him and he puts one stone to the 

other side after 4 "tas*tslt which is one "gola". 

(b) Sunrise and Sunset. A day, called Its"abana-ruzt", is the 

basic unit of water cycle. To manage the system each 

"gabana-ruz" is divided into 4 "nimruzes" as follows: 
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Fig- . 90 . "Tas e tasta" 
(water clock). It is a 

copper bowl with a 'hole 

in bottom, and is placed 

-tery bowl. on water in a pot 
Duration of each "tasta" 

i, 1 16 minutes 

Fig. 91 . The I'mirab" in work. There are 9 stones beside the 

"Mir6LY for counting ; "M". mirib , "F". a farmer is waiting 

11 = hi3 turn 

Fig. 92 . Changing the time of 

irrigation through''nimruzes''. 

A farmer who irrigates his land 

in ''sobh'', in the next cycle his 

turn is in ''sargab", then in "ivir 

after that in ''ixerýab". 
nimruz e 
sar --'. a b 

e 

0, 

"1- 

änimruz e 
xer e>ab 

nimruz e- 
sobh 

nimruz e 
ivira 
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1. "Nimruz e Sobhft (morning), which starts at sunrise and 

goes on for 6.24 hrs (i. e. 6 hours, 24 minutes) till the middle 

of the day-time. 

2. "Nimruz e ivara", (afternoon), which runs from the end 

of "nimruz-e-sobh" (in the middle of the day-time) to 

sunset. The length of this "nimruzlt varies through the 

year, depending"on the length of the day-time. 

3. "Nimruz e sar-6ab" (evening). This "nimruz" starts at 

sunset and continues for 3.36 hours (= 36 ta6tas =9 golas). 

4. "Nimruz e &xer. -gabll (late night), which runs from 3.36 

hours after sunset until the sunrise of the next day. The 

length of this "nimruz" also varies throughout the year. 

Thus, the time of sunrise and sunset are used to determine 

the beginning and ending of the "nimruzes", i. e. at sunris e 

llaxer-s'ab" ends and Ilsobh" starts2 and at sunset Itivirall 

ends and 'tsar-Sablw begins. 

(c) "Sang-e-Nemritt. The point which separates the two 

11nimruzesIt of IIsobhII (morning) and IlivArall (afternoon) is 

called "nemrill or IInimruzII (meaning middle of the day-time), 

which is 6.24 hrs after sunrise; it thus does not always 

correspond with noon. Nowadays an ordinary clock is used, 

but up to a few years ago a simple form of gnomon was used. 

There is a black stone in a passage (kuca) near the t'Kalagu s 

mirab'room, called "sang e nemrill (meaning stone of midday, 

see fig. 75). Whenever the sunlight gets on the stone, i. e. 

when the stone is at the light-shadow line, it is considered 

as the middle of the day - "nemrill or 6.24 hrs after sunrise. 
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The direction of this passage is north-southwards, and the 

width of the passage where "sang e nemrill is located, is 

2.4 m. The wall to the east of the stone is about 3m high. 

(d) Ordinary clock. During recent years a clock or watch 

is also being used to determine sunrise, sunset and "midday" 

especially when there is no sunshine to determine sunrise 

and sunset. Most of the days throughout the year are sunny; 

although no statistics on the hours of sunshine in Xur are 

available, Xur can be compared with 4sfahan, with 3215 hrs 

of sunshine annually (sec. 1.3.6). 

6.5.3 ACTIVITES OF IIMIRkBIt (water controller). 

The person responsible for the apportionment of water is 

known as a Itmirabt*. There are two I'mirabs" for each qanat, 

and the distribution of water takes place by them in two 

separate rooms - one for each qanat (their position is 

indicated in the plan of Xur, fig. 75). The two I'mirabs" 

sit in the room alternatively and inform the farmers of their 

turn for irrigation. There is no record or list of the 

farmers, but the I'mirabs" personally know all the water 

owners as well as the water users; everybody w4o wants to 

use the water goes to him. 

Thn- "mirab" gives early warning to a farmer who has to 

irrigate his land before the exact time. The amount of 

warning depends on the distance of the mirabs, room from 

the land that has to be irrigated. When the time of 

irrigation for a farmer is finished, the I'mirab" will send 

the next farmer to direct water to his land. 
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There is no work ý: egulation or shift between the "mirabstt; 

it is arranged between themselves.,, This flexibility gives 

them a chance to manage their own life, their own farming, 

going for a trip and so on in turn. 

The wage of the I'mirabs" is 37o of the produced cropis, 

especially wheat and barley which are the mos* common crops. 

It is paid at haFvest time - June and July, by money or 

crops, and the I'mirabs" divide it between themselves. 

6.5.4 DIVISIONS OF TIME 

6.5.4.1 The 14-Day Cycle 

The system of water dividing is based on the ttmadar", which 

is a cycle of distribution of water. The cycle for both 

the qanats in Xur is 14 day, I. e. after each 14 days the 

cycle of water distribution is repeated. This bi-weekly 

cycle is easy for farmers to remember as the day of their 

turn for irrigation. Each farmex knows the day in which he 

has to irrigate his land, but the tirie of irrigation changes 

through "nimruzes" (further comment later). 

There are . 
26 complete cycles of rotation in a year (36541 : 

14 = 26 complete cycles) plus lj days or 5 nimruzes. Each 

cycle starts from the sunrise on Saturday and goes on 

until the. sunrise of the Saturday in 2 weeks time. 

6.5.4.2 The Daily Cycle 

As eacfi Ils'aba^na-ruz" (a 24 hr day) is divided into 4 "nim- 

ruzes" there are a total of 56 "nimruzes" of water supply 

in each 14-day period. The time of irrigation is not fixed 

in one "nimruz";, for example, a farmer whose share is in 
0 

the first Saturday of the cycle, always irrigates his land 



on the same day, but not in the same "nimruz". 

If in the first cycle his land is irrigated in the "nimruz 

e sobh", in the second rotation, 14 days later, his turn 

is in 'Isar-S'ab", in the third rotation it is. in the Ilivarall 

and in the fourth cycle his turn for irrigation is in Itaxer- 

gab" (fig. 92). This cycle is then repeated. 

There are gbod reasons for changing the turn of irrigationý 
I 
from one "nimruzlt to another. 

(a) The four ttnimru.: ýestl of a 'I§abana-ruz't are not equal; 

the I'sobh't is always 6.24 hrs and llsar-Sýabtl is always 

3.36 hrs all around the year. But the other two "nimruzes'll- 

Ilivara"and tlaxer-s'abll vary throughout the year depending 

on the length of day and night. The first day of summer 

has the longest time of daylight; the Isivara" is about 

8 hrs, and the 11axer-sabIt is about 6 hrs. On the other hand, 

in the shortest day, the Ilivaralt is only 3.14 hrs while 

"&xer-gab" is 10.45 hours. 

By changing the time of irrigation from one "nimruz" to 

another every 14 days, the fairest distribution is achieved. 

(b) According to the farmers, the time of irrigation greatly 

affects the growth of crops. For instance the best time 

of irrigation in summer is in early morning and late at 

night, while the worst is at noon and afternoon. Irrigation 

during the hot dry days "fades" crops - so the farmers say - 

and also the water rapidly evaporates. 

In winter the irrigation is better during the day than 

night, because of the possibility of the water freezing 
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,.., ur3-ng the night and this spoils the crop. 

By rotating the time of irrigation, therefore, the fair 

system of distribution of water among the farmers is achieved. 

I 
6.5.4.3 Sub-Divisons 

As each day is divided into 4 "nimruzes", each "nimruz" 

'has its sub-divisions as well, as follows: 

A 
"Ab"t. Each "nimruz" ' begins with an tab,, , which is 

equal to 36 ta9tas (9 gola, 3.36 hrs). The duration of 

the 'lab" sections of four "nimruzes" are the same. But in 

winter, as the day-light gets short, the Itivaralt reduces, 

it affects the 'lab" section in this 1-nimruz" and it reaches 

8 "golas" - 3.14 hrs. The farmer who has to irrigate his 

land in the one "golalt shortened time, would irrigate in the 

llaxer-gabtl - which is in its longest duration$ instead. 

The Itabtf division in each "nimruz" is measured and divided 

between the owners by using the 11tas e tastall (water clock). 

It means that only during the 'lab" section, the "mirabit 

sits in his room and measures the duration of 'lab" by the 

11ta6ta". As a tltagtall is 6 minutes and 4 tasta is equal to 

1 "gola", there are 36 11ta9tas" or 9 "golas" in each 11nimruzrl; ' 

thus, in total there are 144 11tastas" or 36 t'golastf in each 

sabana-ruz" (24 hr day); and 2016 11ta6tas" or 504 Itgolas" 

in the 14 days of rotation. 

The ItabIt section of each Itnimruz" is owned by small water 

owners; that is why it is distributed in small unites like 

"ta6talt and Itgola". 
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"Bonab". Af ter the lt&b" section in each I"nimruz" is 

finished, the "bonab" starts. The "bonab" is owned by 

comparatively big water owners,. For example the "bona^b" 

of a "nimruz" might be owned by one or two owners. In some 

cases a "bonab" belongs to four share holders who are 

brothers or, relatives who obtained it through inheritance. 

That is why the "bonab" is not divided into small units. 

Each llbonaýbll of each "nimruzlt is 6 "dongs" The ltdong" is 

a unit of apportionment of something which cannot actually 

be divided, like real estate. The whole of a house, for 

example, is 6 "dongs"; if two person equally own the house, 

each one of them owns 3 "dongs" of the house. 

The I'mirab" who is, dividing the water among the 'lab" share 

holders, leaves his room immediately after the "ablt is 

finished and leaves the water to the "bonab" share holders. 

He comes back to his job at the beginning of the next 'lab" 

section. 

The share holders of the Itbonab" arrange the distribution 

of water bbetween themselves and irrigate it according to 

their percentage of share (dong). 

The duration of the "bonab" in the 1IsobhII is always equal 

to 3 "golaslt (1.12 hrs), while its duration in the Itivaratt 

and the 11axer-gab" varies throughout the year, depending 

on the time of. sunrise and sunset. The 'Isar-gab" does not 

have a "bonab" (this point is taken up again)ý 

3. ? tFeratt. It is not an independent section of water 

distribution in the "nimruzes"; it comes after "bonablt. anql 



everybody who uses the "bonabIt would use the ltferatý as well. 
A 

For instance, if two farmers are sharing a "bonab" equally 

(3 dongs each), one of them - who uses the last part of the 

"bonab" - uses t he fera in one cycle; in the next cycle, the 

other one uses the last part of the "bonabIt and all the 

"feratt. But if one share holder of a "bonab" owns 11, I'dongs" 2 

and the other 4-1 ltdongs", the latter irrigates the "ferallin 2 

three cycles and the farmer who has 11 ltdongs" in the fourth 2 

cycle. 

The duration of the "feral' in the 11sobh" is always equal to 

4 "golas" (1.36 hrs); the 'Isar-gab" does not have "bonab" 

and "feral'; and its duration varies in the. "nimruzes" of 

llivarall and axer-sab". 

6.5.4.4 Differences of the, Daily Cycle during the Year 

In order to clarify the arrangements, four days of a year 

have been selected to illustrate the distribution of water 

in these four days. I 

The Iranian calendar is based on the Zodiac; there'are 12 

months, and four seasons of three months each (see Appendix 

It begins at the vernal equinox which is the beginning 

of spring. 

In figure 93, the distribution of water on the first day of 

spring (21st March) which is also the Iranian New Year, 

is shown. On this day hours of day and night, as measured 

from sunrise and sunset, are equal; that is why the "nim- 

ruzes"' are in their moderate duration. 

Figure 94 shows the distribution of 'lab", "bonAbl' and '? feral' 

in the Itnimruzes", on the first day of summer - contemporary 



with 22nd June. This day has the longest daylight'and 

shortest night of the year. Thus the two "nimr 
I 
uzes" of 

Itivarall and "axer-s'ab" are at their extreme duration; the 

Itiva'rall, has its longest duration, and the t'axer-sab" has 

its shortest length. There is no "bonab" in the "a4xer-gab" 

and the t1fera" is used by the owner or owners of the "bonab" 

alternately. 

In figure 95 the distribution of the Itnimruzes" and the 

position of sub-divsions are shown as they occur on the 

first day of autumn (23rd September). On this day also 

the hours of day and night are again equal, and the 

"nimruzeslt are in their moderate duration. 

I 
In figure 96 distribution of water at the first day of 

winter (22nd December) is shown; shortest daylight and 

longest night. Thus the Ilivaralt does not have a "bonablt 

or a Itfera", and it has a short ttablt section, so the share 

holders of Itabtf use the water in the "a^xer-gab" instead. 

On the other hand, the Itaxer-gabtt is quite long. 

6.5.5 DESCRIPTION OF WHAT ACTUALLY TAKES PLACE 

Lastly the situation of water apportionment in the "nim- 

ruzes" will be described: 

1. 'tNimruz' e Sobh". At sunrise the 11mirabft puts the Ittas" 

on a pottery bowl full of water, and the "ab" section 

starts. Exactly at the same time the first share holder 

of 'lab" turns the water to his land. In the old times one 

of the farmers went up a hill nearby the ltdas"t", and 

shouted out, the sunrise, but nowadays the tmirablt uses an 

ordinary watch to determine the exact time of sunrise. 
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Shortly before the farmer's time of irrigation finishes, 

the I'mirab" tells the next farmer to go and direct water 

to his land. Sometimes the second farmer has to redirect 

the water at the main ditch, because of a long distance 

between his land and the previous farmer's land. Therefore 

it takes a long time until. the water gets to his land, and 

the water does not cut off immediately from the land of 

the first farmer. The "mirgLb" takes this into consideration 

and sends the second farmer earlier to compensate. 
I 

The I'mirab" knows exactly - by discussing it with the 

farmers - which land is being irrigated at the time; he 

knows which land is going to be irrigated next and how long 

it is going to take until the water travels from one part 

of the I'das"t" to another. Of course, the farmers try to 

avoid a long distance change of water from one ditch to 

another, and arrange it by changing their turn among 

themselves. 

The 'lab,, section in this "nimruz" is 9 ttgolastt (3.36, hrs) 

which has to be divided by using 11tas e tagtalt. 

The Ilbonablt which is equal to 3 llgolaslt (1.12 hrs) and the 

"feral' which is equal to 4 llgolaslt (1.36 hrs) in this 

l1nimruzIl would be left to the share holders of the tlbonab" 

without using the Iltas e ta9tall. 

The duration of this "nimruz" finishes at the "nemrilt 

(midday), when the sunlight reaches the black stone. The 

reason for fixing the duration of this "nimruz" is that it 

would be possible to measure it by using the "tas", if there 

were no sunshine. Nowadays the I'mirab" can determine 
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llnemrill by means of a modern clock which is 6.24 hrs after 

sunrise. 

2. "Nimruz e iva4rall. At the llnemrill (midday) the ll'ýblt 
Ia 

section of llivarall begins. In former times one of the 

farmers who is shortly to obtain water runs from the point 

where the "sang e nemrill (black'stone of midday) is located 

to the "mirab's" room; he does this shortly before the sun- 

light reaches the stone to inform the Itmirabl' of the time 

of midday. Today it is done by using a clock. 

The duration of the "ab" section in this llnimruzll is 9 

"golas", but on some days in winter, it reduces to 8 

"golas" (see 6.5.4.4 and fig. 96). 

The length of the llbonabll and the "feral' varies throughout 

the year; the longest time is in summer (fig. 94), but there 

are neither llbonabtl nor Ifferalt in this llnimruzll as some 

days are very short at the end of autumn and the beginning 

of winter. 

3. "Nimruz e sar-ýablt. At sunset the 'Isar-gabit starts. 

The duration of this ItnimruzIl is 9 Itgolas" of the Ilabt, 

(3.36 hrs). There is no Ilbonabl' nor "feral' at all. The 

"AbIt is divided by using the tttas". There are two reasons 

for not having the Ilbonabtt and the "feralt and fixing the 

duration of this llnimruzIl: (a) the time of starting and' 

ending the other llnimruzestl is determined by the sun - 

sunrise, midday and sunset - but as there is no sun to 

determine the ending of this llnimruzll, the easiest device 

is fixing the time and measuring it by Ifta4st' (water clock); 

(b) the farmers believe that the best time for irrigation 
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throughout the year is after sunset; this time, by tradition, 

is allocated to the petty share holders who have a small 

piece of land and a few "ta9ta" of water, so as to achieve 

a sort of justice. 

4. IlNimruz e axer-sab". After 9 "golas" of the 'lab" of 
A 

the Ilivara" are completed, the I'mirab" continues to use the 

'It'as" for 9 "golas" 'lab" of thellaxer-S"ablt. 

The duration of the 11a'b" in this "nimruztt is also 9 "golas" 

but the length of the Ilbonab" and the "feral' varies, 

depending on the hours of day and night. On the first day 

'bll is about 3 golas and the of spring (fig 93), the "bona 

"ferall, is about 9 Itgolas". As the length of the night 

decreases, the ItbonabIt and the "fera" get shorter until 

the first day of summer (fig. 94), when there is no "bonab" 

and about 6 "golastt of the 'Iferall are used by the share 

holders of the llbonabll in turn. Then the bonab and the 

fera increase again till in the first day of autumn (fig. 95) 

it reaches to its moderate length with 3 "golas" Itbon&b" 

and 9 "golas" "feral' lik4aý the first day of spring. The 

length of this l1nimruzIl continues to increase until the 

first day of winter (fig. 96) when it reaches its longest 

length -9 "golastf IlbonaWl and 9 "golas" "feral'. From this 

day on it declines again. 

A point to emphasise is that the tlmirabs'' sit in their 

rooms and measure the time of irrigation only in the 'lab'' 

section, which is the first part of Ilsobh'', Ilivarall and 

"axer-iab" and all the "sar-Aab" "nimruz", totally 14.24 

hrs a day. 
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Fig. 93 . Distribution of "Ab" , llbonAbll and "feral' in the "nimrezes" 
and the duration of those on the first, day of Spring (21st March). 
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* Next day. **On the next day the sun rises 1 minute earlier. 
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Fig. 94 . The distribution of water in the first day of Summer 
(22nd Jýme 
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Fi, g- 95 . The distribution of water in the first day of Autumn 
(23rd September). 
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Fig. 96 . The distribution of the water on the first day of Winter 
(22nd December). 
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6.6 QArAT AND WATER OWNERSHIP 

6.6.1 THE SYSTEM OF OWNERSHIP 

The ownership of the two qanats follows the same system, 

based on the system of apportionment. The system of 

apportionment is based on the 14-day cycle; each day is 

divided into 4 unequal "nimruzest', the two "nimruzes" of 

11sobh't and 'tsar-s"ab" having a fixed length, while the 

length of the other two - 'taxer-sab" and Ilivarall - vary 

throughout the year. 

The system of ownership is also based on a 14 day cycle, 

but each day is divided into 4 equal "nimruzes". Therefore 

there are 56 equal "nimruzeslt, and each Itnimruz" - which is 

considered as 15 "golas" or 6 hrs duration - consists of 

9 "golas" of 'tab" and 6 dong (equal to 6 "golas") of Itbonab". 

In total there are 506 "golas" of ItabIt and 336 I'dongst? of 

"bonab" in each qanat. 

6.6.2 ADAPTATION OF THE TWO SYSTEMS OF WATER OWNERSHIP 

AND WATER APPORTIONMENT 

As already mentioned (see 6.5.4.2 and fig. 92), a farmer 

who has water in the "sobh" uses the water in the 'Isar-sabtt 

in the next cycle, then in the following two cycles in the 
AA 

Ilivarall and then in the Ilaxer-s"ab". The situation of the 

"abIt and the "bonab" share holders in this cycle is as 

follows: 

(a) "Ab". The length of the 11a'blt is always 9 "golas" and 

it does not make any difference to the share holders when 

their turn is in different Itnimruzestt. 
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(b) "Bonab". The "bonab" share holders have one ýInimruzlf 

optional, because there is no "bona4b" in the 'Isar-S"'ab" and 

when the turn of the "bonab" -holders comes to the 'Isar-S'ab" 

they do not use water at all. In the other "nimruzes" 

the "bonab" is used depending on the determined duration, as 

described in the previous pages. 

(c) "Feral'. As previously mentioned, there is no "feral' 

in the ownership. The farmer who irrigates the last portion 

of the IIbona*bII irrigates in the "feral? as well; it is taken 

in turns by the share holders of a Ilbonabtý (see 6.5.4.3 - 

'If era") . 

6.6.3 THE SHARE-HOLDERS 6F THE "DEHZIR't QANAT. 

The table (fig. 97) shows the names and the size of share 

of each share holder. There are altogether 179 persons ' 

sharing this qan9t. The three biggest share holders (apart 

from number 179 - ItvaqfI? - which will be discussed later) 

are the share holders number 76 (referring to fig. 97) with 

9 "golas" of ? tab" and 15 I'dongsIt of 11bonab" - in different 

Itnimruzes"; No. 114 with 15 t1golasIt and 3 11ta9tas" of flabtt 

and 13 I'dongs" of Ilbonablf; and No. 139 with 15 "golasir of 

'lab" and 13.1 I'dongs" of Itbonabll. ' 2 

The smallest share holders are No. 144 with 1 "ta9ta" of 

'lab" and Nos. 24,28 and 100 each with 2 Ilta9tas" of ttab". 

The distribution of the shares of these 179 persons is shown 

in the table (fig. 98) which is based on the information 

given by the two I'mirabs" of the "Dehzirtt in April 1978. 

The numbers on the ttowners" columns refer to the list of 

the owners (fig. 97). The table (fig. 98) shows, for 

N 
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example, the "axer-s"'ab" on the second Sunday belongs 
I 

completely to No. 114, the-Ilivarall on the second Tuesday 

belongs to No. 158, and the 'Isar-gab" on the second Friday 

belongs to the I'vaq: fII - 

The "absl, in the other "nimruzes" are shared between 2 to 

8 share holders. But the "bonabs" are mostly owned by one 

(9 "bonabs"), 2 (32 "bongbs") or 3 (14 "bonabs") share 

holders. The only exception is the 11bonab" of the second 

Thursday's 11axer-sab", which is owned by 4 brothers. 

6.6.4 THE SHARE HOLDERS OF THE IIKALAGUII QANAT. 

The names of the 178 share holders and their number of 

shares Of the ItKala'gull qanat is shown in the table (fig. 99). 

The share holder No. 21 (refer to fig. 99) with 9 "golasl* 

and .1 Iltastall of 'lab" and 12 I'dongs" of Ilbonabll, No. 62 

with 6 "golast? of Ilabl' and 9 I'dongs" of llbonabll, and No. 

164 with 17 "golastt tlabl' and 9 lldongslt ltbonAbll are the three 

biggest share holders. The share holders No. 104 with 1 

Ilta9tall and No. 14 with 1.1 Iltastalt are the smallest share 2 

holders. - 

The distribution of the shares of these 178 share holders 

is shown in the table (fig. 100), which is based on the 

information given by the nirabs of the "Kalagull qanit in 

April 1978. The numbers on the Ilowner's" columns refer to 

the list of the owners (fig. 99). 

There are three "nimruzes" (first Monday, Ilsobh", No. 16, 
A 

first Friday, Ilaxer-gab", No. 164 and second Sunday, Ilivarall, 

No. 38); each belongs to one share holder. 
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The 'labs" in the other lInimruzesIl belong to 2 to 9 persons, 

in which the size of the share varies from -fI Iltastall to 

7-1 t1golas". 2 

14 Ilbona^bs" are eachowned by one owner, 20 "bonabs'lare each 

owned by two owners, 17 11b, onabs" are eac&ed by three 

owners, and 3 "bonabs" are each owned by four share holders, 

6.6.5 IIVAQFI* 

IIVaqfII means to endow or dedicate something for a specified 

purpose; it is a religious, social and economic matter. 

A house, an area of cultivated land) a portion of irrigation 

water, a village, curiously -a camel, etc. can be made 

I'vaqVI by a person who devotes its benefit for charitable 

or other religious and social purposes. The IIvaqefII 

(dedicator) is the person who intends to make a IIvaqfII 

and might recommend and name somebody - usually the oldest 

man of his generation - to supervise the IIVaqfII and spend 

the benefit of the I'vaqf" for the particular purpose. A 

IIvaqfII subject might also be protected and supervised by 

the "Department of OwqAaf" (plural of vaqfIt -a governmental 

organization, traditionally run by clerics). 

When something is made ltvaqf" it cannot be bought or sold 

("vaqf" literally means stopping something) ever, but it 

can be developed and rented. 
(4) 

A good percentage of land and water in Xur is I'vaqf". The, 

total amount of water of the "Dehzir" qanat is 46 11golas" 

and 1 Itta9ta" of Itabl' and 33 I'dongs" of "bonab" (fig. 97), 

which is shown on the table of apportionment by No. 179a 

to 179u (fig. 98), which means 21 portions. The amount of 
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the "vaqf't water of the "Kal'agull qanat is totally 25 "golas" 

and 3 "tagtas" of itab" and 12 I'dongs" "bonablt (fig. 99) ) 

which is 11 POrtiOns (fig. 100, No. 178a-178k). 

The "vaqf" is shared by the farmers who pay the rent to 

A 

the "Department of Owqafll to be spent on the recommended 

purposes, or the farmers themselves spend its benefit on 

the defined purposes. 

6.6.6 TRANSFORMATION OF 0Wl', TERSHIP AND COST OF SHARES 

The price of water has gone up 3-4 times in the last 12 

years, and the prices given in here relate to the time of 

surveying. 
(5 ) There are five ways of transfering shares 

of the irrigation water in Xur: 

1. Transaction: when a share holder sells all or parts of 

his share to another person and informs the I'mirabIt at the 

time of agreement, the price of one ttgolat' 11`&ýbtt is about 

15,000 tomans (LI250) and the price of one complete trbonab" - 

6 ttdongs" - is 60,000 tomans (L5,000). As each qanat 

consists of 504 t? golas't ItabIt and 56 complete llbonabslý the 

total value of each qanat is 10,920,000 tomans (Z910,000). 

2. Sub-Letting_Water with the Land: in theory, one Itgolall 

11a'b" or one I'dong" "bonab" is accompanied by 8 'Itf is" (plots) 

which is about 480 sq m (see 6.7). Sometimes the owner 

sub-lets his land with its water; the price of one t1golalt 

1 I'dongs" Ilbona5b" with its cultivation land is 'lab" or 12 

80 tomans (about L6.60) annually. 

The length of sub-letting is annual and it starts from 36 

days after the Iranian New Year - contemporary with 25th 

April. 
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3. Sub-Letting_Water without its Cultivation Land: The 

price of one "golall 'lab" or 1-1 I'dongs" llboncýblt without its 2 

land is 120 tomans (ZlO). The water without land is more 

expensive than the water with the land, because if a farmer 

rents a share of water with its land, he must irrigate 

the land and keep it productive; while if the owner-lets 

the water and keeps the land and does not have extra water 

to irrigate it, the land would become sterile after some 

years; refertilising the land is difficult and costly. 

4. Seasonal Sub-Letting: An owner might let his share of 

water during summer or winter. In this sense summer is 

5 months - 25th April (5th Ordibehe5t) to 27th September 

(5th Mehr) - and Winter is from September to April. The 

price of one gola 1ýabll or 1-1 dong "bonab" in summer is 2 

50 tomans (Z4) and in winter 70 tomans (Z6). This case is 

rare, because most of the people prefer to let the water 
I 

either for a year, or cede it just for one turn when they 

do not need it. 

5. Cession of Water in One Turn: in such a case a share 

holder permits another farmer to irrigate the water just 

for one turn. This is only applied to the flab" as it is 

A measured in small units. One "tagtalt flab" is 5 rials 
riA (4, pence) in winter and 10 als (8 pence) in'summer. 

6.6.7 MAINTENANCE AND, REPAIR OF THE QANATS 
I 

When a qanat needs to be repaired or cleaned it is the 

owner (or owners) who has to pay the expenses. 

(a) The Dehzir Qanat. For a period of nearly 10 years no 

repair or cleaning has been necessary in the Dehzir qanat. 
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In 1976 the share holders sold about 1500 sq m of land 

within the "harim" of the qanat for housing. This was 

due to, the rapid rise in the price of land for housing 

throughout IrAn. The land of the "harim" (see 5.8) was 

located around the shafts near the houses and'thus very 

suitable for housing. As a result some, 120,000 tomans 

(LIO, 000) was pollected to be spent on an extension of the, 

qanat; this was due to start this year (1978-9). 

(b) The Kaligu Qanat,. This qanaAt was last cleaned in the 

summer of 1353/1974 and after that no cleaning has been 

necessary. This activity consisted of cleaning the ditches, 

repairing a danaged ditch, cleaning the tunnel, covering 

the mouths of the shafts which were open, building a wall 

at one point to prevent the sand from entering the ditches 

(for the contract concerning these activities, see Appendix 

VI) . 
6.7 THE "DAgTlt AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO THE WATER SUPPLY 

As the water supply from qanats is based on a cyle of 14 

Ils'abana-ruz" (days), the two lldaýtsll of "Kala'gull and 
A 

"Dehzir" are each divided into 14 Its'abana-ruz", or 56 Itnim- 

ruzesIt. Each "nimruzlt of land consists of about 120 Itfis" 

(plots); each Itfil, is about . 50 sq m (25 x2 m). Some "fis" 

belonging to one person in one place collectively make a 

"taxtalt. The number of "fis" in one Ittaxtat' varies from 

4 to 10. 

If we want to calculate the whole area of each 1ýdas*ttf it 

2 would be about 33 hectares (50 mx 120 x 56 nimruzeS 4 

10,000 = 33.6 ha). But the whole area of each "daSttt is 
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about 120, hectares. ' For example, a farmer who has 1 

Ittasta" of water, which is enought to irrigate 2 "fislt, 

might well have 6 ItfisIt -and irrigates them in different 

cycles depending on the needs of crops; on the other hand, 

he- might leave some plots fallow for a year. The boundary 

between two Itfis"' is soil of about 20 cm high and the same 
C>. S 

width. The boundary between two "taxtas" is b04wv metre 

-to 2m wide and 25 cm high. Each "taxtall has a ditch - 

branching out-from the main ditch - beforethe f'i (fig. 101). 

Each Itfill has an opening, to the "taxtalslt ditch2 where the 

water enters. The water is directed to and redirected 

from a "fill and a 11taxtall by putting some shovels of soil 

at the opening of the "filt or "taxtalt. 

6.8 TILLAGE 

As mentioned previously cultivation in Xur is being achieved 

in the I'da9t" and under the palm trees. Soil preparation 

is possible by a spade called "bill". The "bill' is about 

60 cm long and 25 cm wide, with a2m wooden handle, which$ 

as usual during digging, is pushed into the ground by a 

foot (fig. 102). To make it easier for digging, the land 

has to be irrigated a few, days before. Use of fertilizers 

is extensive and common. 70% of the fertilizer is manure, 

collected from the folds and stables and mixed with sand; 

and 307o is a mixture of manure and chemical fertilizers. 

Both types are applied. 

Sowing is also done by hand, and after the seeds are 

covered with soil, the land is i=ediately irrigated. The 

main crops are wheat, barley, cotton, beet, turnip and 
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Fig, 101 . Plots in Xur ; divisions of cultivated land 

and irrigation dithches are shown in this ricture . 
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sunflowers. Wheat and barley are sown where the cotton 

has been harvested. Similarly cotton is sown following 

the turnip crop. 

The time of sowing, irrigation and harvest of some main 

crops are as follows: 

Wheat and barley are sown from the middle of August to the 

end of September. The first time of irrigation is immediately 

after sow ing, the second time is after 50 days, then each 

40 to 45 days'until March (3-4 times), then each 14 days 

until the middle of April, two turns of irrigation with 

a gap of about 8 days - is neccesary in May, and at last it 

is left until June and July which is the harvest time. 

Cotton is sown in March and April and after irrigation at 

the time of sowing, it is left for 50-55 days, then it is 

irrigated twice, each 14 days; about 5 periods of irrigation 

each 8 days - is necessary until the harvest time which 

is in August and September. 

Turnip is sown in early September and harvested gradually 

from December to February and it has to be irrigated 4-5 

times, each 14 days. 

All the agricultural productions of Xur are used in Xur 

and even by their own farmers. In the last 10 years 

agriculture has been badly neglected, due to the farmers' 

being attracted by the high profit of carpet weaving and 

trading. 

The toal agricultural production can only be a rough 

estimation based on 1977-78, as follows: wheat about 36 
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tons from 20 hectares, barley 70 tons from 35 hectares, 

cotton about 1 ton, turnip about 100 tons, vegetables 
S 

totally about 2 tons, pomegranate 42 tons from about 

1800 trees and dates 500 tons from about 100,000 palm trees. 
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Chapýer 7 

QANýT IN ARDAAN,, 
_ 

CASE STUDY 

This case study is about the qanat system in an area which 

has been completely dependent on its qanats for thousands 

of years. Now at a turning point, most of the qan&ts in 

the area are in danger of complete destruction because of 

lack of a proper plan, mismanagement, neglect, and,,, in 

particular,, a drop in the water table. The drop in the 

water table caused, firstly, by digging many tube wells 

at the upper slope of the plain where all the qanats have 

been fed', and at the water bearing strata of individual 

qanats, and, secondly, by overusing the underground water 

resources. 

fps To illustrate the problem, in the f4z"t two parts a brief 

outline on the geography, social and economic background 

will be discussed. Then the situation Of the water supply in 

the whole of the Yazd-Ardaký, n plain is mentioned. The 

next part is concentrated on the water supply in the city 

of Ardak-dn which is located on the lower slope and 

, northern part of the plain. 
4 

The main aim for doing a case study was to avoid generaliza- 

tion and to bring to light specified problems; one qan9t 

system was chosen and'is described in the last part. 

This chapter is based on the information obtained from 

various sources as follows: 

1. The most important part of this chapter - especially 

7.4 and 7.5 - is my own field work in the area in 1977-78, 
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based on personal observation, interviews with the moqanis 

and farmers, especially Haji Ali Moqani-Ba§ian of Ardakan, 

Haji Ahmad SadrabýLdi of Ardak&n and Haji Hasan FiýLz of Yazd 

who are the best known experts in qanat digging in the whole 

area, Haji Hosin Da9tban, the mirýýb of the Sadr-abad qanbýt, 

Mr Amini, a civil servant of Ardakan, who has a good 

knowledge of cultivation and irrigation, and many other 

people. 

2. The statistics about qAnats and wells is based on the 

official documents in the Department of Water Supply of 

Yazd. 

3. A report on the geology and underground water in Yazd 

and Ardakan which was prepared by the Ministry of Water 

Supply, 1974, was also greatly helpful. 

4. The statistics about the climate are based on the 

annual reports of the Iranian Meteorological Organization2 

quoted from the statistical year books, unless otherwise 

stated. 

5. The other sources of data are-stated in the notes at 

the end of the chapter. 
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7.1 GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND 

7.1.1 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 

The Yazd Province is located in the central part of Ira'n 

and has an area of 56,000 sq km (fig. 103). It is bounded 

in the west and the south-west by the Central Range of 

mountains (Chapter 1); and from the north and south by the 

V Kavir. The highest point in the area is "Sir-kuhlt on the 

south-west of Yazd, at 4,075 m, and the lowest point is 

on the north of Ardakan at 994 m. called ttSialh-kuhlt 

(fig. 104). The Province consists of four regions: Yazd) 

Ardakan, Bafq and Taft. 

Yazd and Ardakan are located on a plain extending from the 

south to the north, or from the'high mountain of 6ir-kuh 

to the Siaýh-kuh Kavir. The length of this plain is about 

100 km, and it is bounded in the west by a range of 

mountains and in the east by Kavir and lower hills. It is 

composed of sediments and pebble detritus. The cities of 

Yazd and Ardakan and the villages around them are located 

in this alluvium plain, on a line parallel to the ranges 

of mountains. The city of Yazd is 1,234 m and Aradakan 

is 1,040 m above sea level and the distance between the 

two cities is 60 km. 

7.1.2 CLIMATE 

Temperature. Ardakan and Yazd, like the other places 

around the desert have an extreme climate. The summer is 

hot and the maximum shade temperature is +450 C. Winter 

is relatively cold and the temperature ranges from -5 
0 to 

+10 0 C. Spring and autumn are moderate at about +24 0 C. 
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The annual average of temperature is abou +18 C. The 

number of days with the temperature below the freezing 

point is 60 days. There is little difference between the 

temperature in Yazd and in Ardakan. 

Precipitation. There is no precipitation from June to 

October, and most of it occurs from January to April. 

Annual precipitation in Ardakan is 56mm and in Yazd 58 mm. 

Sometimes the rainfall in one day may reach 24 mm which is 

about half the annual precipitation. There is, as expected, 

more precipitation on the high mountains than the plain; 

the amount of precipitation increases with increasing 

altitude (fig. 105). There is not much snow on the plain; 

if there is any it does not stay more than a day or two. 

But on the high mountains snow stays longer and as it 

melts during late winter and early spring it feeds the 

underground water resources. This water thus flows from 

the south to the north and feeds the'qanats. 

7.2 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 

7.2.1 HISTORY OF SETTLENENT IN THE YAZD-ARDAKAN PLAIN 

There is a wide strip of water-deposited sediment laid 

down on the middle of the Yazd-Ardakan plain which extends 

around Yazd and Ardakan. This alluvial belt has been a 

suitable place to establish villages because of the avail- 

able fertile land and the possibility of bringing water to 

the surface by qanat. 

It is not known, however, when the first settlement was 

established. in the area. It is said that Alexander sent 

his prisoners to Yazd about 330 BC (at'that time it was 
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Fie. 105 . Precipitation in the Yazd-A--dakAn Plain in relation to 
the elevation; The Pýecipitation increases as the elevation 
increases 9 

Location Altitude above the 
Sea level 

M 

Nean Annual 
Precipitation 

Ardakin 1#040 56 

Yazd 19234 58 

Foothills on the South- 1P500 - 2,000 100 - 120 
west of Yazd 

The Xountains (6ir-Rah) 29000 - 29500 140 - 170 

Top of the Mouiatains 29500 - over 300 - over 

Total Precipitation inarej - 
-- 

600 million m7 
'(Source : Kinistry of Water&Powerp A Report on Geology Onder 

ground Water in Yazd & Ardakan * 

Fig. 1,06 Population of the Yazd Province and its Regions * 

FRegions 

Total Popu, 
of the 

Regions 

Number of 
Villages 

in the 
Regions 

Population 

of the 
Cities 

Oi; of Popue 
living in 
the cities 

Ya-zd 238086 341 113#092 47.4 

Ardakin 70j, 292 292 231,227 32.9 

Taft 559440 875 Sp265 
ý15.9 

Bafq 18,449 249 6tOOO 31.8 

Total 3820891 19757 150r584 

I 

(source : statistical Centre Of Iran 9 1353/1974tStatistical 
Report of the Yazd Province )* 
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known as "Katha", derived from the Persian verb "kandan", 

which'means to dig). Also, the. name of the city appears 

in the mythical book of 11ý`ah-namall) the mythical heroes 

Zal and Rostam stopped there. All the evidence indicates 

that the history of settlements in the area goes back to 

at least 2300 years. 
(') Yazd, Meybod and Aqda were 

frequently mentioned by the mediaeval Islamic geographers 

like Estaxri (340 H/951 AD), Ebn e Huqal (367 H/978 AD) and 

others mentioned by Le Strange 
(2) 

, but ArdakaAn was named 

for the first about the 12tý century AD, which means it 

was a small village before this time, dominated by Meybod. 
(3) 

7.2.2 POPULATION OF THE PROVINCE 

Yazd is now the provisional centre 

This province is divided into four 

very interesting point about the p 

is the rate of urbanization in the 

of population living in the cities 

it reached 61.27o in 1355/1976. (4) 

of the Yazd Province. 

regions (fig. 106). A 

opulation of the area 

province. The percentage 

in 1345/1966 was 44.375; 

Thus the cities had the 

fastest growing urban population in IrAn. The first reason 

lies in the definition of a city in IrAn, which is a 

settlement with a population of over 5000; Bafq was not a 

city in 1966 and as a result of becoming a mining centre 

the population grew to 6000. The second reason, which is 

very relevant to this study, is the destruction of qanats; 

and then the villages, and the subsequent immigration of 

the villagers to the cities. 

7.2.3. POPULATION OF THE CITY OF ARDAKAN 

The data available from the population of Ardakan are as 

follows: (5) 
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Year Population 

1335/1956 81490 

1345/1966 14; 333 

1348/1969 162960 1 

1 1353/1974 ' 23ý117 

Population growth rate, about 2.5575 per 

annum. 

Some further detail is available from the 1345/1966 survey. 

From a total of 14,333 persons, 7,039 were male and 7,294 

female; 92% of the population were Muslims and 87o Zoroastrians; 

from the whole population, 2925 were ItworkersIt, 1480 were 

farmers, 312 were involved in the civil service, 309 were 

shop keepers or traders and the rest were householders, 

students, elders, babies and unemployed, but the numbers 

of them are not stated. 

Domestic crafts are very important in Ardakan: 68 families 

are involved in carpet weaving, 33 families in "zilott 

weaving (a kind of rug) and 779 families in cloth weavinge 
(6) 

7.2.4 HOUSING IN ARDAKýN 

As Ardakan has grown very fast and the population has 

nearly doubled within a decade, the townscape could not 

continue its traditional features. The traditional houses 

were either replaced by modern houses or were destroyed 

to create a network of wide streets. In the old part of 

the city the houses are built from llxe. 4t" (sun-baked 

bricks); and very much like Xur rooms are built around a 

square yard, which is a metre or two lower than the floors 

of the rooms. The ceilings are arched, but often the 
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roofs are made flat by putting mud between the two 

arches (fig. 107). 

Another feature of the townscape is the "badgirl" 

(ventilation tower); all the badgirs face the north because 

the prevailing winds blow from the north. 

In the new part of the town, houses are built with brick 

without any especial character (fig. 108). 

7.2.5 HANDICRAFTS IN ARDAKAN 

The economy in Ardakan is based on crafts and agricultural 

products. The main crafts, and the city is well known for 

producing them, are carpet and "zilu" weaving, "halva"' 

making and pottery. 

Carpet Weaving. There are about 1500 carpet looms in the 

city; about 150 looms in the houses and the rest in factories; 

and on them about 30,000 square metres of carpet are being 

woven each year. The price of the carpets woven in Ardakan 
t 

ranges from E100 to L200 per sq m (1977). The wool and 

the other materials are brought' from Yazd, Esfah&n,. Kerman 

and Kasaýn, and 9557o of the carpets are sent to Yazd and 

Tehran for sale. 

"Zilu" weaving. "Zilu" is a kind of rug which, although 

woven, is unlike a carpet, in that it does not have 'a 

pile. There is no variety of colours; it is always blue 

and white or red and white. Mostly zilu is in a large 

size (as large as 4 x-6 m), woven for mosques and in 

smaller sizes for houses. The Ardakani zilu is very 

famous, and there are about 1000 looms in the city. The 

price of each square metre of zilu varies from ZIO to E20 

(1977). 
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Fi, - - 107 .A view from the suburb of ,, ýrdaka^n . 
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ItHalva"making. "Halva-arda" is a kind of oily sweet pa'ste 

made of sesame oil (arda), and this is one of the most 

famous products of Ardakan. It is sold all round Iran to 

be eaten on bread for breakfast. 

Pottery. There are about 20 kinds of pottery produced in 

Ardakan, including jars, vessels, earthernware and pots. 

Also, 4 varieties of tiles and bricks are made. 

7.2.6 AGRICULTURE 

According to the census taken in 1345/1966 there were 

1,480 farmers in Ardakan - about 1057o of the total population - 

but about 507o of the families are involved in agriculture 

in one way or another. Apart from the farmers who have 

land for cultivating the crops, many other people whose 

main job is not farming have a garden of pomegranate and 

pis tachio. 

There are no statistics available for agricultural production 

in the city, but the statistics about the whole region of 

Ardakan can give some impressions on the agriculture in 

the area (fig. 109). 

7.3 WATER SUPPLY IN THE AREA OF' YAZD AND ARDAKAN 

7.3.1 QANATS IN THE AREA 

The Yazd-Ardakan plain has depended entirely on the qanat 

system for the water supply, as there is no water on the 

surface. 

Whenever there are talks about construction or development 

in this area, qanat digging is one of the most important 

activities which is mentioned. When the establishment of 
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Fig. 1,09 . Agricultural Production in the ArdakAn Region 

Crop 
Cultivat- 

ed 

area 

hectare 

N=ber 

of 
trees 

Average 
of annua 

oroductio 

ton 

Yield 
l from 
xM 

hectare 

ton 

Benefit from 

a hectare 

Wheat 4POOO qp600 20ý 3910ORls(Z25) 

Barley 20 30 1.5 

Lucern& 500 39440 7.4 31,51ORls(Z260) 
Alfafa 

Vegetables 20 - 300 15 

Melon-&wa±er 800 - 149400 16 
melon 

Cotton 250 - 430 1.5 8,20ORls(Z68) 

Fruits 15 - 115 8o2 

Grapes 15 - 160 7.2 

Pistachio 49500 19120000 1P500 - 140tOOORls 
(Zlt160) 

Pomegranate 1#300 8OOtOOO 30POOORls 
(Z250) 

(source : Xinistry of Water and Powert A Report on Geology&-Under- 
ground Water in Yazd & Ardakin. Figures are for 1351/1972). 
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Yazd was narrated by the historian ia-fari, he says: "He 

[Alexander] ordered to be built a fortress and flow a 

stream there. " 
(7) And development of the city in the 7th 

century AD is narrated as follows: "He [Yazdgerd, the 

Sasanid king, 630-652 AD) ordered to construct and f; ow 

tt 
(8) 

three streams there, called Yazd-abbLd, Deh-abad and Madin. 

Mentioning "construction and flowing streams! ' in the ., 

historical and geographical books, indicates the digging 

of qanats. 

Jafari, a 16th century Yazdi historian, mentioned the qanats 

of Yazd which were dug during his lifetime, and he mentioned 

that the qanat which was dug by the order of Alexander 

was still running at his time. 
(9) 

Many old geography books also mentioned that the city was 
f 

supplied by qanats: "The city [Y&zd] is watered by 

qanats, the city and the villages in this area are famous 

for their fruits, and many kinds of dry fruits are exported 

to Esfahan and the other citieslt - 11th century. 
(10) 'tYazd 

has a moderate climate; it has water from k*a*rizeslt - 

15th century. 
(11) 

The, point is that it is #dicated clearly in historical 

and geographical accounts that the cities and villages in 

A 

this area were always dependent upon qanats. The names of 

the qanats have changed many times through the centuries, 

and it is now difficult to relate the early qanaAts to the 

present day ones. On-ihe other hand, as there were only a 

few disused qanats - if any until the recent catastrophe 

of the drying up of the qanats in the area, one can be 
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fairly sure that many qanats were or are running in this 

area for up to 2000 years. 
I 

The Yazd area has been well known for its qanaAts; whenever 

Yazd is mentioned, qanats would also be mentioned, and 

vice versa. Indeed, it is believed that the word ItKathalý - 

the ancient name of Yazd - is derived from the Persian 

verb "kandan" meaning to dig, 'which is probabiy related to 

the qan^at, and qanat digging, as ltqan&t" in ancient times 

was called "kahl'# 

It has been mentioned in many books that the best moqanis 

are from Yazd, for example: "In the making, of a qanat, 

the Yazdis excel all other Iranians, and the services of 

their highly skilled moqanis or qan&t-makers are frequently 

in demand in other parts of the country. " 
ý12) 

It has been said that the ttkowl't (lining) was 'invented bY 

the Yazdi moqanis. 
(13) 

Undoubtedly, the longest qanat in Iran is in Yazd, but 

there are many exaggerations about its leAgth, which is 

said to be up to 120 km. (14 ) 
The longest qan^at is the 

qanat of Sadr-Ab&d of Ardakan which is about 48 km long. 

The deepest qanat in the area is ýamsi-kbad of Yazd, in 

which the llmadar-c2ahll is 130 m deep. The highest rate of 

water flow measured is the*qanat of Mob&rez-Abad at 130 

litres per second (1353/1974). 

The number of qanats in the area (Yazd-Ardakan plain) is 

not exactly knowný but by mentioning some statistics the 

approximate numbers could be shown. 



The number of qanats recorded for the whole province is 

(15) 
980 1 of which 522 qanats are in the mountainous area 

and 458 qan&ts are in the plains. -The qanats in the 

mountainous area - called llde§ma-qan&t" (see 4.3.2). - are 

characterized by short length from fifty metres to 3 km 

low depth - from 3m to 15 m and low rate of water flow 

from a few tenths of a litre to a few litres per second. 

The qanats on the plain - or qanateda6ti (see 4.3.1) - are 

very long, very deep with a high rate of water flow. 

In the Yazd-Ardakan plain it is the, "qanatedagtill that is 

very important; their numbers are recorded differently in 

different publications: the Statistical Year Book mentioned 

458 qanats, the Plan organization reported 448 qanats 
(16) 

the Ministry of Water and Power pointed to 406 qan&ts 
(17) 

but the Department of Water Supply of Yazd recorded 391 

qanats by name. 
(18) 

I 

This area was entirely dependent on the water supplied 

from qanats until 1335/1956 when the first tube well was 

dug there. 

7.3.2 TUBE WELLS IN THE AREA 

The first tube well in the area was dug in 1956 in Yazd to 

the depth of 100 m. By 1973 the number of tube wells 

reached 212 with depths of 10P to 220 m. Most of the tube 

wells were dug around the city of Yazd, located on the 

south of the plain, where the water table begins. As a 

result, the water table dropped at the rate of about 50'cm 

in a year. 
(19) 
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Rapid drilling of wells caused a rapid drop in the water 

table; in some areas the water table has dropped about 

40 m in the past 20 years - such as in the city of Yazd. 

Many qanats feeding from the water table dried up very 

rapidly, and the people who could'afford it started to dig 

more tube wells. The catastrophe was so obvious that the 

government decided to prevent the digging of tube wellsbg 

requiring especial permission from the Department of Water 

Supply, of Yazd. As a result, some of the people who had 

dug a tube well overused it, because there was no control 

on how much water they could raise. Many people started 

to dig shallow wells in their gardens as these did not 

need especial permission. The digging of deep tube wells 

also continued illegally. 

The following extracts are taken from reports sent by the 

Department of Water supply to the Governor of Yazd during 

the first 8 months of 1356 (March to October 1977): 

1. Investigation about complaints of dig'ging wells or 

qanats, 8 cases. 

2. Prevention of digging illegal wells, 23 cases. 

3. Issuing permits for digging wells to replace dried up 

wells, 16 cases. 

Issuing permits for digging new wells, 48 cases. 

5. Issuing permits for. extension of qanats, 18 cases. 

Records show, however, that digging tube wells and shallow 

wells still continues and the water table in the area is 

still dropping. More qanats are drying up and the rate 
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of water flow is also decreasing in many other qanats. 

The total amounts of water supplied from the underground 

was mentioned in two different years - in 1974 by the 

Ministry of Water and Power (20) 
and in 1977 appeared in 

the Statistical Year Book. (21) 
Comparing 1974 and 1977 

shows that within these three years the rate of water 

flow from qanclits, semi-deep wells and springs decreased as 

follows: qanats, 1257o; semi-deep wells, 67o; and springs, 

34%;, but the water withdrawn from the deep wells increased 

by about 14ra. The total amount of water withdrawn from 

the underground sources has decreased by 3.8/1'o (fig. 110). 

This information was based on the surveys made by the 

Department of Water Supply of Yazd. 

Fig . 110 The amount of water withdrawn from underground 

sources in the Yazd-Ardakan Area; i 
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1% 7.4 WATER SUPPLY IN ARDAKAN 

7.4.1 QANATS IN ARDAKAN (fig. 111) 1 

There were once. 112 qanats in and around Ardakan. In 1974 

105 qanats supplied water with an average of 66.9 million 

cubic metres annually. By 1976 the number of running 

qanats was reduced to 96 and the volume of water discharged 

from them dropped to 57.6 million cubic metres. , 

In order to obtain a clear picture, the name of each qanat, 

its length, depth of "m&dar-C'Ah't is quoted from the docu- 

ments in the Department of Water Supply of Yazd (fig. 112), 

and an attempt is made to compare the rate of water flow 

between 1971 and 1976 where statistics were available. 

Many qancits dried up during these five years. In many 

others the rate of water flow decreased in spite of extension 

of the qanats. In many other qan'&ts water increased as 

the result of extension. ' The town itself was supplied by 

33 qanats, but now 12 of them are completely dry. (The 

rate of water flow in 34 qanats have been compared between 

1971 and 1976 in fig. 112). The length of the qanats (fig. 

113) varies from 50 m to 48 km, the depth of the I'madar-6&hIt 

, ? 0- varies from less than a metre a* 120 m (fig. 114), and the 

rate of water flow ranges between 0.5 to 75 litres per 

second. 

Some of the qanats run directly to cultivated lands, some 

others run under the city or villages and the people dig 

"payabs" (see 6.4.1) to reach the water for household use. 

For drinking water there are about 40 112Lb ambarlt (cisterns, 

see Appendix) in the town which are being filled with water 
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Fig. 113 . Length of qanats in Ardakan . 
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(Based on the Records in the Dept, of Water Supply of Yazd) 

Fig - 114 . -Dppth of "madar-6ah" of qanats in ArdakAn . 

ýa, -, -P-e records in the D, n-;: t. of Water SuPply cA ,- Sed on - Yazd). 
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from qanats, mostly in winter, when the water is not 

required much for irrigation. Some "abambars" are also 

being filled with the water diverted frým floods, when 

there is such rainfall. Water collected in the 11, Abambarst' 

supply 4075 of the drinking water of the town, and the rest 

is provided by the city council from 3 tube wells. 

When an 1ý abambairll-is filled by water from a qanat, the 

owner of the "*'abambar" pays 2000 to 4000 rials (Z15--E30), 

for the qanat but it is free for the people who want to 

use it for drinking; all of the 11 abambars t' are ltvaqf 11 

(see 6.6.5), and the money for water - or for repair and 

maintenance of an 11 abambar" - is paid from the benefit 

of cultivated land endowed for that purpose. 

7.4.2 WELLS IN ARDAKAN 

There were 45'tube wells in Ardakan in 1974, which 

supplied 9.8 million cubic metres of water annually; their 

depth varies from 24 m to 173 m. 
(22) 

The drying up of the qanats is a result of a drop in the 

water table caused by over-withdrawal of water, but the 

tube wells around Ardakan are not only to be blamed because 

firstly, most of the qanats of Ardakan bring water from the 

upper part of the plain, where too many tube wells have 

caused a dropin the water table. Secondly, most of the 

people in Ardaka3n have dug shallow wells in their houses 

or gardens, and their number are unknown and not recorded. 

The situation now is like a cycle, digging wells without 

considering its relation with the location of qanats means 

a drop in the water table which causes reduction of water 
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from, or drying up of, the qanats, so more wells are 
a, h ; 'r' k 

required to replace the qanats, ~ causes a further 

drop in the water table causing the drying out of more 

qan&ts as well as the shallow wells. On the other hand, an 

immediate change in the water source - from qanats to 

wells - means destruction of traditional systems of 

irrigation and water apportionment, which in the end 

causes pressure on the systems of water supply. 

In order to explore this situation. one qan9t system 

"'Sadr-abad" - which is the longest and had the highest 

rate of water flow, has been selected for a detailed 

study. 

7.5 THE QANAT OF IISADR-ýLBAD't 

There are good reasons for selecting the Sadr-abad qanat 

for study. This qanat enables one to focus and concentrate 

on the important problems. It is one of, the most important 

qanats in Iran because of its long length. It As a 

relatively new qan&t compared with other qanats in the 

area (this point will be taken up later). It had a high 

rate of water flow - one of the highest in IrAn. It is the 

most important qanat in Ardakan because of its role in 

supplying drinking water. But in spite of all the advantages) 

it is now being destroyed because of a drop in the water 

table as a result of digging tube wells, of mismanagement 

and neglect and of the destruction of the traditional 

system of water distribution. 

7.5.1 THE QANAT DATA 

The qanat of I'Sadr-lab&dll was dug some 150 years ago by 

I 
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Haji Mohamad Hosin e Yazdi, who sold everything he had to 

pay for dig? ing the qanat. 

The llmldar-6AWI is located to the west of a railway 

junction called "Nazar-abad", and it is 57. m deep. The 

point that the I'madar-dah" is located is about 1160 m above 

sea level. The qana4t passes nearby two villages, called 

Jalal-abZLd and Ebrahim-abad, then under a village called 

gams-&baid. The next village is Kucok, but before-this 

village is reached there is a valley whose sides are 15 m 

high. In order to bring the water across the valley a 

bridge was built (fig. 115) and the water crosses the 

valley in an open ditch for 28 m. It is the first point 

where the water appears, and the distance between this 

point and the madar-c'ah is 35.5 km. Then the qanat passes 

under the village of Kudok, where the tunnel is about 5m 

below the surface, and some people use it by digging 

"payabst?. After that the water comes to the surface, and 

enters a "tanurall at the depth of 10 m to operate a water 

mill(asiab - see 4.4.3). This water mill is one of the 

biggest in the area; the water pressure turns the upper 

stone which is 15 cm thick and 160 cm in diameter. As the 

miller (asiaban) informed me, this asiab has the ability 

of grinding about 1500 kg wheat a day, but because the 

bakeries buy flour from factories, he does not have many 

customers. 

Then the qanat passes undet the villages of Firuz-abad and 

Yaxdun, where it is also used-for many "payabs". The most 

important problem is this, that because of many "payabs" 
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i 

water acros-- a 1, aliey . In order to taI: e water Fiý- . 115 . 1aking 
across a valley a bridge is built and the water crosses 
the valley in an open ditch (Sadr-Abid Q. ). 

'he 116 ." Maqsam ". A 
o--nt where the water is 
'vided between the d-itches 
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on the way the water is greatly polluted. 

The main water appearance (mazhar) is at the south end of 

the street of Sadr-ab&d. This street was being widened 

by the city council and because of mismanagement and the 

lack of an accurate plan, the water was running to waste- 

as there'was no proper firm ditch. 

Some hundred metres further down, the water is divided 

equally between two ditches, called I'maqsamIt (fig. 116). 

One ditch goes to the east of the Sadr-abad street and 

irrigates the eastern part of cultivated land, and the 

other irrigates the western part. 

The I'mazharlt point is about 1040 m above sea level, there 

is a difference of 120 m elevation between where the 

Itmazhar" is located and the "madar-6ahtt. The average slope 

on the tunnel varies from 1.5: 1000 to 3: 1000, the variation 

being related to the fact that the water comes to the 

surface once, and goes under the ground again. 

The distance between two shafts varies from 25 to 50 m, but 

the two sections that were recently dug on the uppýr slope 

are 135 m apart, i. e. the new "Madar-cah't is 135 m away 

from the previous "madar-6ahtt. This job was made possible 

by using a mechanical Pick. At the time of observation 

(January 1978) a group of 6 men were digging this section 

and using the pick, which worked by compressed air; Haji 

Ahmad, who was "Ostad Moqani't and was leading the group, 

brought a tractor and an air compressor. The air compressor 

gets the power from the tractor, and transfers it to the 

pick (fig.. 117). Also a very simple kind of lift has 
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Fig - 117 . Usine, the 

pneumatic pick 

1he air compressor prets it T 

power from a tractor and transfers 

itu to a pick which was recently 

used for digging the "Sadr-dbi, -C 

F-i ý-I . 
118 Lift. 

A simple kind of lift 

was prepared by using 

a motor-cycle engine 

to raise the soil 

instead of a 116arx- 

6ýh" (windlass) 
. 
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ýbeen made (fig. 118) by using an old engine of a motor 

cycle to raise the soil; it can raise 2 buckets of 150 kg 

of soil at once, while it is not possible to raise more 

than 30-40-kg soil with a windlass. 

The pneumatic pick has improved digging so that up to 5m 

of tunnel a day can be dug while with a hand pick only 

1.5 ma day is possible. Rapid digging and raising of the 

soil enables the moqanis to increase the distance between 

two shafts to 135 m; therefore digging two shafts in 

between was unnecessary. 

at the bottom of the "madar-6-ahtf, called I'sinah e k. ýrltq 

about 20 litres per second of water flow. The length of- 

the water bearing strata of this qana^t is about 4000 m, 

water seeps into the tunnel from about 2500 m of it and in 

about 1500 m the soil is moist, i. e. water neither seeps 

into the tunnel nor does it get lost. At the end of the 

water bearing strata (zahun or tarun) the rate of water 

flow is about 130 litres per second, but only about 73 

litres per second reach the tlmazharl* and the rest gets 

lost in the lengthy Itxo6kunt', which means a loss of about 

10 litres per second per kilometre. 

7.5.2 THE TRADITIONAL SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION 

The traditional system of irrigation of Sadr-abad was 

based on the system of water apportionment in relation to 

the system of cultivation. These two systems were carried 

out until about 1974 and have now been overtaken by a 

confused system. 
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1 
7.5.2.1 The Traditional System of Water Apportionment 

The traditional system of water dividing was based on the 

I'madar" which is a cycle of distribution. The cycle of the 

"Sadr-abad" qanat was 14 days (14 sabana-ruz, like Xur). 

The smallest unit of water apportionment is "tagt" equal 

to 7.5 minutes. The units are mor5pýZgular than the system 

in Xur, but measuring the "ta. 6t" was the same (see 6.5.2), 

only the "tas" (copper bowl, water clock) is bigger than 

Xur's. The units were as follows: 

1 tatt = 7.5 minutes 

1 ta§tu = 24 tast =3 hours 

nim-taq =6 hours 

1 t&q = 12 hours 

1 gabana-ruz= 2 ta^q =8 tas'tu = 24 hours 

While the ownership of shares was very complex in Xur (see 

6.6) it is very simple here. There are totally 2688 ta6ts 

of water (14 days x 24 hrs a day x9 tast an hour = 2688). 

These 2688 shares ot tasts ate owned by 193 share holders, 

whose number of shares varies from one-third of a tast to 

171 tasts, but the majority of the ownersýhave less than 

10 tasts (fig. 119). 

The mirab who is in charge of water distribution has a 

list of the share holders, and uses it to inform the share 

holders about their time of irrigation. 

In a general way the structure of the system was similar to 

that in Xur; there were differences in the units and their 

adaptation through the cycle (madar). Such variations 

exist among all qanats and each qanat has its own detailed 

characteristics and systems. 
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Fig, 119 . Distribution of the Shares of the Sadr-Abad QanAt 
among- the Share-holders of the QanAt. 

Number of Shares 

ta5t 
(1tast--7.5min) 

Number of 
Share-holders 

Percent to t! 'e 
Total of the 

Share-holders 

- 10 131 6 7.6 

11- 20 28 14.4 

21- 50 25 12.6 

50- IOC 8 4 10 

100 - over 3 

Total 2,688 ta5t 193 100 

Fig. 120 .A veiw of cultivated land -around Ardakan , 
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7.5-2.2 The Traditional System of Land Cultivation. 

The traditional units of land measurement in Sadr-abad are 

as follows: 

I qasab =-10.6 sq m 

1 da9t = 159 sq m= 15 qasab 

1 qafiz = 954 sq m=6 datt 

I S"abana -ruz = 22.9 hectares = 24 qafiz 

The main street of Sadr-&bad divides the whole area of 

land irrigated by the Sa'dr-abad qan&t into two parts. Each 

part is considered as 14 6aba4na. -ruz, adapted to the 14 

sabana.. -ruz cycle of water supply, totally about 64 hectares. 

But the total area of cultivated land irrigated by the 

Sadr-abad is about 250 hectares, which is owned by 1010 

people. The whole area of'cultivated land was divided 

into three sections at any time: one selction was under 

cultivation - kAýtah, one section was being prepared for 

cultivation - kandah, and one section was left to be 

prepared in the next year and to be cultivated in the year 

after that - sadah. This was an annual rotation. 

The land under cultivation - ka4s'tah - required to be 

irrigated regularly, depending on the type of crop, but 

the other two sections did not require irrigation, unless 

there were fruit trees which needed to be irrigated from 

time to time. Therefore, at any time only one-third of 

the total land required a regular irrigation, and the 

amount of water flow was sufficient in such a system-of 

cultivation (fig. 120). 

I 
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7.5.3 THE SITUATION OF IRRIGATION AND CULTIVATION TODAY 

The traditional system of cultivation and irrigation was 

going on well. In the early 1970s a great pressure started 

from two sides: firstly, because of a sudden drop in the 

'water table in the whole plain, particularly due to two 

tube wells dug near the llzehunlý section of the Sadr-abad 

qanat, causing the rate of water flow to drop suddenly 

from 120 1/s to about 90 1/s within a couple of years. 

Secondly, the price of land for housing started to rise, 

especially the land which had a small garden in it, so 

many people changed their cultivated land to small gardens 

and sold it for housing at the price of about Z20 to Z40 

for each square metre, and then many people dug shallow 

wells for them. 

It was decided by a group of people and the city council to 

change the traditional system of irrigation and water 

distribution to what it is today. The water is now divided 

into two main ditches at the point called "maqsamtt, one 

ditch irrigates the east part and the other the west part 

of the cultivated land as before. There is a I'mirab" and 

one who actually does the irrigation, who direct and 

redirect the water from one plot to the other, for each 

ditch. The I'mirab" and Itda. §tbanI' (who does the irrigation) 

start to irrigate the land from one plot to another and 

when every plot has been irrigated, 
'the 

mirab and dastban 

start from the beginning again. This is fundamentally 

different from the old system when the share holders had 

the right to irrigate their land and only the land which 

required water (kAS'tah) was irrigated. 
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The mirab keeps the time (by using a watch, now) to see 

the duration of irrigation for each plot. Everybody whose, 

land is irrigated pays 20 rials (about 16 pence) in summer 

and 27 rials (about 22 pence) in winter, with an extra 

5 rials (about 4 pence) per ta6t (7.5 minutes) of water to 

the mirab, regardless of whether he is the owner of the 

I 
water or not. 

In this sense, summer is considered to be 133 days from 

the Iranian New Year (21st March to lst August) and the 

rest is considered'a§ wintex(2*ýAugust to 20th March). 

The share holders of the qanat are being paid by the mir! Lb 

1500 rials (Z12) per tast in summer, and 2800 rials (Z23) 

per tagt in winter. 

The rest of the money collected by the mirab was intended 

to be spent on maintenance, repair and extension of the 

qan&t. But at the time of observation (January 1978) 

there happened to be a'roof collapse in the qanat and the 

amount of water flow was reduced. The evidence pointed to 

the absence of any responsibility or care for the qanat and 

nobody was acting to repair the damage that was so urgently 

necessary. 

Another major problem is in the frequency of irrigation; 

now it takes 70 to 80 days for one cycle of irrigation 

instead of the 14 day traditional cycle; because now all 

the plots are being irrigated from the beginning to the 

end. Therefore nobody can rely on irrigation from the 

qanat to irrigate land when it is required. For exampleý 

Mr Amini is a civil servant who has 12 qafizes of land, 
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but he has found that he cannot cultivate his land any more, 

because the frequency of irrigation is too low - every 

70 to 80 days. He has not taken up 10 qafizes, and has 

dug a shallow well and put an electric pump in it at a 

cost of about loo, 000 ria'ls (Z800). The depth of this 

well is 23 m but after pumping for about 30 minutes the 

well becomes dry; it takes about 2 hours to be refilled 

with water. This shallow well requires about L30 for 

electricity and about E40 for repair and maintenance 

annually. Many shallow wells are being dug by other people 

in houses and gardens because of these conditions, and 

these cause a further drop in the water table. 

The Sadr-a4bad qanat is now in great danger of destruction 

because of this drop in the water table, the disruption 

in the system of irrigation, mismanagement and neglect, 

and'a complete lack of responsibility. 

This is an example of the destruction of a qanat system, 

especially in an area where this system is so vital. 
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I Chapter 8 

HISTORICAL NOTES AND GEOGRAPHICAL 

DISTRIBUTION OF QANATS IN THE WORLD 

The qanat system of water supply, because of its character- 

istics and peculiarities, should not be considered only asý 

a way of water supply; it has had a role in history, it 

is a cultural phenomenon, it is a common feature of the 

arid zonelof the world, and its physical, ecological and 

social aspects greatly influence and affect thousands of 

settlements and societies throughout the world. 

The notes recorded in this chapter are extended from 

another study in progress covering history, cultural his- 

tory, historical technology, and geographical distribution- 

, of qangt, s in the world and the ecological specifications of 

the areas watered by qanats. 

The notes are based on a wide range of literature concerning 

history, geography, travel, books and the documents about 

water supply and irrigation in the world. 
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8.1 HISTORICAL'NOTES ABOUT THE SPREAD OF QANkTS IN THE 

WORLD 

8.1.1 ORIGIN OF QANkTS 

It is now quite clear that the qan&t is an Iranian 

phenomenon. It was invented and developed in the Iranian 

Plateau, and spread throughout the world, from its mother 

land. There are some reasons for such a statement: firstly, 

almost all the archaeologists, historians, geographers, 

anthropologists, etc., who mentioned "qanat", or wrote 

about it, believed that the qanat system was invented or 

developed in the Iranian Plateau. 
(') Secondly, the 

earliest evidence, and documents about the existence of 

qan&ts relates to the Iranian Plateau (see 4.1). Finally 

the Iranian Plateau is eminently suitable for qan&t digging; 

as sloping plains extend from the foothills to lowlands 

and deserts throughout the plateau, sett, lements in this 

area are located mostly on foothill plains. Lack of 

rivers and surface water and low rainfall is obvious every- 

where. The most important source of water is underground 

water which because of its sloping nature can be brought 

to the surface by a device like a qanat. 

It is not known,.. however, how the qanat system was inventedt 

as such a technique could hardly be a result of a sudden 

discovery; it is rather the result of processes of develop- 

Adlt /; Ntt 1-1h; ch 
ment, or Jowt4znrl of evolution. '. I have some suggestions tWoet 

might explain it. The process of development of the qanAat 
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was in±luenced and affectea by many factors: (a) low 

precipitation, (b) having a'short season of, rainfall and. 

a long dry season after it, (c) high evaporatign, (d) 

having extended sloping plains from the foothills to the 

low land, and even better by having enclosed basins 

surrounded by high mountains, (e) location of settlements, 

and (f) the social situation. 

Low rainfall and lack of surface sources of water supply 

make underground water the most important sources of water, 

supply (Chapters 1,3 and 4). Because the rate of evapora- 

tion is high (Chapter 1), transportation of water from 

one point to another is only possible by enclosed tunnels. 

The location of settlements in the plains and in the lower 

part of the foothills makes it possible to dig underground 

tunnels to bring the water from the water table, fed in 

turn by the seasonal precipitation on the mountains, to the 

settlen. ents. 

By the social situation-, I mean that in ancient-times, 

there were constant wars and fighting among the settlers 

of the plateau as well as the threat of attack from out- 

side. One of the easiest tactics was for the attackers to pre- 

vent w, ater getting to the city. Providing water for a city 

in a secret way was possible by qanat. For example, in 

the first documented record of a qanat, it is mentioned 

that Sargon II found the way of the water supply to the 

city of Ulhu and blocked it (see 4.1). In most 

of the ancient times, qanAts brought the watz=first to the 

fortressý(or to the mosques) and then to the fields. 
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The more likely theory is that the first steps of develop- 

ment of qanats was the digging of an underground tunnel 

to bring the water from the springs or rivers to the 

settlements, and then it was found that, apart from the 

water from the, main source (spring or river), water seeped 

into the tunnel from the roof or sides. 

The other theory is excavation of dried springs, which 

helped to find out that, as excavations into the sloping 

ground continued, the amount of seeping water increased, 

There is also a story narrated in the 10th century by 

Bbn Faqih: "It is said that one of the Kings of Iran 

imprisoned a group of philosophers ... and sent them to 

Kerman. There was no water but in 50 "gaz" [m] deep in 

ground. They invented qanhts and brought the water to the 

surface and covered Kerm&n with trees, and taught it to 

people. t(3) 

8.1.2 SPREAD OF QANATS IN THE WORLD - From the earliest 

times to the 7th century AD - 

It is now generally accepted that by the first millenium 

BC the qanlt system of water supply had spread throughout 

the Iranian Plateau, from the highlands of Armenia to the 

lowlands around the Kavir and to AfghAnistan as well as to 

some areas of Central Asia. 

The spread of the qanat system to the other surrounding 

countries must also have started during this time, and the 

first evidence of this extension is related to the first 

document recording the qanat, the tablet of Sargon II, 

714 BC (see 4.1). Sargon, who, devastated the qanats of 
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Ulhu, took the techniques of digging to Assyria; the 

evidence appeared some years later. Sennachrib, Sargon's 

son, built his palace at Ninevah about 700 BC, and 

supplied it with a qan&'tj and also the city of Erbil was 

supplied by his order. 
(4) 

NinevAh and Erbil are located 

in modern Iraq. 

In the 7th century BCO Hagmatana)the caPital city of Media 

(today HamadAn in the west of Ir&n), was recorded to be 

supplied by qan&t(5), which was destroyed later to force 

the city to be surrendered. The king of Babylon, 

Nebuchadnazzar, built a qanat for his palace* 
(6) 

During the Achaemeian d nasty of Iran (525-332 BC) many y 

qanats were dug throughout the country as the governments 

granted the profit from the land for five generations to 

the inhabitants to dig qanats (Polybius: Appendix II). 

Many qanats were also dug in the Syrian desert, Central 
(7) f 

Asia , southern Arabia, Yemen, the southern part of the 

Persian Gulf and Oman. (8) 
The other major diffusion of 

qan, its took place about 500 BC when Egypt was conquered 

by the Persians; a great network of qanats was constructed 

in the Khargoa Oasis in the desert east of the Nile to 

irrigate about 1800 sq miles of fertile land, and Itthe 

4 Temple of Ammon at Hebis was built in commemoration of the 

accomplishment. 11(lo) Although there is no historical 

record, I suggest that the qanat was introduced to Cyprus, 
f 

as the east of the Mediterranean was the battlefield 

between the Persians and Greeks, Persian soldiers went to 

Egypt partly overland and partly by sea and the Pers'ians 
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showed a great interest in the Mediterranean asýthe Suez 

Canal was dug for the first time during this time bylthe 

Persians. 
(12) 

During the third century BC and on to the early Christian 

eras, digging of qanats in Iran continued: "Traders 

constructed many qanats as private enterprises, apart from the 

construction of abambaArs". 
(13 ) The digging of qanats 

during this time was also mentioned by other historians* 
(14) 

The point is, during this time trade between Iran and 

China improved through the Silk Road, and the trade of 

agricultural products had priority. 
(15) It has been 

suggested that the qanat was*introduced to China during 

the Middle Ages (16) 
, but I would like to suggest that the 

qanats were introduced to China at that time as all the 

settlements irrigated by qan9ts are located along the 

Silk Road. 

8,1.3 SPREAD OF QANATS IN THE WORLD DURING THE ISI. AMIC ERA- 

It was after the rise of Islam that the qan&t system had 

its. most important waves of diffusion and flourishing; 

as all the IslAmic world claimed to be a nation, travel 

became easy, and establishing and developing towns and 

villages became'important. 

It is not, unexpected, therefore, that the digging of a qanat 

to supply water for the holy city of Mecca is one of the 

first traces of qanats after Islam. Many towns and cities 

were supplied by qanats according to the early Moslem 

geographers, like Samarra, ' Rahaba, Bayit, and Sanjar in 

Mesopotamia; Birut, Damscus, Ramlah and Manbej. 
(17 Among 
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these, the qan^at system of Samarra is very famous, and it 

is stated that "they were undoubtedly constructed by 

Persian engineers. 11(18) 

During the Abbasid Caliphate, it was mainly Iranians who 

were the administrators. Baramakids were one of the 

best known families from Xor6Lsan (which is supplied mainly 

from qanats), and had a great role in the Abbasid caliphate. 

Ja7far Barmaki became minister to Harun Ragid, a well 

known Abbasid Caliph. The Caliph killed his minister as 

his power increasingly spread throughout the world of 

Islam (187 H/708 AD). This even has a great role in the 

diffusion of qanats in the world. The Baramakids family 

and their relatives escaped from Baghdad, as their chief, 

Ja? far, was killed by the Caliph. The safest place for 

them to escape to was the Sahara of North Africa 119) 
, and 

they could adapt themselves to the environment as it was 

similar t. o their homeland. The Touat and Tidikelt regions 

of the central Sahara (now located in Algeria) became new 

settlement areas for the Baramakids ; they started 

to dig qana4ts in this area, and this qanat system spread 

throughout the Saharan oases. 
(20) 

Qanat technology then spread to Morocco and to the Canary 

Islands. The qanat system was well adapted to the Atlas 

regions of Morocco as the situation was suitable. This 

system was introduced to Spain in the tenth century after 

the Arab conquest of Spain. (21 ) The Spaniards took the 

qanat techniques to America, where it spread in Mexico, 

Chile and Peru. (22) 
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8.2, GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION_OF QANATS'IN THE WORLD 

The qanRt system of irrigation is now spread throughout 

the world, from China to Chile. From the point of view 

of number, length, depth and amount of water Supply) and' 

contribution to the total amount of water supply, 

qan&ts in the other countries cannot be compared to the 

qanats of Iran. 

8.2.1 AFGANISTAN 

AfghanistAn is the runner up to Iran from the point of 

view of numbers of qanats and their utilization; two-thirds 

of the irrigated lands are watered by rivers,, one-eighth 

by springsand the rest, about one-fifth, by qanats. Apart 

from the north and the north-east of the country, which'is 

dominated by many rivers, south and west Afghanistan depend 

completely on qanats for their water supply. The regions 

of Prizada, Herat, Farah, Qandhar, and Argh&nda4b are the 

most important areas watered by the qanat. The term used 

in Afghanistan for this system of irrigation'is Ilkariz", 

which is a Persian term, alternatively used in'Ira^n as 

well. (For the literature concerning the kariz in Afghan- 

istan, see source number 23 at the end of this chapter. ) 

8.2.2 PAKISTAN AND INDIA 
(24) 

The arid regions of the north-west and western part of 

Pakistan also depend on kAriz, as it is also known here; 

in particular Baluchestan. The'Quetta-Pishin district 

is very well known for its karizes; it is reported that 

there are about 300 of them there, irrigating 66To' of the 

irrigated area. 
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There are also indications of the existence of qanats in 

the Rajesta esert, but no detailed information on this 

point is available. 

8.2.3 CENTRAL ASIA 
(25) 

i 

Despite the fact that there are many indications in the 

literature of the existence of qanats on a large scale in 

Central Asia, there is little information about. the exact 

location of qanats. This system is recorded by P. Skosyrev, 

as Ilkyarizes", which is obviously transformed from "kariz". 

About 100 kalrizes have been dug in the Ashkhabad region; 

also Kazandjik, Fergana, Merv, Nurata and many other 

regions, in Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan get 

water from qanAts. A very interesting remarks has been 

made by Skosyrev about the water supply of Ashkhabad and 

the relationship between qanats and wells: ... the 

wells sunk around Ashkabad often reached water-bearing 

layers and the question of ensuring the capital with water 

seemed close to solution. But all these efforts ended in 

disappointment. The old kyarizes began to yield less 
I 

water as soon as the new wells were opened. The supply in 

the kyarizes diminished inexact proportion to the amount 

of water taken out of the wells-" 

8.2.4 CHINESE TURKESTAN 

The Turfan and Hami depression of the Sinkiang province 

of China is well known for its ttkarizes" as it is known 

there, and about 4076 of the inhabitants depend on the 

water flowing from the qan*lts. E. Huntington) who travelL-d 

in the area in 1906, suggested that this system was 
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introduced to this region in the 18th century, but as the 

kariz-watered settlements are located along the'ancient 

Silk Road, it is obvious that the diffusion of qana^ts 

took place long before, and probably in early Christian 

eras. There are about 30 villages and towns whose names, 

end with the term "kariz", such as Yangi-K&riz, Amir-KAriz, 

Sai-Ka4riz, and so on. Also the term t1mir&b" is used for 

the persbn in charge of water management, as in Iran. 

Most of the karizes in this region are a few kilometres 

long and up to 20 m deep. The main towns irrigated by 

qanats in this area are Turfan, Yamchi, Tuksun, Kara-Khoja, 

Luckchun, Yarkand and Khotan. 

8.2.5 SOUTH OF THE PERSIAN GULF AND OMAN (27) 

Many oases in Bahrain are watered by qan&ts like Barber in 

the north and Awali in the centre of the island. Buraimi 

and Al-Ain are among the, wadis supplied by qanats in Abu 

Dhabi. The sloping plains of Oman, in particular the 

Batina plain, are irrigat'ed by qanats, but there is no 

information' about their numbers and water flow. This system 

is known in Ba1-irain as qanat and in Oman and the other areas 

as IffelejIt (pl. Aflaj); 

8.2.6 ARABIAAND YEmEN(28) 

Qan'ats supply some towns and oases in Arabia, such as 

Hadramout, Firzan, Al-Kharj, Qatif; and it is recorded 

that the holy cities of Mecca and Medina were supplied by 

qanats. 

In Yemen, the coastal areas of the east of Adan, al-Asr, 

San? a and the areas around it, Ibb and some other villages 
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are supplied by qanats. This sytem of water supply is knowý 
k, 

by various names in these regions; in Arabia it is called 

qanat or kizama, and in Yemen as gariz, karaz, aflaj and 

felej. 

IP 8.2.7 ýAý(29) 

Apart from some ancient settlements which were watered by 

qanats, there are still many flowing qanats in Iraq, 

especially in the north and the north east of the country. 

The main regions irrigated by qanats are Kirkuk and Erbil) 

where the qana^ts are about 6 km long and with the depth of 

20 m; it is said that there were about 365 qanAts around 

Erbil and as many as 60 are still running. There are also 

qan&ts in Sanj&r, Musel, Bayat and Solimania. The terms 

qanat and k&riz (or k&hriz) are used in this country. 

8.2.8 TURKEY AND CYPRUS (30) 

It is recorded that qanats exist in Turkey but there is 

little description of them or their location. Some regions 

in the east of Turkey are supplied by kariz, as it is 

known that in places like Samson and Kayseri, there is a 

qanAat 5 km long producing some 150 litres of water per 

second. 

There are about 500 qanat systems in Cyprus, where it is 

called "chain of wells" or t'laoumiall, in particular in 

Larnaca, Dhromolaxia and Mesaoria. 

8.2.9 SYRIA, LE13ANON AND JORDAN 
(31) 

This sytem of water supply is known by the people in the 

Levant by its main name, qanat, and the term 1tfoq&r91t is 
h 

also used. 
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In Syria qanats are found in some areas around Damascus, in 

Hawran, I Salchiya, Salemiyal Qalamun, Qadim and near Polmyra 

and Homs. In Lebanon there is record of few qanats. In 

Jordan, also, many qanats supply water in the Arva region 

in the south of the Dead Sea, and in Shunat Nimrun. Some 

q "ts in this area had been dug in ancient times but ana 

became choked; they were cleaned before the Second Worid 

War and now flow again. 

8.2.10 EGYPT 
(32) 

The al-Kharqa oasis in the centre of Egypt is well known for 

its qanats which were constructed some 2500 years ago, and 

most of them are still flowing; for instance, four qana4ts 

at Um el-Dabadib in the oasis. Some qanats in this area 

are as long as 10 km. The lands irrigated by these qanats 

are recorded to be about 5000 hectares. Marsa-Matruh in 

the north-west of the country, alsol is irrigated by qanats, 

as well as the Siwa in the west. During the late war the 

"ts at Burbita and Marsa- British army dug several short qana 

Baqush, while Italians did the same thing at Bardia and 

Tobruk. Qanats are known to the local people as Itfoqara". 

8.2.11 LIBYA AND TUNISIA 
(33) 

i Obviously the techniques of qanat digging were introduc. ed 

to Libya after the tenth century AD, and now some settle- 

ments in the oases of Fezzan, particularly at Ghadames, 

Kurfa, and Zella, are supplied by this system, known to 

the people as ttfoqa^ra'll. 

In Tunisia the qana4t. systems are found in Kayrawan, 
I 

Menchico and in Nefzwa where this system is called ftxarij"' 
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or "kharij" --ýapparently another transformation of 

"kariz". 

8.2.12 ALGERIA 
(34) 

After Iran, and possibly Afghanistan, Algeria has the 

highest number of qanats and the highest volume of water 

from them. This system of irrigation is called here 

. 
1t: foqaralt (or llfoggciraý'? ) . The central part of Algeria, 

from the Moroccan frontier to the oases of In-Saleh in 

the centre of the Sahara, almost all the settlements 
AS for 

depend on foqara their water supply. 

,. I 
Tovat became the first settlement of the Bargmakid who 

fled from Baghdad and came here about the ninth century 

AD; before this time there was no qanat (see 8.1.3). 

There are 439 foqaras in the Tovat region which are 

altogether about 900 miles long, and 409 foqargs, in the 

Gourava region; there are 40 foqaraSs supplying the town 

of Aulef alone. Also about 1000 disused foqaras in 

Algeria have been recorded. The average length of-foqarls 

is about 2.5 km and the longest is about 16 km long (in 

Adrar), and the highest rate of flow is 56 1/s. The 

whole area of Tidikettalso depends on foqaras, with 

125 in number. The French constructed some'qanats in 

el-Golea, using new techniques of which detail is not 

available. 

(35) 8.2.13 MOROCCO AND THE CANARY ISLANDS 

Qanats were introduced to Morocco in the 11th century ADý 

and it was well adapted because of the suitable geographical 

situation; the Atlas Mountains fed the water table of the 
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the sloping plains well. This sytem is known here as 

rhetara or khotara. The Houz plain, particularly the city 

of Marakesh, the Sous plain and Tafilalt are watered by 

this sytem; there are 273 systems in the Tafilalt region. 

It is only mentioned in a document that qangts exist in 

Mauritania. 

Few qanats exist in the Canary Islands: in Tenerife around 

Santa Cruz and La Laguna, and near Arafo; and also in Gran 

Canaria; this system is called here'ýaleriaý: There were 

305 gaierias on Tenerife in 1960. 

8.2.14 SPAIN, BAVARIA AND THE OTHER PARTS OF EUROPE 
(36) 

The qanat system was introduced to Spain by the Arabs during 

the Ilth century AD. Madrid is the main area dominated by 

qanats and tfiere are many in the other parts of Catalonia. 

In Spain they are called 1tviages", and the term galeria is 

also used. The city of Madrid used to be supplied by six 

long and many small viages de agua. 

The French anthropolaig; t Christian Bromberger has informed, 

me about the existence of qan3ts in southern France. 

, 
QanAts are found in Central Europe in the German-Czech 

borderlands, in an area of about 500 sq km, between the 

towns Selb and Rehav in West Germany and Asch in Czecho- 

slovakia. About 27 systems have been found in this area, 

with the length of up to 800 m. 

8.2.15 CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMFIZICA(37) 

Qanats were introduced to the new world by the Spaniards. 

In Mexico, this system supplies the regions of Tehuacan, 
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Parras, Canyon Huasteca, and Tecamenchalco. The regions of 

Nazca in Peru and Pica in Chile are well watered by their 

qanats. It is known in these areas as galleria, but the 

people of Nazca use another term as well - puquios. The 

gallerias of Pica are from 100 to 2350 m long, but the 

average length is 1.5 km. 

It is also suggested that the galleria supplying some 

settlements in the Hawaiian Islands are qanats. 

k 
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Chapter 9 

CONSPECTUS OF QANkTS AND PROPOSALS FOR THEIR FUTURE 

9.1 SITUATION OF QANkTS IN IRAN TODAY 

The lack of precipitation and permanent rivers in many parts 

of IrAn on the one hand, and the amount of water withdrawn 

from underground on the other, show the importance of under- 

ground water resources in IrAn. The total amount of water 

required in the country has been estimated to be about 

52 billion cubic metres for the year 1977; some 50 billion 

cubic metres of it is used for irrigation, I billion for 

use in the urban areas and industries and the rest for 

domestic use in the rural areas. 

This amount of water is supplied by underground resources, 

477c (qan&ts 14.2%2 wells 22.5% and springs 10.3%), 33% by 

rivers and 101116 by precipitation. 

In order to discuss the contemporary situation of qanats 

in Iran, the investigator is faced with a very serious 

difficulty as the literature and documents show confusion 

and uncertainty, and such figures as are give are mostly 

based on estimation rather than investigation; the only way 
0 

is to examine all the available documents and attempt to 

clarify the matter with examples. 

The total water discharged from qanats in the late 1950s 

and early 1960s was estimated as between 16 and 22 billion 

cubic metres a year (see Chapter 4 and fig. 23); therefore 

one can confidently assume 19 billion cubic metres as an 

average annual discharge, and an average rate of flow of 

20 1/s. 
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In 19-68,20 billion cubic metres was withdrawn from under- 

ground; 15 billion from qanats and 5 billion from tube 

wells. 
(2) 

In 1977, just over 19 billion cubic metres was 

withdrawn from underground; 11.8 billion from tube wells 

and 7.5 billion from qanats. It should be recalled that 

the digging of tube wells (deep and semi-deep wells 

operated by electric or diesel pumps) started in Iran 

after the Second World War and since the 1960s has spread 

rapidly (see 3.3-4). 

The point that I make is that the principal way of tapping 

water from underground has been altered from qanaýt to tube 

well - at a very high price and without supplying any 

more water (fig. 121), 

To illustrate the problem some examples are given. The 

ancient'town of Qazvin, to the west of Tehrýn, used to 

depend on its qanats for its water supply'. There were 
(3) 830 qanat systems in the Qazvin plain , which supplied 

about 550 million'cubic metres of water annually, (based on 

20 1/s for-each qana^t which is the'minimum average rate of 

flow). The first tube well was dug in 1941, up to 1955 

there were still only 5 tube wells supp. lying the drinking 

water of the city and their average depth was 75 m. 
(4 

By 

1961 the number of tube wells reached 53 with an average 

depth'of 107 m, 192 qana"ts were dry and 688 qanats were 
(6ý AtS 

still running. By the 1960s only ý07 qana were Still 

flowing which accounted for, 367o of the underground water 

withdrawn and 136 tube wells accounting for the rest, 6451c; 

the total discharge was 291 million cubic metres. 
(7) In 

i 
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Fig , 121 e Comparing qanhts and tube-wells in Irin . 

QANITS TUBE-WELLS 
Total 
dischare 

YEAR number 
dischargc 

number 
discharge 

from 
qanAts & 

m3X109 m3 XIO 9 tube-well 

early 1960s 19 - ib 

1968 15 5 20 

1970 149986 5-5 40P477 7 12.5 

1971 15s, 500 6,2 45,699 9 15.2 

1977 18#280 7.5 60P356 it* 19.3 

( for sources of information see the text ). 

F-Ig , 122o Comparing qaAats and tube-wells in the Qazvin plain . 

WITS TUBE-WELLS Total 
discharge 

YEAR e,,,, of the % of the m3X1O 
6 

number total number total 
discharge dischargc 

Before1960s 880 99 
'C"O, 

5 1 550 

1961 688 53 - - 

1965 374 - - - - 

late1960s 207 36 1; 136 64 291 

1977 149 
I 

-- 

18 d 
L- 

-- 

10008. 82 419 

- Mmpý 

I 

(for sources of information see the text ) 
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1 
1977, there were 149 qanats supplying 1876 of water withdrawn 

and 1008 tube wells supplying 82TS', the total amoung of water 

discharged was 419 million cubic metres (s ee fig. 122). 
(8) 

Ardestan, an area in the west of Kavir which used to be 

completely supplied by qan&ts, had about'560 qan&ts, now 

200 qanIts are completely dry and the rest of the 360 

supply less than"10 1/s each. 
(9) 

Masvad, had 330 qan&ts supplying about 270 million cubic 

metres(IO), now 250 qanats discharge 130 million cubic 

metres a year while'1200 deep wells not only dried up 

80 qan&ts but t1ae level of the river flowing nearby has 

fallen(12), because of a sudden drop in the water table. 

Assuming 20 lls as the average rate of flow for each qahatý 

the 1,626 qan&ts of LarbSijan can supply about 1000 million 

cubic metres of water annually, but now these qana4ts supply 

361 million cubic metres and 3076 tube wells discharge 

317 million cubic metres. Thus, the total water supplied 

from qan&ts and tube wells today is about 2/3 of the water 

which was originally discharged from the qanlts alone. 
(13) 

As a rough estimate shows, about 2/3 of the qanats in Irin 

are completely dry and the rate of water flow in those 

still running qanats has decreased. Nevertheless, it is 

still possible to restore many of the qanats and to increase 

the rate of flow in many others. It has'been estimated 

that if the total amount of water annually discharged from 

qanats of Iran is calculated, it is worth about 50 billion 

rials (about L380 million) . 
(14 ) This is the biggest 

national. capital asset after-oil. 

A 
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In the following-section, 9.2, firstly the reasons causing 
I 

these problems for qanats will be discussed, and then, 

secondly, some proposals will be made. 

9.2 THE FACTORS CAUSING THE PROBLEMS 

The qanat is a water system widely used throughout the 

country. But there are many differences in different 

regions - which depend on the geographical conditions - 

and it is not possible to point out all the minute factors 

which cause the problems of maintaining water flow in the 

qanats. Here, the most common and the most important 

problems are generalized. 

9.2.1 DROP IN WATER TABLE. After a precipitation water 

falling on the ground oozes through the soil until solid 

rock or other impermeable material is encountered. The 

water begins to build up from that level and fills the 

pore spaces of the soil. The stored water thus accummulated 

in this saturated zone is called ground water, or under- 

ground water, and the top of the saturated zone is called 

t he water table. 
(15) 

In the arid lands bare rock mountains 

lead the rainfall on the surface as a flood and this also 

feeds the ground water; on the other hand the snow which 

covers the top of the mountains during winter, starts to 

melt from early spring and enriches the ground water. 

If the amount of water withdrawn from the ground water is 

greater than the amount of water which seeps into the 

ground, the water table will drop. 

A 

Qana ts are fed by the underground water table; the lizehun" 

(or "tarun") section of the tunnel is dug almost horizontally 

into the ground water and water seeps into the tunnel. When 



the water table drops, the proportion of "zehun" section 

of the tunnel decreases until the water does not seep to 

the tunnel at all. Sometimes extending the tunnel can be 

a remedy, but in other circumstances it is not possible 

to reach the ground water horizontally. 

To redress the situation, the floor of the tunnel can be 

dug downwards (this is called "tah-zani") up to about half 

a metre or more, but the water can drop so much that none 

of these devices are helpful and a qana6t completely dries 

up. 

9.2.2 TUBE WELLS, AND THE FALL IN THE WATER TABLE. There 

is no doubt that the main reason causing the drop in the 

water table is over-withdrawal of ground water by tube 

wells. This is shown by the survey of the Water Depart- 

ment of Yazd (1974, A Report on Geological and Underground 

Water in Yazd and ArdakSn, p. 40): "The water table is 

dropping in the Yazd-Aradak&n plain at a rate"of about 

0.5 m in a year because of over-use of the ground water by 

the tube wells in the area. While the total precipitation 

in the area has been estimated to be about 600 million 

cubic metres a year (the same report, p. 83] the total 

amount of water withdrawn was 390 million cubic metres in 

1977. This was a decrease of 3.876 compared with the water 

withdrawn in 1974 (qanats 12576, semi-deep wells 67o and 

springs 34576, while the water withdrawn from deep wells 

with a depth of between 150 to 250 m shows an increase of 

147oý see 7.5.2); this reduction reflects a lower supply 

of water. 



This is the situation in the plaj 

Varamin, Qazvin, Ara^kj K&§&n, Jiroft and many other parts 

of the country. 

9.2.3 DIGGING TUBE WELLS NEAR QANATS. Regulations of 

"harim" have been traditionally arranged over the centuries 

in order to divide the ground water equitably'between 

shallow wells and qanats, and qanaits and other qan&ts; and 

in order to reduce and prevent one source (qanat or shallow 

well) causing a loss in the other. Until recent times, 

the "harim" regulations accommodated the fact that it was 

not possible, technically to dig a qanat or a well very 

deep. When the tube wells (deep and semi-deep wells 

were introduced, the regulations of "harim" should have 

been modified in order to maintain the flow in qan&ts 

nearby the tube wells. For instance, the average maximum 

depth of qan&ts is not more than 80 m while the average 

maximum depth of deep wells is about 200 m.. Therefore, 

the distance between a qan&t and a tube well, 'as recommended 

in the regulations of ttharimlt (500 m: see 5.8 and Appendix 

IV), is not adequate to maintain the right of qanat. 

Mostly, this right of "harim" has been ignored; in the 

case of the Yazd-ArdakAn plain most of the tube wells 

were dug must near the qanats (see fig. 111 in Chapter 7). 

9.2.4 DISORDERS IN THE SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE IN IRAN. A 

programme of land reform in Iran started in 1962 and officially 

ended in 1971. The essential idea was to transfer the land 

to theý cultivators. The villages which belong to the 

large proprietors were transferred to the farmers, some 
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villages were r divided between the farmers an ,d the land- 

lords, and some others were rented to the cultivator for 

a lease of between 30 to 99 years. This programme did 

not even solve anything but caused many problems in the 

whole social life in Iran and it ended in the collapse 

of agriculture in many parts of the country and disorders 

in many others. The factors causing so many problems 

need investigation'but the main reasons can be counted as 

the lack of a proper pýan, mismanagement, lack of inf6rma- 

tion and knowledge of qo4ntry life, transformation of 

capital by t4e ex-landlords;. to the cities, lack of a 

programme to support the peasants which thus caused the - 

immigration of millions of farmers to the cities. The most 

important criticism of the'land reform programme was about 

dealing with the sources. of water supply in particular 

qanats. For example, if the qana4ts were transferred to 

the peasants with the land, the peasants did not have the 

capital or the financial support of the government to 

maintain and repair their qan&t. At exactly the same time 

the landlords dug tube wells in their retained land. 

A+ Lambton studied some aspects of the problems caused by 

(16) the land reform. Even her study is now out of date 

but nevertheless. it still shows how the land reform 

affected the qancýts: 

After land reform began investment by land- I 

owners in qanats decline or virtually ceased 

f 
[16-p. 286] ... In many parts of Irain, 

I 
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I notably Esfahan-, Ney9abur, Yazd and Kerrn&n, 

partly as a result of a succession of dry 

years, and probably partly because of the 

lowering of the water table through the 

extraction of water by means of deep and 

semi-deep power operated wells, the. flow 

of water in qanats, which was vital to 

agricultural prosperity in these areas, 

materially decreased and in some cases 

dried up [16-p. 130] ... A serious 

problem raised in some parts of the 

plateau was the fact that the land 

owners, in order to cultivate the land 

he retained intensively, might sink a 

deep or semi-deep well in his land, which 

might dry up the qanat or qanats which I 

watered the land kept by the peasants... [16-p. 2431 
I 

It is significant to point out that in the Third Develop- 

ment Plan of IrAn only 5576 of the credit for irrigation 

projects was said to have been used to improve the qanats 

while 1176 was spent to drill tube wells. 
(17) 

9.2.5 LACK OF MAINTENANCE. Many qanats in Iran are 

disused because of lack of maintenance. The owners of 

these qan9ts have either Jemigrated to the cities or work 

as seasonal labourers in the cities or work in the factories; 

because they are not involved in agriculture any more, 

the qanats are ignored. Most of these qanats are suffering 

from a roof collapse or blockage which could be removed; 
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or the silt in the "tarun" section which could be cleaned. 

In the cases of the qanats owned by many shareholders, 

ignorance of the means or need for maintenance is prevalent. 

9.2.6 DISREGARD OF THE TRADITIONAL SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION. 

An example of such a case is the "sadr-abad" qanAt of 

Ardak&n (7.5) in which the traditional system of a 14-day 

irrigation cycle has been replaced by a 70-80 day cycle. 

The system discourages the qanat owners from maintaining 

the qanat as the water is not used properly. 

9.3 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF THE QANAT 

9,3.1 ADVANTAGES OF QANATS. 

a. Qan! t is one of the most important man-made systems of 

water supply that does not require any kind of power or 

energy to run it; the water flows by gravity. 

b. Qanats, unlike other- sources of water supply, do not 

need to be supervised day and night and do not require 

continuous attention and guarding. 

c. When a qanat was constructed it might flow for hundreds 

of-years; the expenses of maintaining, and once in a while 

repair, is very low considering the amount of water flow. 

d. The local labourers and specialists throughout the 

country can on their own operate, repair and maintain the 

qanats; qanats do not, require technicians or other experts 

for their upkeep and, repair. 
I 

e. In the mountainous areas where the digging of wells is 

difficult and sometimes impossible, short and low depth 

qanats can be dug. 
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I f. Since water flows by gravity and construction and 

maintenance is carried out by local experts, foreign 

exchange is not required to buy machinery, equipment and 

spare parts - in contrast to tube wells. 

9.3.2 DISADVANTAGES OF QANXTS. 

a. Qan&ts are not practicable where the water table lies 

in deep ground. 

b. Qanats are not practicable in ground where the slope is 

very low. 

c. In an area where the ground slope is relatively low, 

the "tarun" (or 11zehun") section of the qanAt does not go 

deeply into the ground water; in other words, qanats 

cannot use the very deep strata of underground water. 

d. Qanats fed by the upper strata of underground water 

lose water, especially in areas where the slope of the 

ground is low, in dry years'or after any little drop in 

the water table. 

9.4 COMPARING ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF QANATS AND 

TUM WELLS 

a. From the point of view of the time for construction, 

a tube well can be dug within some months, but a qan&t of 

about 4 km long and 30 m depth of I'madar-Uth" (an average 

qanat) takes 2-3 years to build (depending especially on 

the nature of the soil). 

b. The cost of construction of a qanat is greater than 

the cost of a tube well; an average qanat (4 km long, 30 m 

deep) needs a capital of 10-12 million rials (4000 m length 
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of the tunnel, 1500 m length of the shafts; 2500 rials for 

digging 1m tunnel and 2000 rials for digging 1m shaft, 

which is about L80,000 to LliO, 000). 

The capital cost of a semi-deep wells'is about 2,000,000 

riAls (zC16,500) ahd a deep well 4,200,000 rials (L35,000). 

But in the long term a qanat flows for hundreds of years, 

and the only expense is maintenance costing some 48,000 - 

60)000 rials (Z400-L500). In contrast tube wells need 
or de e-lleoel 

2-3 persons for continuous upkeep, electricity and 

frequent repairs which are sometimes as much as 720,000 

rials S. 6000 a year. 
(18) The important point is the 

average length of time that'a tube-well can operate is 

20 years(19), and after that another tube well must be 

dug because it is not possible to clean or change the 

tube inside the well. 

c. The tube well can tap a very deep ground water and 
I 

unlike the qanat it does not have any limitation due to 

ground slope. 

d. The tube well needs machinery, equipment and spare 

parts, all of which have to be supplied from the industrial 

countries, and which account for 50-605,76 of its capital cost. 

e. The tube well needs technicians and mechanics for 

operation and repair; even if the operator can be trained 

among the local farmersý for the repair and maintenace the 

technician has to be invited from the cities to come to 

the villages. It can happen that a village is left without 

water for weeks when an engine breaks down, waiting until 
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a part is supplied or a technician is invited to repair it; 

such a situation can severely damage the crops. 

9.5 THE NEED FOR A COORDINATED SYSTEM 

Qanats and tube wells are two systems of tapping under- 

ground water. As the underground water is the only source 

of water in many parts of IrAn, any way of supplying it 

must be considered as vital.. 

Because of the lack of a proper programme and, mismanage- 

ment, qanats and tube wells have been pu. t into conflict 

with each other. As a result, in spite. of the construction 

of more than 60,000 tube wells, the total amount of water 

is about 20 billion cubic metres, which is the same amount 

discharged from qanats about 20 years ago; therefore the 

total amount of water tapped from underground has not been 

increased, while the demand of water has b; een increased 

because of increase in the population and development 

programs. Thus it is necessary to coordinate the qanats 

and tube wells and to make the best use of each without 

putting the other in danger. 

9.6 WHY QANATS MUST BE RESTORED 

The most important point about qanats in IrAn is that there 

are alreadythousands of qan&t systems throughouý the 

country, which have proved their value, many for centuries. 

By repairing, maintaining and supporting the qanat, many 

qan&ts can be made to reflow and the rate of flow in many 

others could be made to increase, so that billions of, 

cubic metres of water can be discharged, even if the 

construction of new qan2ats is not considered. 



This point must be emphasised that without even digging 

any more qanats, by restoring the system already built up, 

a large amount of water can be obtained. ý The government 

of Iran is now considering the restoring of agriculture to 

high priority, the making of the dry qanats to reflow, 

and increasing the rate of flow in the others. This I 

believe to be a wise policy and a recognition of the 

importance of qanats. It must be mentioned that any plan 

for restoring the qanats and coordinating it with other 

systems should be made through the government and with the 

support of the government. 

9.7 MEASURES NEEDED TO RESTORE QANATS 

Because of the variety of systems of qanats in different 

parts of the country, any plan for the improvement of 

qanats must be regional, based on the regional environ- 

mental situation. Here some general recommendations and 

remarks are made: 

a. As many qanzýts are now disused because of the lack of 

maintenance a special credit must be allocated to be used 

by the qanat owners for repairing and maintaining the 

qanats. 

b. In order to overcome the problem of uncertainty of the 

future of qanats, a special insurance organization should 

be set up. The shareholders of a qan&t would pay a rate 

depending on the rate of water flow, the length and the 

situation of the qanat. After any damage or requirement 

to repair the expenses should'be met through their 

insurance. 
ý3 
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c. The traditional system of irrigation, distribution and 

apportionment of water should be maintained. If any change 

is necessary it should be based on a careful study, 

including close consultation with owners, users, mirabs, 

etc. 

d. The techniques of construction of qanats should be 

improved. New techniques can be very helpful in finding 

water, for instance geological maps and guidance through 

regional water authorities. Modern equipment for surveying 

and digging, raising up the soil and lining the tunnel 

should be used. Such changes must be supervised and 

supported by geologists and technicians based on a 

governmental organization. 

e. The regulations of Itharim" should be modified in order 

to maintain the rights of qanats against the digging the 

deep tube wells too near to them. 

f. In order to prevent over-withdrawal of water by tube 

wells, the amount of water withdrawn must be controlled by 

the regional water authorities in different parts of the 

country, especially in the areas where the water table is 

dropping. 

g. In order to feed 

scale dams should be 

in particular in the 

the precipitation go, 

evaporation. If the 

which seeps into the 

and enrich the water table, small 

c onstructed to control flood water, 

central part of Iran, where most of 

as to swamps and is lost through 

floods are controlled, the water 

ground will feed the water table and 



the reservoirs behind the dams will also provide another 

source of water supply. 

h. The regional water supply systems should take advantage 

of the good points of qanats, tube wells, shallow wells, 

springs, rivers and dams, and so constructed to make a 

maximum, long term supply of water at minimum of cost, 

including running costs (in tube wells), maintenance and 

repair (including maintenance and repair of technical 

equipment for digging, pumping, etc. ) and depreciation of 

equipment. 
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Chapter 10 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

1. The thesis draws attention to the generally hot and dry 

weather conditions in much of Iran. 

2. The variety of geographical regions and the differences 

between their physical features is outlined. 

3. The climate in the various regions of the country is 

described with particular reference to precipitation. 

4. An outline of quality of evaporation and sunshine is 

given in some areas in order to demonstrate the loss of 

water. 

5. A very brief outline of the history, demography and 

economy is presented to show that in spite of, the lack of 

precipitation in manyparts of the country, human society 

has existed in that part of the world for thousands of years. 

6. A water budget is presented and its analysis emphasises 

the need for efficient extraction and conservation of water 

resources. 

7. 'The sources of water supply are identified and these 

show the importance of underground water in many parts of 

the country; even in the places where there are rivers 

and relatively high precipitation underground resotIrces of 

water are'still vitally important. 

8. A full description of qanats in IrAn is presented; 

including their history and role in people's lives, past 

and present, their number, the amount of water discharged 

from them2 different kinds of qanats and the utilization 
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of water from qanats including drinking, as a source of 

power, household consumption and irrigation. 

9. A full description of the construction of qanats is' 

given based on personal observation and on information 

from expert craftsmen. 

10. The structure and use of traditional equipment for 

surveying, digging and construction is described. 

11. The process of construction goes through the following 

states: a) Search for underground water, b) Digging the 

experimental wells, c) Measuring the slope, d) Determining 

the location of the tunnel and shafts, e) Digging the 

tunnel and shafts, and f) Digging shafts upwards. 
1 

12. Difficulties and problems frequently arise during the 

construction and the ways, the more common of them, to 

tackle these problems. are discussed. 

13. The extension, repair and maintenance of qanats is 

described. 

14. "Harim" is a reserved area around a qanat; the regula- 

tions for its determination are described. 

15., A case study of the qanats in the town of Xur was made. 

In this town the qanats are working properly. 

16. In this case study of Xur, detailed plans and corss- 

sections of the three qanats are presented. 

17. A full description of the distribution and apportion- 

ment of water for irrigation is presented for the first 

time; the flexibility of this traditional system and its 

efficiency in conservation is demonstrated. I 
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18. In a second'case study the situation of the qanat 

systems and water supply in the ArdakAn area is described. 

It illustrates the situation where the qan: gt system is in 

da Mer of collapse. 

19. In order to analyse the problem further, one qanat 

system of Ardakan was studied in detail-; the Sadr-abad 

qana^t of Ardakan (possibly the longest, in Iran) is now 

faced with a crisis because of a drop in the water table, 

mismanagement, and neglect. 

20. The traditional system of water,. distribution of the 

Sadr-abad q? ýn&t is described as well as a modern system, 

replacing it; the modern system faces failure. 
r 

21. The qanat system exists in many parts of the world 

from China to Chile.; the world wide distribution of qanats 

is briefly surveyed. 

22. The situation of qanat systems in Iran today have been 

discussed; there are now 18,280 qanats runnin6 (less than 

1/3 of the total oe 62,171 constructed qanats) and 

supplying 7.5 billion cubic metres a year. 

23. More than 2/3 of the qan&ts in Iraýn are completely dry 

and disused, and 1/3 of the qanats which are still supplying 

water. About twenty years ago 20,000 qanats upplied about 

20 billion cubic metres of water annually, but in 1977, 

18,280 qanats discharged only 7.5 billion cubic metres 

a year. 

24. The factors causing the problems for qanats in Iran 

are described: a) drop in the water table, b) the tube 
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wells causing the fall in the water table, c) disorders 

in the system of agriculture in Iran2 d) lack of maintenance, 

and e) disregard of the traditional system of irrigation. 

are 
25. Advantages and disadvantages of the qanat-lie described, 

and it is compared with the advantages and disadvantages 

of the tube well. 

26. As qanats and tube wells in Irin have been, incorrectly, 

put into conflict with each other, the need for coordination 

between these two ways of supplying underground water is 

considered. 

27. Some proposals and suggestions are made for restdring 

the qanAat system in Iran, such as: a) maintaining the 

qanats, b) insuring the qanats, c) improvement in the 

method of construction of qanats and using the modern 

equipment, d) modification of regulations of "harim" as 

the relation between qanats and tube wells is concerned, 

e) controlling the amount of water withdrawn from under- 

ground and considering the capacity of the ground water, 

f) feeding the ground water by building small scale dams, 

and g) making regional plans for water supply. 

28. 
lConsidering 

the relationship between qanats (especially 

cjanLt e da9ti) and settlements, I have a hypothesis: the 

studies of qanats in general and especially the detailed 

studies of the qan5, ts in Xur and Aradakan show a linear 

series of foue ecological zones: 

(a) The mountains. They receive more precipitation than 

the plains. The water either (i) seeps into the ground 
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contributing to the ground water lower down in the foot- 

hills or (ii) runs as a. flood taking silt and sediment 

to the plains. 

(b) The slopin2 alluvial foothills, between the mountains 

and the plains. Here the underground water oozes into 

the qanats to be conducted on downwards. 

(c) The plains, formed by silt and sediment, and suitable 

soil for cultivation. Here *w/-64Ox*V the settlements rAre- ýopnd. - 

(d) The water drains into swamps, lakes, the sea, etc., 

where it evapcýrates. Often, in Ir, ýn, it drains into the 

desert,. where, due to evaporation, the land is salt 

encrusted. 

29. The relevant literature about qanats is surveyed and 

the lack of knowledge, on this topic are discussed. 

30. Some important points are discussed in Appendices, 

such as construction of llabamb&rlt, narratives of Polybius 

about qana*ts in Iran, units of measurement of water in 

different parts of Iran, Itharim" and its regulations in 

the Iranian Civil Code and in the religious narratives, 
I 

Iranian calendar and translation of an agreement on 

repairing a qanat of Xur. 
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Appendix II 

IIABAMBAR ". l'AbambAr tt is a cistern for water storage. it 

is characterized from outside by a dome which covers the 

reservoir. In order to build an "ab, ambar 11 a circular ditch 

is dug about 10-15 m deep and 1m wide (fig. 123), which is 

then filled by a mixture of lime, stone and mud to form 

the side wall. Then the soil inside the cistern wall is 

taken away and a dome is built over it to prevent evapora- 

tion (fig-124); there are, sometimes, "badgirslt (wind 

ventilation towers) on the dome to cool the water. 

There are thousands of "abambars 11 distributed in central, 

eastern and southern parts of Ir4a"n, in the villages, towns 

and even by the roads in the deserts for travellers. They 

are filled with water from qangts or rain water. They are 

known by various names throughout Iran, "a4b ambar" and 

"howz" in the centre and eastern regions, and "berkall in 

the-southern part of Irgn are the most common names. 
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Fig . 123. Construction of " abambar " .; a ditch 

Fie, . 124 - An abambar a dome from the outside 
is the general feature of the labambalx 

. 

is to be dug and filled for the wall of the 

abambar 
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Appendix II 

NARRATIVES OF POLYBIUS ABOUT QANATS IN IRAN 

War between Antiochus'the Great and Arsaces III, 

King of Parthians (212-205 BC) 

Arsaces expected that Antiochus would come as far as this 

district (of Media)ý but that he would not venture to 

proceed across the ad)oining desert with so large a force, 

if for no other reason, yet from the scarcity of water. 

For in this tract of country there is no water appearing on 

the surface, though there are many subterranean channels ' 

which have well-shafts sunk to them, at spots in the desert 

unknown to persons unacquainted with the district. A true 

account of these channels has been preserved among the 

natives to the effect that, during the Persian ascendency, 

they granted the enjoyment of the profits of the land to 

the inhabitants of some of the waterless districts for 

five generations, on condition of their brin. ging, fresh water 

in; and that, there being'many large streams flowing down 

Mount Taurus, these people at infinte toil and expense 

construct these underground channels through a long tract, 

of country, in such a way that the people who now use the 

water are ignorant of the sources from which the channels 

are originally supplied. 

When, however, Arsaces saw that Antiochus was determined to 

attempt to cross the desert, he endeavoured at once to 

choke up and spoil the wells. But King Antiochus, upon 

this being reported to himIdespatched Nicomedes with a 

thousand horse; who found that Arsaces had retired with 

his main army but came upon some of his cavalry in the 



act of choking up the shafts which went down into the 

underground channels. They attacked these men, and, having 

routed and forced them to fly, returned back again to 

Antiochus. * 

* The Histories of Polybius, translated by ES Shuckburgh, 
Book X- 28, Macmillan & Co, London, 1889, vol. II, p. 27. 
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Appendix III 

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT AND APPORTIONMENT 

OF WATER AND THEIR DURATION 

Units of measurement and apportionment of water varies 

greatly from one part of Iran to another and even from one 

village to another. Here I have recorded some notes of the 

variations that I have observed in different parts of Ir^an. 

The duration of time is measured, generally, in three, ways: 

1. A copper bowl with a hole in the bottom is put on the 

water in a filled pottery bowl. The unit is the duration 

of time that water runs into the bowl through the hole in 

the bottom (like Xur's). The bowl, and there the unit, is 

called by various names, such as: tas, ta9t, fenjun, 

pengun., kasa, jam and so on. The time unit for a bowl, 

and constant for that bowl, varies from 5 minutes to 20 

minutes. This device is spread in the central part of IraAn. 

2. A pottery jar full of water is hung and the water comes 

out from a hole in the bottom into another large pottery 

bowl; it is, obviously, the reverse of the way described 

, above. This unit and the pottery jar is called a kuza, 

xom2-xomma, and so on, and its duration is between 20 

minutes and 30 minutes, depending on the jar'used. 

3. Sun-clock. This device was observed in Jandaq (n. w. 

Xur)., This is a gnomon of 150 cm long. The shadow of the 

gnomon, (gaxes) comes on to pieces of stone on the ground. 

I was informed by the llmirablý of "Jandaqtt that it takes 

45 minutes for the shadow to get from one stone to another2 
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although the distance between the stones are varied (fig. 

125). The unit of water apportionment is called Itjora") 

corresponding to -18 minutes. The duration of the time while 

the shadow passes from one stone to the other is 45 minutes 

or 21 "jora". One "jora" irrigates one piece of land called 2 

"beljun" which is about 167 sq m. At night, by knowing 

that each "jora" irrigates one "beljun't, water is distributed. 

It was said that formerly the motion of stars at night had 

significance of measuring the time,, but at the time of my 

observation (1977-78) 1 found nobody who knew how this 

was done. 

A 24-hour-day, Itgabana-ruz", is the basis of cycle and 

division and units. The cycle of water distribution varies 

from one place to another, for example: Varaun (Ardakan) 

8 days, Faroxi (Xur) 10 dayss Kasan region some villages 

10 days and some 12 days, Jandaq (Xur) 12 days, some villages 

in southern Xbrasan 12 days, Ardakan 14 days, Xur 14 days, 

Das"tak (giraz) 15 days, Qorva region (Kordestan) 18 days, 

and Mehrejan (Xur) 20 days. 

Each day is divided in some areas into two sections called 

"taql" like KcýLscln, in some areas into four sections like the 

"nimruzes" of Xur, and in some other areas into 8 sections 

like "joft" of Qorva. 

The smallest unit, I'sahm" (share) , also varies; for example: 

"tas"tall, of Xur is 6 minutes, "tasut? of Ardakan is 7-1 minutes 2 

I'saraqal" or I'sarajall of KAsan area is 9-10 minutes, I'sahm" 

of Qorva is about 11 minutes, frfenjun" of some areas of 
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Xoras'&n varies from 12 to 18 minutes, "jorall of Jandaq is 

18 minutes, "dong" in Faroxi and lta's,, in Nlehrejan is 20 

minutes, and lIxommall of some areas of southern XorýLsan is 

30 minutes. 

Fig . 125 . Sun-clock ; description of sun-clock 

for measuring duration of time for apportionment 

of water in "Jandaq'I . 

4' 

_7 
_z-- 
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Appendix IV 

HARIM I 
1. Religious Narratives. (a)"Hasan Basri has narrated from 

Mohammad - the Messenger of God - that 'everybody who digs 

a well becomes the owner of the surrounding land for 40 

"zera? " [approx. 20 m] in all directions. ' Also it was 

narrated from Mohammad that the harim for a spring is 500 

IzeraT (250 m], for a well for animals to drink at is 40 

Izera? l (20 m], and for a human drinking well is 60 tzera'? '- 

(30 m]. According to the Hanafi School, the harim of a 

qanat is 500 Izera? '. It* 

(b) "The harim of a qanat is 250 IgazI 1250 m] in hard 

soil and 500 IgazI [500 m] in soft soil, but as 'Ebn-e- 

Joneid' and the writer of 'Kef&yal said, a new qanat cannot 

be dug, if it damages the old qanat nearby, although the 

distance between them is more than the determined harim. "** 

2. Harim according to the Civil Code. 

Article 136. The harim is the boundary around the property, 

qanat, stream and so on which is necessary for the full 

enjoyment of the'land. 

Article 137. The harim of a well for, drinking water is 20 

gaz (20 m) and for a well for irrigation is 30 gaz (30 m). 

Article 138. The harim of a spring and a qanat is 500 gaz 

in soft land and 250 gaz in hard land, but if the distances 

mentioned in thisproceeding article are not enough, to avoid 
I 

the loss, distance to the extent required to prevent the loss 

shall be added to them. 

Abu-Haseb Karaji) Estexr&je kbhaye Penhani, pp. 42-45. 
Mohaqeq Qomi, Jame? ol ýatat, quoted from: M Sarmad) 
T-Incilimcn, ýkh n1 qPL 
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Article 139. The harim is like the property of the owner, 

and any sort of aggression and occupation which is contrary, 

to the purpose of harim is not allowed without the permission 

of the owner. Therefore nobody should dig another qanýLt or 

well in the harim of the qanat or the well. But activities 

which do not cause damage are permissible. *** 

"Qanun e Madani Ir&nl" (The Iranian Civil Code), Elmi 
Publications, Tehran, 1317/1938. 

I 
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Appendix V 

THE IRANIAN CALENDAR 

The Iranian calendar is based on the Zodiac and it is a solar 

year record from the "Hejral" (migration) of Mohammad, the 

Prophet of Islam, from Mecca to Medina. This year is 1358 

Hejri(from 21st March 1979 to 20th March 1980). 

The seasons and months are counted as follows: 

SEASON MONTH CHRISTIAN MONTH 
Number of The date 

Names days corresponds to 
the beginning of 
+Ine% T-em"4n" mnnth 

Farvardin 31 21st March 
Bahar 

Ordibehe*t 31 21st April 
(Spring) 

Xordad 31 22nd May 

Tir 31 22nd June 
Tabestan 

Mord&d 31 23rd July' 
(Summer) 

ýahrivar 31 23rd Auaust 

Mehr 30 23rd September 
Paeiz 

Kban 30 23rd October 
(Autumn) 

Azar 30ý 22nd November 

Day 30 22nd December 
Zemest^an 

Bahman 30 21st January 
(Winter) 

Esfand 29* 20th Februarv 

* In leap years it is 30 days. 
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TRANSLATION OF AN AGREEMENT ON 

REPAIRING THE KALAGU QANAT 

In the Mosque of Haj Ali lqa Yaqm, 5, i 

A group of the share holders of the Kalagu Qanat had a 

meeting on the evening of 4th Xordad 1353* and the following 

articles have been decided: 

1. The ditch from the upper part of 'lab e Kalagull to the 

late Moein's garden** is to be cleaned. 

2. The private ditch'belonging"to Mr S Abdolah kld'avud*is 

to be repaired under the supervision of Mr SAaba Hosin Vahab 

and Mr Java^d Moulavi; M-r'Al&avud himself has to pay for this, 

repair. 

3. The tunnel from the Moein's garden to the I'madar-c"ah" 

is to be cleaned. 

4. The-shafts along the qana4t have to be checked; if the 

mouth of a shaft is open, it has to be closed by flag stones. 

5.. Because of the threat from moving sand, it has been 

decided to build a wall at a height of 1m nearby the 

"mazharyt [outlet] of the qanat. 

6. As these activities need money, it was agreed to collect 

money from the owners at 200 rials per ttnimruzlt***, and Mr 

S Qasem Niusavi was appointed to collect the money and hand 

it to Mr Ali Aq& Yaqmai. There are three person who have 

27th May 1974. 
The distance is about 300 m. 
In this sense, a "'bon'ab" in each Itnimruz" is regarded 
as 6 Itgolast"; thus the owner of each gola "Ab" or 
each dong "bonab" had to pay about 13 rials (10 pence). 
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to supervise the activities, in turn and each one for 

15 days, who are Mr Ali Asgar YaqmAi, Mr Hosin Rasidi and 

Javad Moulavi; the wage of moqanis and the labourers is 

paid by Mr Ali Aqa Yaqmaj. 

7. It was agreed to pay 1057o of, the collected money to Mr 

S Qasem Musavi, who is the 'tsar-kargarlt. 

At the date of 4 Xordad 1353 

19 Signatures 

I 
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